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RICK MARTIN

We are living in very interesting times, dont’t you think? Black is
white, white is black, and everything in between has been (or is being)
turned upside down or inside out—or both! These current times have
been the subject of very important prophecies and ancient prophetic
information encoded into time lines which would be recognized as
calendars of sorts—such as that associated with the Great Pyramid of
Giza or various Native American cultures, especially the Hopi.
However, there is one source of such prophecy, coming from the
ancient Mayan culture, which stands out for special attention—both
because of the merit and sophistication of the information, as well as
because it is not widely known. Moreover, there exists (as you might
expect) some measure of disagreement among those who study and
(Please see The Mayan Calendar, p.21)
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Update From Our Editor
Since it has become an ongoing “soap
opera” of sorts for you patient readers, let me
start off by announcing that the envelope
experiment was a BIIIGGGG success! Who
would have thought that a little bit of folded
paper would act as such a great “time
machine” to accelerate the flow of information.
Some of the notes and calls we’ve gotten
back from you convey reactions just this side of
sheer astonishment over how fast you got your
paper when it was contained in an envelope—
and thus was machine-sorted—rather than
people-sorted by our “well trained” civil
service employees. I guess miracles indeed can
come through small paper packages.
One generous and sharp-witted reader, A.S.
in Colorado, sent me a check for $100 because,
as he put it: “I well know the extra expense
you had—and will have—no thanks to the US
Post Office. I hope it helps a little, and keep
up the excellent paper.”
Well, such thoughtfulness helps A LOT and,
along with your many kind notes of support
and encouragement, such wonderful emotional
energy sent our way by YOU is what continues
to boost The SPECTRUM up to greater and
greater levels of excellence and visibility in so
many different circles that don’t usually mix.
We are hearing from a wide range of
people who all say they derive much from this

newspaper. And then there is the feedback
coming to us from the more public personages
who speak regularly to large numbers of
inquiring ones. You know who they are—the
major lecturers at conferences around the
world.
These public figures, who carry great
teaching responsibilities at this time of a
massive planetary awakening, are quietly (and
sometimes not so quietly) becoming our
strongest supporters. Such public-figure
Lightworkers, who we never imagined even
knew about The SPECTRUM, are telling us
they know it quite well, how much they admire
and respect this publication, and that they look
forward to sharing their own messages with
us—and thus with all of you, too.
We will indeed present their messages as
time and space and, especially, finances permit.
So, it is heartwarming to sense that some kind
of a “critical mass” has been achieved here at
The SPECTRUM whereby ones from all walks
of life are reaching out to each other through
this unique conduit of sometimes remarkable
information.
And, it looks like, finally, you’ll be getting
that information in a timely manner—so long
as we put it in an envelope! Let us all be
thankful for little miracles.
— Dr. Edwin M. Young, Editor-In-Chief

The News Desk
of them terminally ill and getting better under
Dr. Clark’s supervision, had to be sent home to
DR. HULDA CLARK
try and do the protocol on their own.
ARRESTED AND JAILED!
Dr. Clark was escorted to Indiana on
October 4 and arrived in Indiana October 6,
From the Internet, <para-discuss@tje.net>, 2:30 a.m. A hearing was held at 9 a.m. and
bail was set at $10,000.
10/19/99: [quoting]
Dr. Clark was offered a plea bargain with a
Check out her own website at the address: fine if she pled guilty, but she pled not guilty.
<http://www.drclark.net>.
The trial will be February 2, 2000.
10/29/99

DR. AL OVERHOLT

INTRODUCTION TO DR. CLARK’S
LEGAL BATTLE
What has happened to Royal Raymond
Rife, Dr. Burzynski, and other pioneers in
medicine has finally happened to Dr. Hulda
Clark.
On September 20, Dr. Hulda Clark was
arrested in San Diego. She was subsequently
held in a prison in Santee, waiting to be
extradited to Indiana, where she is charged
with “praciticing medicine without a license”, a
class C felony facing 2-8 years in prison.
The patients in her clinic in Mexico, most

[Messages from an earlier notice:] We
have decided to turn this into something
positive and teach the suppressors a lesson, like
it has been done in the Dr. Atkins case. We
are working day and night now to make this
happen (it is 3:24 a.m. as I am writing this).
But only grass roots support—meaning YOU—
can help us do that.
Hulda Clark is author of the book: The
Cure For All Cancer.
Write here for information:
Well Now Health Information Service, Box
15524, Atlanta Georgia 30333.
Email:
<me@drclark.ch>,
<http://
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www.freedrclark.com>. [End quoting]
Dr. Clark has been a longtime proponent of
getting rid of parasite infestations in the body
as an important step to good health.
Considering how many billions of dollars are
made by the medical establishment by keeping
this kind of information secret, it does not take
too much thinking to figure out why “they”
have finally come after Dr. Clark.
She needs support—there are many truly
good doctors (and researchers) being persecuted
today and in recent years for promoting the
ingredients for TRUE health. A public outcry
seems to be the most effective way to send a
“back off !” message to the crooks in high
places.
CLINTON’S SOLO NIGHT GOLF
RAISES IMAGE OF
PERSONAL FRUSTRATION
BY BEN MACINTYRE
From the Internet, Jeff Rense, <http://
www.sightings.com>, 10/19/99: [quoting]
A strange, solitary figure could be seen on
the Army and Navy Country Club golf course
outside Washington on Sunday night, whacking
ball after ball into the pitch darkness as the rain
poured down.
It was Bill Clinton, inadvertently offering
the stark image of an increasingly isolated and
frustrated President heading towards the end of
his second term, his temper rising and his
power waning.
Dusk was already gathering when he
suddenly announced that he was going to play
golf, alone, and for two-and-a-half hours he
worked his way around the sodden course,
deserted save for his Secret Service detail and a
handful of damp journalists.
“He was playing in the pitch dark,” one
reporter said. “He was swinging and wildly
hitting balls everywhere.”
Mr. Clinton’s obsession with golf is well
known, but his eccentric solo session has
inevitably invited speculation about his state of
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mind in the twilight of his presidency. “It was
odd. It was strange,” one White House official
was quoted as saying.
With just over a year of his last term
remaining, Mr. Clinton is having to cede the
political spotlight to his would-be successor, Al
Gore, and to his wife, while his ambitions for
his own legacy have become bogged down in
partisan politics and bitter budget wrangling.
Recently Mr. Clinton has taken to public bouts
of introspection, and by his own admission the
presidential temper is starting to fray.
“Some days I wake up on the wrong side of
the bed, in a foul humor,” he told an audience
earlier this month. “It has occurred to me really
that every one of us has this little scale
inside...on one side there’s the Light forces and
on the other side there’s the dark forces in our
psyche.
“Life is a big struggle to try to keep things
in proper balance,” he added.
Mr. Clinton’s darker side was on full
display last week after the Senate rejected the
treaty banning nuclear tests that he had planned
as the centerpiece of his foreign policy.
Mr. Clinton lambasted Republican senators
for what he called their “reckless partisanship”
and “isolationism”. And the Senate is not alone
in feeling the rough edge of the presidential
tongue.
In the past few weeks he has been heard to
lash out at his conservative enemies,
unsympathetic media, and even the FBI.
Earlier this month, at a White House picnic,
one reporter for Investor’s Daily found himself
in a slanging match with Mr. Clinton, who then
gave instructions that the journalist be banned
from all such functions in the future.
Mr. Clinton’s frustration was also evident
recently when he reflected on the stalled peace
process in Northern Ireland and compared the
opposing sides in the conflict to drunks
addicted to violence.
The President’s periodic bursts of ill humor
may be partly attributable to disappointment
with the campaign being run by his VicePresident, whose election Mr. Clinton sees as
crucial to preserving his own place in history.
He has been vociferous in his support of
Mr. Gore, but last weekend the front-runner for
the Democratic nomination clearly hinted that
he might forgo Mr. Clinton’s help. Many
voters see Mr. Gore as tainted by the scandals
of the Clinton presidency.
The President is also said to be finding it
hard to adjust to playing second fiddle to the
political ambitions of Hillary Clinton. While he
jokes about joining the “Senate spouses club”,
associates say he feels more than a twinge of
envy that his political career is winding down,
unglamorously, at a moment when hers may
just be taking off.
Some associates say Mr. Clinton is still
determined to leave an imprint from his final
year in office and is gearing up for a battle over
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spending with Republicans in Congress. “He’s
been in great spirits and he has lots of fight,”
Terence McAuliffe, a Democratic fund-raiser
and Clinton confidant, told The Washington
Post.
But Mr. Clinton’s public comments have
taken on a mournful, valedictory tone, and his
introductions to White House visitors now tend
to start with the formula “as our time here
draws to a close”.
On a recent trip to New York, a park guide
joked that the President could always get a job
with the National Park Service. “I can work
cheap, I’ve got a good pension,” Mr. Clinton
replied.
But White House insiders say that for all
the jocularity, the future is weighing heavily on
his mind.
But the only thing that Mr. Clinton has
stated with absolute certainty about his plans
after leaving the White House is that they will
involve a large amount of golf.
When he climbed, dripping, into his
limousine after Sunday’s impromptu and
solitary round of golf, his aides declined to say
what he had scored.
Perhaps he was not even counting. [End
quoting]
It would be very interesting to know what
would cause him to take this rather drastic
approach to calling unfavorable attention to
himself. I’m wondering if it has anything to do
with his threatening to start World War III so
he
can
maintain
the
presidency—
DICTATORSHIP??
ELITE’S NEW YEAR’S CELEBRATION
AT THE GREAT PYRAMID OF GIZA
From the Internet, Jeff Rense, <http://
www.sightings.com>, 10/25/99: [quoting]
An Islamist newspaper on Tuesday
denounced Egypt’s plans for a spectacular New
Year millennium celebration as part of a Zionist
plot to lay claim to the pyramids.
Al-Shaab, bi-weekly mouthpiece of Egypt’s
Islamist-oriented Labor Party, argued that the
show, organized by “Zionist” French musician
Jean-Michel Jarre, would bolster what it called
Zionist claims that Jews had constructed the
4,500-year-old pyramids.
“The Jews claim that they are owners of
Egypt’s ancient civilization and the builders of
the pyramids,” wrote Labor Party SecretaryGeneral Adel Hussein in a front page article.
Jarre, famous for albums such as Oxygene
and Equinoxe, will perform a 12-hour
electronic opera in a $9 million spectacular on
the pyramids plateau, featuring 1,000
performers, lasers, fireworks, and a mix of
Oriental and Western music.
“The climax of the awesome celebration is
the placing of a gold cap on the main (Cheops)
pyramid. What we are dealing with here is
crowning the top of our Great Pyramid with the
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symbol of Masonic Zionism,” Hussein wrote.
Egypt’s Culture Minister, Farouk Hosni, has
already come under fire from nationalists in the
arts community for choosing a foreigner to lead
the millennium party, expected to attract
thousands of tourists and intense media interest.
“The minister is free to choose who he
wants,” said Culture Ministry spokesman
Ahmed Khalil on Tuesday. “If he (Jarre) is a
Zionist or not, is nothing to do with us. He’s
an artist.” [End quoting]
Some more proof that Satan holds the reins
of control temporarily on this planet. The
Light is growing brighter day-by-day, however,
and the awakening will happen—don’t give up
on God’s Plan 2000!!
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ally; he was expected to make a friendly,
gentlemanly speech, perhaps with some mild
advice, that would go no further than the four
walls of the Willard.
But privately, Professor Conway, along with
increasing sections of the US intellectual
community, deplored the corporation’s style and
global strategy.
Meltdown
Of Confidence
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developing world.
Professor Conway had given Monsanto little
warning, even when he had visited the
company’s St. Louis headquarters a few weeks
earlier. But at the Willard he went straight for
Monsanto’s guts. For more than an hour, the
professor lectured the board: change tack, or
bring the wrath of the scientific, political, and
global community down on them.
“Admit that you do not have all the
answers” he said. “Commit yourselves to
prompt, full, and honest sharing of data. This
is not the time for a new PR offensive but for a
new relationship based on honesty, full
disclosure, and a very uncertain shared future.”
Professor Conway argued that the possible
adverse consequences for billions of developing
world farmers outweighed any social benefits in
protecting the Terminator technology. What
the Terminator gene did, he said, was
effectively kill the process that let farmers sow
their own seeds, and subsistence farmers were
too poor to buy new seed. The possible
consequences were terrible. In short, he told

In Europe it had alienated millions, he
believed, and was threatening a trade war and
long-term damage to the prospects of the poor.
The corporation with a reputation for arrogance
and secrecy was seen to be responsible for a
TERMINATOR’S TERMINATION:
meltdown of confidence in science and big
HOW MONSANTO’S MIND
business, and a backlash against US agriculture.
WAS CHANGED
Moreover, Monsanto’s effective ownership of
Terminator technology would allow the
From the Internet, courtesy of Calvin corporation, the second biggest agribusiness in
Burgin, <wrldline@texas.net>, 10/10/99: the world, to develop plants that bore sterile
[quoting]
seeds—a move that had angered farmers in the
Dave Hartley
http://www.Asheville-Computer.com
http://www.ioa.com/~davehart
Guardian Special on GM [gene
manipulation??]
Fire From The Sky—The Battle of the Harvest Moon. True story of the Space Shuttle, airline
In spring the US giant was sure its GM
crashes, etc. October, 1994. 256 pages, with index. $25.00
technology was unbeatable. Then one man
convinced the organization that the game was
The Hoax of Judeo-Christianity. Is the Bible really the word of God? The beginning of the search.
up.
April, 1996. 304 pages. $10.00
GM food: special report
John Vidal
Banks, Banksters and Money. Political history of gold, currency, and national slavery. November,
Guardian (London), Saturday, October 9,
1997. 165 pages, with index. $15.00
1999.
On July 14 a group of powerful Americans
Heptameron—Volume I. Uncensored history of our origins and overlords. January, 1998. 180 pages,
met secretly at the Willard hotel near the White
with index. $18.00
House to listen to an English academic who
had spent much of his life working in
Akhenaton: History’s Greatest Secret Comes To Light . A search for the real original
developing countries with peasant farmers.
monotheist. This document is included in Heptameron II (Untangling the Web), so if you have
The nine members of the Monsanto board
Heptameron II you do not need this document. December, 1998. 70 pages, with index. $10.00
of directors have serious political clout. Apart
from Robert Shapiro, the visionary head of the
Heptameron—Volume II (also called Untangling the Web). Documenting the hidden history of the
$12-billion-a-year corporation, and senior
Hebrews, the British and Americans, and Europe. Includes Akhenaton, History's Greatest Secret
bankers and Harvard academics, it includes
Comes to Light as an appendix. June, 1999. 280 pages, with index. $20.00
Mickey Kantor, former head of the US
commerce department, and the former heads of
Herman Hoeh’s Compendium, Volumes 1 and 2. Herman Hoeh was my minister back in the
the US social security department and the US
late 1950s and later. He began a search for the truth about history, using the resources of a college
environmental protection agency.
of which he was a head, and I spent many thousands of hours with him and his people trying to figure
They were there to meet Gordon Conway,
out what was the truth. He published a revised history of the nations, based on what he and his team
the president of the Rockefeller Foundation in
New York, whose “job” is to help the world’s
learned, from the viewpoint of the Bible being true but suppressed history. However, as he grew
disadvantaged.
in understanding, he began to learn things that did not set well with the church. The church
Mr Shapiro, who vows he is working for
suppressed his findings, and he shut up and retired. I later used his material as a foundation from
the world’s poor with GM foods, had invited
which to begin a larger search for the “Big Picture”. If you want the Compendium, Volume I is
Professor Conway, formerly vice chancellor of
345 pages and Volume II is 280 pages, both indexed with bibliography. They are $25.00 each.
Sussex university, to address the board as part
of the corporation’s commitment to consult
Calvin Burgin
more widely following the GM furor in Europe
404 Gate Tree Lane
sparked by the so-called Terminator Gene.
Austin, TX 78745
Because Rockefeller had put more than
$100 million into public research into GM
Check or Money Order only
crops, Professor Conway was thought to be an

Books A
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them, Monsanto was socially irresponsible and
the public was alienated. He urged a “global
public dialogue” that would air all sides of the
issues.
Terse statement. The board was shocked.
But they did not suspect that Professor Conway
had warned the press about what he intended to
say. Within hours Rockefeller had issued
seven challenges to Monsanto. “It was like a
boil had been lanced, a milestone” said one
person who was party to the talks. “Someone
in authority had, for the first time, held this
monolithic corporation up to public
accountability.”
Monsanto was furious, and issued a terse
statement: “The meeting was frank and
productive. We will continue to reach out to
people like Professor Conway to discuss the
challenges and opportunities of biotechnology
applications in agriculture.”
The Conway meeting was seminal. Until
then, about the only genuine “reaching out” the
company had done was to its lawyers,
publicists, lobbyists, and friends in
governments. It had dismissed the social and
ethical critiques of environment, church, and
consumer groups, and in July was hoping to
ride out the storm. Mr. Shapiro was confident:
for the six months of 1999, the company earned
$476 million, up 5% over 1998, and its income
had grown 28%. In particular, it had no
intention of backing down on Terminator. Its
only retreat was to admit it had misunderstood
European sensibilities and been “naive” in
trying to win fast approval.
Until the spring Monsanto had broad
support in the US. Wall Street and the White
House still favoured the company, whose
shares were priced at $47 each, and analysts
were saying it was primed for success. Mr.
Shapiro could tell shareholders that the flooding
of the US market with GM crops had been the
most “successful launch of any technology
ever, including the plough”. He anticipated a
300% expansion in the two years to a
staggering 183m acres. Nor was Europe a
problem: “Eventually, scientific proof should
win over reluctant and skeptical consumers”
he said.
But, since the spring, little had gone right.
In April a manufacturer of veggie burgers
stopped using GM soybeans. The Wall Street
Journal then reported that the GM controversy
was “beginning to be felt in the US”. Some
farmers started to avoid GM crops, and the
powerful US grain industry was saying it had
nearly stopped shipping to Europe—a $200
million market.
By the summer, the first GM crops were
being destroyed by US activists and the press
had begun to widely report global
disillusionment. Europe was deteriorating
even further, with supermarkets disavowing
GM products and activists digging up crops.
Meanwhile, the Clinton administration was
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reportedly “dreading starting a trade war over
GM because public sentiment is so strongly
against” this technology.
And in poor countries, Terminator was
becoming a political issue.
India and
Zimbabwe had effectively banned the use of the
technology, and the world’s largest group of
agricultural research organizations had
condemned it. By May, observers noted a
definite cooling by Dan Glickman, the US
agriculture secretary, who was warning of
“profound consequences” if the GM situation
did not improve. For the first time, he
encouraged US firms to voluntarily label
products. Monsanto was reportedly furious.
Told To Keep Quiet
Mr Glickman then upped the stakes,
warning GM could hurt small farmers. He
reportedly said that Mr. Shapiro should keep
quiet “because every time he opens his mouth,
US agriculture loses millions more bushels of
agriculture exports”.
By the summer, US corn exports to the EU
were reported to have dropped 96% in a year.
To Monsanto’s horror, farmers were beginning
to choose traditional seeds rather than risk the
new. One giant processor announced it would
pay extra for traditional soybeans. Within
weeks, Monsanto was further exposed: the
British AstraZeneca GM company said it would
not commercialize its own Terminator-type
technology.
By August, Mr. Shapiro was on the ropes.
Mr. Glickman said he would investigate
whether the US agriculture department was too
close to companies like Monsanto, and the
message was picked up on Wall Street.
Deutsche, the largest European bank, had in
May recommended institutional investors to sell
Monsanto shares; within days the price had
dropped. When Deutsche repeated the advice
in September, other analysts joined in.
Monsanto stock had lost 35% of its value in
a year, while Wall Street as a whole went up
30%.

David Icke In
Los Angeles, California
November 21, 1999
Contact - Joseph Duggan
Strong Eagles Productions
E-mail:
JOSEPH3455@aol.com
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The Conway message finally got through.
After heated debate in the company,
Monsanto’s president, Hendrik Ver faillie, went
10 days ago to the US senate to say that it
“would now act to meet concerns”. He then
travelled secretly to Britain to talk to the Soil
Association and others, promising to help
farmers with traditional cross-breeding.
On Monday, Mr. Shapiro wrote to Professor
Conway to say the company would no longer
pursue research into the Terminator technology.
On Tuesday he was due in Britain at the
Greenpeace business conference, but pulled
out. But his interactive video link showed how
much Mr. Shapiro had changed. Instead of a
beam and a twinkle, the screen showed a pale
and drawn man. “We forgot to listen” he said.
“We have irritated and antagonized more
people than we have persuaded; our confidence
in biotechnology has been widely seen as
arogance and condecension.” He promised
wide consultation and to listen carefully.
The questions remain, but, said Professor
Conway, “it’s a start”.
* * *
“We Forgot To Listen”
Says Monsanto
GM company chief takes blame for public
relations failures and pledges to answer safety
concerns over GM food: SPECIAL REPORT
John Vidal, Guardian (London), Thursday,
October 7, 1999.
Bob Shapiro, head of the embattled GM
company Monsanto, yesterday took personal
blame for the meltdown in global public
opinion over biotechnology and promised a
new dialogue with society.
Looking drawn and troubled, with an
important meeting with reportedly upset
shareholders ahead of him, Mr Shapiro was
conciliatory: “We started with the conviction
that biotechnology was useful and valuable, but
we have tended to see it as our task to
convince people that we were right and that
people with different points of view were
wrong” he told the Greenpeace business
conference in London, attended by captains of
industry, other GM companies, and ecoactivists.
“We have irritated and antagonized more
people than we have persuaded.
Our
confidence in biotechnology has been widely
seen as arrogance and condescension because
we thought it was our job to persuade. But too
often we forgot to listen.”
Mr. Shapiro said Monsanto did not have the
answers to the public’s concerns about safety,
genetic pollution, ethics, and the power of
corporations, but was now committed to
engaging in dialogue with society to find
solutions.
He said “None of these concerns is trivial.
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Each is valid and needs examination. We want
to participate constructively in the process. It
means listening carefully.”
Mr. Shapiro said Monsanto sought common
ground with his critics. “We are listening, and
will seek it whenever it’s available, and will
seek solutions that work for a wide range of
people.”
He added that the company was prepared,
as new products were developed, to engage in
consultation with people “at an earlier level
than we have been doing in the past”.
But Greenpeace’s director, Lord Melchett,
accused Mr. Shapiro of being a bully.
Monsanto, he said, had fundamentally
misunderstood the changes taking place in
society and people’s changing priorities. “The
vast majority are not anti science, or Luddite.
But they are increasingly aware and mistrustful
of the combination of big science and big
business. Your vision promotes false promises
of easy alternatives via short-term technical
fixes, and increases the imbalance of power
between multinational corporations and farmers
in the developing world.
“People are becoming more confident in
their understanding of what is at stake and
more resolute in their ability to resist. There
has been an unprecedented, permanent, and
irreversible shift in the political landscape” he
said.
Mr. Shapiro said that US polls consistently
showed that opposition to biotechnology came
from the poor and uneducated, whereas
university-educated people and those most
familiar with the science were most supportive.
* * *
Archives
available
at:
<http://
home.ease.lsoft.com/archives/CTRL.html>,
<http://archive.jab.org/ctrl@listserv.aol.com/>.
To subscribe to Conspiracy Theory
Research List [CTRL], send email:
SUBSCRIBE
CTRL
[to:]
<LISTSERV@LISTSERV.AOL.COM>
[End quoting]
This is a BIG WIN for we-the-people, for
now. It required a strong focus of outrage
coupled with hitting them where they live—in
the money belt. But don’t be naive enough to
assume that the leopard has really changed his
spots. Keep a close eye on ones such as
Monsanto, for they’ll probably be waiting for
us to doze off and then they’ll sneek the GM
technology through all the way to our dinner
table!
SEED RESEARCH FACILITIES
RECEIVE TERRORISM THREATS
From the Internet, <para-discuss@tje.net>,
10/26/99: [quoting]
Iowa State University and Pioneer Hi-Bred
International Inc. were on alert after an Internet
threat of terrorism against biotech seed research
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and production facilities, the Des Moines
Sunday Register reported.
“We’re alerting everyone to the possibility”
of some kind of attack, said Walt Fehr, an
agronomist who heads Iowa State University’s
biotech-based agricultural research.
“Faculty and staff members at the university
have been urged to notify campus security if
they notice strangers in campus buildings or
protesters gathered on campus,” Fehr said.
At Des Moines-based Pioneer, the world’s
largest seed-corn supplier, employees were
notified of the threats Friday by email.
“You don’t know whether or not people are
going to follow through on these kinds of
threats, but you want to take them seriously,”
Pioneer spokesman Tim Martin said.
Anti-biotech activists contend that crop
research sites have been sabotaged in the
United States this year. Groups with such
names as Reclaim the Seeds, Future Farmers,
and the Minnesota Bolt Weevils claimed attacks
last month. [End quoting]
Too bad the scientists have to get the
message of the people about their doctoring of
our food crops this way. This, by no means, is
the proper way of protesting anything.
However, it is time the so-called elite were
waking up to the mood of the people about
food adulteration.
Monsanto at least has gotten the message—
temporarily; it hit their pocketbook too hard!
That seems to be the only way to get QUICK
RESULTS!
TIME MAGAZINE IS CONDUCTING A
POLL ABOUT GENETICALLY
ENGINEERED FOODS
I’ve gotten word that this poll has closed—
but it wouldn’t hurt to bombard them with
bunches of mail to emphasize our displeasure
with the whole business.
From the Internet, 10/22/99: [quoting]
The Havens wrote:
Time magazine is conducting a poll asking
people’s opinions on how concerned they are
about Genetically Engineered foods. Let them
know how you feel.
Their questions:
More and more food is being produced from
plants and animals that have been genetically
modified. Are you concerned about consuming
meals made from such ingredients?
Genetically Modified Foods: Are You
Afraid of Eating Them?
As of 20 Oct: 72% say YES!
Maybe you would pass this around? LET’S
TRY FOR SOMETHING CLOSER TO
100%?
Kraig and Shirley Carroll in the hills of SE
Kentucky, <http://www.thehavens.com>,
<thehavens@highland.net>, ICQ # 26952217,
606-376-3363 [End quoting]
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If we want changes we have to let the ones
in power know that we will not tolerate
business-as-usual. And now for news about a
backlash concerning another “health” product
from Monsanto.
ICELAND STORES
BAN SWEETENER
IN TUMOR LINK FEAR!
From The Orlando Sentinel, 10/28/99:
[quoting]
Iceland, the grocer, will announce this week
that it is banning aspartame, the artificial
sweetener better known as NutraSweet, from its
own label foods.
The move follows growing concern among
consumers about a possible link between the
sweetener and brain tumors.
Aspartame is consumed by 250 million
people worldwide and has been used in lowcalorie food and drinks such as Diet Coke for
20 years.
But in recent years there have been
increasing fears about possible health risks.
The compound has been linked to multiple
sclerosis and even Gulf War syndrome.
These worries, spread on the Internet, are
hotly disputed by NutraSweet’s owner,
Monsanto, the GM (genetically modified) food
giant.
Iceland will become the first national
grocers’ chain to impose a ban, and the move
will be closely watched by its larger rivals.
Iceland is trying to reposition itself as a “green”
grocer and has already banned other artificial
colors and flavorings from its own goods.
Malcolm Walker, Iceland’s chairman, was
the first grocer to ban GM foods and coined the
term “Frankenstein foods”.
The move will spark a full-scale row
between the grocery chain and Monsanto.
A NutraSweet spokeswoman said: “Iceland
is spreading alarm when it should be reassuring
customers. The web has become a real
problem [and] there is a lot of misinformation
about.”
An Iceland executive said that the company
will tell staff tomorrow that it will no longer
supply food with aspartame under its own label
and will be switching to other artificial
sweeteners. The company will continue to sell
branded products that contain NutraSweet, such
as Diet Coke.
The grocer’s executives recently held talks
with the International Sweeteners Association,
which represents the multi-billion-dollar
industry. But despite being given assurances
that NutraSweet was perfectly safe, Iceland
decided to impose a ban.
King’s College, London, is conducting a
three-year study to establish whether there is a
link between aspartame and brain tumors.
Reports in America have found conflicting
evidence of a link. There, 20 billion cans of
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soft drink are consumed each year, most
containing NutraSweet.
Bill Wadsworth, Iceland’s technical director,
said a full-scale ban was being considered.
“We are taking the matter seriously because of
the weight of customer pressure we are coming
under.”
Monsanto is in the process of selling its
sweetener division. Protests from consumers
and environmental groups in Europe—many
debating the issue on the Internet—have hurt
the company’s growth prospects and its stock
market value has plummeted.
Wadsworth said: “Clearly the Internet is
playing a major role bringing this debate to
public attention.”
The Sunday Times, 24 October 1999 [End
quoting]
Anothe big victory in standing up for health
and against the NWO 2000 Plan to decimate
the population of this planet through—among
other methods—slow death and suffering by the
adulterated foods, medicines, and chemicals
they sell us under the facade of “ good health”.
SECRET NEW “BLACK BOXES”
IN CARS
ARE SPYING ON YOU
From Weekly WARU News, by Jack
Alexander, no date: [quoting]
Hundreds of thousands of cars are cruising
around America equipped with revolutionary
new black boxes that will tell whether you
caused an auto accident—and even if you were
wearing a seat belt or drinking a beer!
The black box—known as a Sensing and
Diagnostic Module or S.D.M.—is similar to
those used in commercial airplanes. It is about
the size of a videocassette and is located under
the front seat of some 1999 models of
Cadillacs, Chevrolets, Pontiacs, and Fords.
The device records the force of collisions,
the air bag’s performance, and five seconds of
data before impact. It can determine whether
the driver applied the brakes in the first, third,
or last second. The last five seconds of vehicle
speed, engine speed, and gas pedal position,
and whether the driver was wearing a seat belt
also are recorded. And it even has a smell
sensor that will tell if you were drinking while
driving.
Though GM first put the boxes in six
million cars in 1990 and installed an updated
version in 1998 Cadillacs, few lawyers, crash
specialists, or members of the general public
know much about them—and that’s no
accident.
GM has been cautious about publicizing the
use of the black boxes because the company
doesn’t want them used in lawsuits. And GM
big shots are concerned that car buyers could
shy away from such cars if they thought the
data from the boxes could someday be used
against them in court.
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“Our interest is in safety research, and we’re
not going to encourage its use in other forums,”
said Robert C. Lange, engineering director of
auto safety at GM. “As for other uses, we’re
not going to be able to prevent or control that.”
For the handful of researchers now working
in collaboration with GM, the black boxes
contain a wealth of information that could
change the way air bags and other safety
systems are designed.
Medical researchers say the boxes could
save lives. If ambulance crews could read them
on the spot, they could determine whether a
crash was severe enough to create a likelihood
of head injuries.
“The data from the S.D.M. in future crash
litigation could be the equivalent of DNA in
solving paternity suits and murder cases,” said
attorney Edward Ricci.
But the question of who has legal access to
the data—cops, lawyers, or the car owners—
remains to be answered.
“Probably the owners of vehicles will be the
ultimate arbiters as to whether such information
is retrieved, and if retrieved, how it will be
utilized,” GM’s Lange said.
But lawyers say use of data from the boxes
in arrests or lawsuits is “an untested area of
law” that will be hotly debated in the months
and years to come. [End quoting]
While such black boxes could be used for
increasing auto safety technology, one actually
gets the suspicious feeling in the pit of one’s
stomach that they’re up to no good. Look at
the way computer operating systems have been
secretly designed so that spying can be
accomplished through “back door” entrances.
Big Brother is indeed watching and it helps to
know what may be being used to spy on our
every move. As another example, read the
following.
GOVERNMENT CONTROL OF YOUR
CAR THROUGH COMPUTERS
From America’s Future, News & Views, by
F.R. Duplantier, Clayton, MO, October 1997:
[quoting]
Washington Times automotive writer Eric
Peters warns that “It is now possible for
government bureaucrats to shut your car off at
the push of a button via global positioning
satellites transmitting signals to your car’s onboard computer.”
Peters suggests that such a scenario “could
easily become a working reality if a proposed
new engine computer system, On Board Di,
gets mandated by Washington regulators.
“All 1996 and newer cars,” he adds,
“already have On Board Diagnostics II
computers that were deemed necessary in order
to comply with ever stricter new car emissions
standards—and to make ‘tampering’ with
emissions control equipment more difficult.”
Cars equipped with such computers “cannot
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be maintained or modified by their owners
without triggering the system to register a fault
and possibly causing it to fail an emissions
test”.
Peters warned that On Board Diagnostics III
could “subject the driving public to total control
by bureaucratic overlords in state and federal
agencies.
“Many alert car enthusiasts now believe
present efforts to get rid of older, precomputerized vehicles via so-called ‘clunker’
laws and ‘enhanced’ emissions tests are partly
motivated by the realization that such vehicles
cannot be monitored and controlled as easily as
computerized cars.
“The government could shut down almost
every car in the land at the flick of a switch—
making it difficult for people to travel
anywhere. Only those lucky few with older
cars would not be helpless and immobile.”
The “do as I say” style-of-government has
put the last link in their chain of events.
Placing the YOKE of bondage around your
neck and selling your soul to the highest bidder
down the road is just a FORMALITY to the
N.W.O. flaming-liberals. [End quoting]
Just as in the previous item, one cannot help
but maintain a healthy level of suspicion when
such blanket bureaucratic control is quietly
imposed upon we-the-people.
IMPORTANT NOTICE FOR WOMEN
REGARDING TAMPONS
From the Internet, having been circulated
around extensively over the past year. [quoting]
If you use pads, but especially if you use
tampons, read this and pass on to your family
and friends (for the men receiving this email,
please forward it to your friends and significant
others: sisters, mothers, daughters, etc.) thanks!
Have you heard that tampon makers include
asbestos in tampons?
Why?
Because asbestos makes you bleed more; if
you bleed more, you’re going to need to use
more. Why isn’t this against the law since
asbestos is so dangerous? Because the powers
that be, in all their “wisdom”, did not consider
tampons as being ingested, and therefore wasn’t
illegal or considered dangerous.
This month’s Essence magazine has a small
article about this and they mention two
manufacturers of a cotton tampon alternative.
The companies are:
• Organic Essentials @ (800) 765-6491; and
• Terra Femme @ (800) 755-0212.
A woman getting her Ph.D. at the
University of Colorado at Boulder sent the
following:
Read on if you value your health. I am
writing this because women are not being
informed about the dangers of something most
of us use—tampons. I am taking a class this
month and I have been learning a lot about
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biology and women, including much about
feminine hygiene.
Recently we have learned that tampons are
actually dangerous (for other reasons than
TSS).
I’ll tell you this: after learning about this in
our class, most of the females wound up feeling
angry and upset with the tampon industry, and
I, for one, am going to do something about it.
To start, I want to inform everyone I can,
and email is the fastest way that I know how.
HERE IS THE SCOOP: Tampons contain
two things that are potentially harmful—rayon
(for absorbency), and dioxin (a chemical used
in bleaching the products). The tampon
industry is convinced that we, as women, need
bleached white products in order to view the
product as pure and clean. The problem here
is that the dioxin produced in this bleaching
process can lead to very harmful problems for a
woman. Dioxin is potentially carcinogenic
(cancer-associated) and is toxic to the immune
and reproductive systems. It has been linked to
endometriosis as well as lower sperm counts for
men; for both men and women, it breaks down
the immune system.
Last September the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) reported that there
really is no set “acceptable” level of exposure
to dioxin, given that it is cumulative and slow
to disintegrate. The real danger comes from
repeated contact (Karen Houppert, “Pulling The
Plug On The Tampon Industry”). I’d say using
about 4-5 tampons a day, five days a month,
for 38 menstruating years, is “repeated
contact”. Wouldn’t you?
Rayon contributes to the danger of tampons
and dioxin because it is a highly absorbent
substance. Therefore, when fibers from the
tampons are left behind in the vagina (as
usually occurs), they create a breeding ground
for the dioxin. The rayon also stays in a lot
longer than it would with just cotton tampons.
This is also the reason why TSS (toxic shock
syndrome) occurs.
What are the alternatives?
Using feminine hygiene products that aren’t
bleached (which causes the dioxin) and that are
all cotton (the rayon will leave fibers and
“breeding grounds” in the vagina). Other
feminine hygiene products (pads/napkins)
contain dioxin as well, but they are not nearly
as dangerous since they are not in direct contact
with the vagina. The pads/napkins need to stop
being bleached, but obviously tampons are the
most dangerous.
So, what can you do if you can’t give up
using tampons?
Use tampons that are made from 100%
cotton, and
that are UNBLEACHED.
Unfortunately, there are very, very few
companies who make these safe tampons.
They are usually only found in health food
stores.
Localities all over the world (Sweden,
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Germany, British Columbia, etc.) have
demanded a switch to this safer tampon, while
the U.S. has decided to keep us in the dark
about it. In 1989, activists in England mounted
a campaign against chlorine bleaching. Six
weeks and 50,000 letters later, the makers of
sanitary products switched to oxygen bleaching
(one of the green methods available. (MS
magazine, May/June 1995).
What to do now:
Tell people! We are being manipulated by
this industry and the government; let’s do
something about it! Please write to the
companies: Tampa (Tambrands), Playtex,
O.B., Kotex.
Call the 800 numbers listed on the boxes.
Let them know that we demand a safe
product—ALL COTTON UNBLEACHED
TAMPONS!
Thank you.
Donna C. Boisseau,
Stephanie C. Baker; Assistant to Dr. B.S.
Katzenellenbogen, Professor
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Department of Molecular and Integrative
Physiology; (217) 333-9769.
[End quoting]
EXPOSED: THE DEADLY LEGACY
OF NATO STRIKES IN KOSOVO
From
the
Internet,
Paper
Clip
<lookhere@earthlink.net>, 10/4/99: [quoting]
Friends, this is not only outrageous, it is
below being inhuman.
After insisting throughout its air
bombardment of Yugoslavia that its use of
depleted uranium munitions against Serb forces
posed no hazard to human health, NATO
officers in Kosovo now admit that particles
from their shells may have contaminated soil
near targets in Yugoslavia and could cause
“inhalation” problems, especially for children.
There has been a growing outcry against
munitions containing depleted uranium (DU)—a
waste product of the nuclear industry—since it
was used in armor-piercing projectiles in the
1991 Gulf War. In the eight years since,
hundreds of Iraqis living near the battlefields
have died from mysterious cancers and grossly
deformed children have been born to Iraqi
soldiers who fought in the war. British and
American veterans suffering from Gulf War
syndrome suspect that the use of DU weapons
caused their own sickness and cancers.
In briefings to international aid workers in
Pristina, one K-For officer has warned his
audience of “contaminated dust” at the scene of
DU munitions explosions and urged aid
officials to stay 150 feet away from targets hit
in NATO air strikes. But non-governmental
organizations have been amazed to hear that
NATO cannot—or will not—say where it used
DU ordnance against Serb forces. “There is no
releasable information about where it was used
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and when” a K-For spokesman told The
Independent. He would give no reason for
NATO’s refusal to provide these details.
Officially, K-For warns aid workers to
beware of all Kosovo battle sites—especially
the danger posed by unexploded cluster
bombs—but the records of one major aid
organization in Pristina show that on 13 and 20
August a K-For officer was twice asked by
United Nations officials about the dangers of
DU projectiles fired by American A-10
Warthog ground-attack aircraft.
The officer—believed to have been
British—spoke of “the danger of the spread of
contaminated dust”.
The Pentagon says that, in the 1991 Gulf
War, more than 860,000 DU rounds were fired
by United States and—to a much lesser
extent—British forces.
In following years, doctors in southern Iraq
were stunned to find an exponential increase in
child cancers and deformities among families
living near the old battlefields or close to
targets hit by US forces. One Iraqi doctor’s
report in Basra last year recorded three babies
born without heads in August, along with four
with abnormally large heads; six babies born
with no heads in September, and two with short
limbs. In October 1998, another baby was
born without a head and four with oversized
heads.
Nor were DU munitions used in Kosovo
only against armor, as NATO claimed.
One aid worker found exploded DU rounds
at a defense installation near Djakovica.
“There were no vehicles there, but I found the
tops of the rounds,” he told me. [End quoting]
War is not a pretty picture and it has always
been that way.
As technology has
“progressed” we only find that more
sophisticated killing, maiming, and torturing
methods have been developed. Mother Earth
herself cannot be expected to longer tolerate
such irresponsible and damaging behavior, and
she has every right to rid herself of such pesky
fleas and their poison toys.
WHY PEOPLE PAY INCOME TAX
From the Internet, courtesy of a subscriber,
10/5/99: [quoting]
A LESSON ON MIND CONTROL
Start with a cage containing five apes. In
the cage, hang a banana on a string and put
stairs under it. Before long, an ape will go to
the stairs and start to climb towards the banana.
As soon as he touches the stairs, spray all
of the apes with cold water. After a while,
another ape makes an attempt with the same
result—all the apes are sprayed with cold
water.
Turn off the cold water. If, later, another
ape tries to climb the stairs, the other apes will
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try to prevent it, even though no water sprays
them.
Now, remove one ape from the cage and
replace him with a new one. The new ape sees
the banana and wants to climb the stairs. To
his horror, all of the other apes attack him.
After another attempt and attack, he knows that
if he tries to climb the stairs, he will be
assaulted.
Next, remove another of the original five
apes and replace it with a new one. The
newcomer goes to the stairs and is attacked.
The previous newcomer takes part in the
punishment with enthusiasm.
Again, replace a third original ape with a
new one. The new one makes it to the stairs
and is attacked as well. Two of the four apes
that beat him have no idea why they were not
permitted to climb the stairs, or why they are
participating in the beating of the newest ape.
After replacing the fourth and fifth original
apes, all the apes which have been sprayed
with cold water have been replaced.
Nevertheless, no ape ever again approaches the
stairs. Why not? “Because that’s the way it’s
always been around here.
“That is how organizational behavior is
indoctrinated into social/corporate policy and a
culture becomes entrenched.” [End quoting]
So simple to understand what is happening
to us when you know how the so-called elite
use simple psychological tricks, frequency
transmissions, etc., to control us. But it’s time
we put a stop to this through help from God
and the use of the mind power He gave us.
The place to begin is through knowledge of the
tricks being used on us. Once the tricks are
revealed, they cannot impose the same measure
of control over you unless you consciously
choose to be controlled. This is the biggest
fear of these darkly motivated, so-called elite
controllers—that we will wake-up to their tricks
and thus render them ineffective anymore.
DATA LINK GULF WAR ILLNESS
TO VACCINE
From The Daily News, Los Angeles, for
10/19/99: [quoting]
A scientific survey underwritten by the
Pentagon has concluded that an experimental
drug given to American troops during the
Persian Gulf War to protect against a nerve gas
may have been responsible for the chronic
illnesses afflicting tens of thousands of
veterans.
The report, to be released at a news
conference today, is the first commissioned by
the Pentagon to identify a possible cause for the
illnesses, which have collectively come to be
known as Gulf War syndrome. It sharply
contradicts two earlier government studies—by
a presidential commission and by the Institute
of Medicine—that ruled out the drug as a
cause. [End quoting]
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This “admission” hardly aligns with a great
deal of the data uncovered by truly independent
researchers who have concluded a much more
sinister agenda inflicted upon our troops.
Rather, the suspicion surfaces that the Pentagon
needed to create some “scapegoat” to hopefully
divert the truly honest research hounds from
uncovering anything more damaging than they
already have.
FEDS WITHDRAW RECOMMENDATION
FOR ANTI-DIARRHEA IMMUNIZATION
Excerpted from The Daily News, Los
Angeles, 10/23/99: [quoting]
In a rare and embarrassing reversal, a
federal health advisory panel Friday withdrew
its recommendation that all infants be
immunized against the virus that causes a
severe form of diarrhea after the vaccine was
linked to a painful and potentially fatal bowel
obstruction.
The action comes a year after the
government licensed the rotavirus vaccine, and
three months after it abruptly suspended its use
because of reports that some babies who took it
were coming down with the bowel condition.
A week ago the manufacturer, American Home
Products of Madison, N.J., withdrew the
vaccine from the market. [End quoting]
The above two stories are yet more
evidence, with all of the other negative
information that has been published for many
years now, to convince people that there is a
hidden agenda to poison us—and don’t forget
to include fluoride in the water supplies.
PHILIP MORRIS ADMITS
CIGARETTES HARMFUL
From The Daily News, Los Angeles, for
10/13/99: [quoting]
Philip Morris Company is acknowledging
that scientific evidence shows that smoking
causes lung cancer and other deadly diseases,
after decades of disputing the findings of the
U.S. surgeon general and other medical
authorities. On a new Internet site it is
unveiling today as part of a $100 million
corporate image campaign, the company
unequivocally states there is an “overwhelming
medical and scientific consensus that cigarette
smoking causes” diseases including lung
cancer, emphysema and heart disease. [End
quoting]
One’s first reaction to this news is to
cheer. However, there is something very
suspicious about all the heat the cigarette
industry has been taking lately. One friend of
mine has a theory that cigarette smoking may
cancel out some other more toxic “thing”
being inflicted upon us, such as through the
mysterious contrail sprayings going on all over
the country.
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COUNTY CALLS
LICE CHEMICAL TOXIC
From The Daily News, Los Angeles, for
10/9/99: [quoting]
The county sanitation department is
launching a campaign to end the use of a
pesticide used to treat head lice, saying it
pollutes the environment and can harm
children, officials said Friday.
At issue is the effect of lindane, an
ingredient in some prescription treatments of
head lice. Lindane is an ingredient in the
widely used shampoo and body lotion Kwell,
which treats head lice, sanitation officials say.
“I don’t think people have realized it was
an environmental issue” said Margaret Nellor of
the L.A. County Sanitation District. “It’s a
pretty toxic chemical.”
Mandated to reduce the levels of lindane in
wastewater under stricter federal standards, the
Sanitation Districts of Los Angeles County are
launching the effort called L.I.C.E., Lindane
Isn’t Cool for the Environment.
Besides environmental harm, lindane can
also cause liver, kidney, immune system, and
central nervous system damage, according to
Deborah Altschuler, president of the Bostonbased nonprofit National Pediculosis
Association. Pediculosis is an infestation with
lice.
“The chemical approach to lice has failed
miserably” she said. “It’s time people get a
grip on that. The fact that head lice is so
established among kids is the scientific proof
that the chemicals haven’t worked.”
Officials with Alpharma, the Baltimore,
Maryland-based company that makes Kwell,
did not return calls seeking comment.
One point many appear to agree on is that
the lice have become resistant to treatments,
even as the treatments get stronger. It has
become increasingly difficult to rid hair of head
lice.
Environmentally, lindane has become such a
problem in wastewater facilities that county
sanitation officials have been mandated by the
Environmental Protection Agency to cut the
levels in half by spring.
If they don’t comply with the
Environmental Protection Agency regulation,
the sanitation district will be forced to spend
$150 million to treat wastewater to remove the
pesticide, Nellor said.
A single treatment of head lice with lindane
can pollute six million gallons of water,
according to sanitation officials.
The public education program is being
piloted in Burbank and Long Beach, where
county sanitation officials will be working
with school principals, nurses, and doctors.
Its focus is to teach those on the front lines
of head lice treatment ways to prevent lindane
from hurting the environment and promote
safe treatments.
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Along with the education component of the
project, beginning in the pilot schools this fall,
free metal combs will be distributed.
Sanitation officials recommend thoroughly
inspecting and combing hair rather than using
any sort of chemical treatment, including
nonpesticide, over-the-counter options.
County health officials say that’s a ludicrous
idea.
“There is no such thing as a comb that gets
rid of lice” said Shirley Fannin, director of
disease control for the Los Angeles County
Public Health Department.
Fannin questioned whether the education
effort is exaggerating the problem.
“What is this nonsense? I’m horrified”
Fannin said. “If it were a significant risk, I
promise you the EPA would have pulled it off
the shelves many, many moons ago.” [End
quoting]
Here is yet another example of poisoning
people (especially little children) directly, as well as
polluting the environment, which is a general kind
of poisoning on a large scale. I can’t help but
think about the serious problem several years ago
concerning certain kinds of mites which were
decimating honeybee hives. Paranoia might cause
one to question where the mites came from all of a
sudden, but nevertheless, all the fancy toxic
chemicals in the world did not help. Then some
bee keeper discovered that certain aromatic oils,
like wintergreen and peppermint, repelled the little
buggers completely, with no harm to the bees. So
might there be a similar solution for hair lice?
WHAT KIND OF BOMB?
From THE SPOTLIGHT, 10/11/99: [quoting]
According to an Associated Press report that
appeared in The Cape Cod Times on June 12,
1995, President Clinton, while speaking in
Hanover, NH, said the bomb that blew up the
federal building in Oklahoma City was a
“miracle of technology”. Funny, the official
government story is the bomb was a simple mix
of fertilizer and fuel oil, materials used by the
smallest family farms across America. Clinton
had better get his stories straight. [End quoting]
The truth does come out if you listen
carefully and patiently enough, and usually such
slips of the tongue come from the dark elite’s
own mouths because they can’t help bragging
about their dastardly deeds—mass murder
included.
A JOB THAT LASTS
From Popular Science magazine,
<www.sherwin-williams.com>, Oct. 1999:
[quoting]
Just as the World Wide Web has created an
innovative marketplace of ideas and information,
today’s technology has produced products within
the past few years that offer benefits and
characteristics never before available in similar

materials. One of these all-new, high-tech
products is Duration Exterior Coating from
Sherwin-Williams. Although it looks like paint
and is applied like paint, Duration outperforms
typical paint in a manner reminiscent of the way
the Web has eclipsed traditional information
sources.
Duration is a revolutionary acrylic copolymer
coating that provides a flexible layer of
protection against water and weather for extreme
long-wearing performance. Its chemistry allows
it to be used on virtually any exterior surface,
including wood, masonry, stucco, cement-board,
aluminum or vinyl siding, or galvanized metal.
No priming is needed on bare wood, and
Duration can be applied at temperatures below
those required for ordinary paints. Duration is
also warranted for as long as you own your
home. [End quoting]
Such coatings have probably been developed
many times over the last thirty or forty years,
however there is much more money to be made
from the need to repaint everyone’s home on a
regular and sometimes frequent basis. The real
question is: why is this product finally being
made available now? Do you think the auto
which runs on water will be next?! Don’t get
your hopes up.
LIST OF WORLD’S
LARGEST QUAKES TO DATE
From the Internet, Mitch Battros
<earthcng@earthlink.net>, 10/19/99: [quoting]
USGS, National Earthquake Information
Center, World Data Center, Seismology 1999,
Large Earthquakes To Date in 1999:
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Notice how the big ones are increasing in
frequency in just a short time. Thank you,
Mitch, for your excellent work compiling this
kind of information about restless Mother Earth.
Keep an eye on the Sun’s activity, especially
sunspots and solar flares, for precursors to more
earthquake activity around the corner.
ABDUCTIONS/DOMESTIC VIOLENCE/
CHILD ABUSE ALLEGATIONS
From the Internet, <para-discuss@tje.net>,
10/26/99: [quoting]
I have been conducting research on UFOs
and law enforcement for about 5 months now
and have found something I find very
interesting.
I have sent out numerous emails and also
regular mail on this research and received many
interesting replies on the alien abduction
question. Many people state that they would not
discuss their abduction and possible bruises or
marks with anyone for fear of law enforcement
coming to their home on a domestic violence
complaint. This is also true with children, as
they state that they would not even let their child
attend school because they would be visited by
the local Child Abuse Agency and they would
have to explain the marks, and when they could
not, they would be charged with child abuse
and have their children taken away.
I find these replies very interesting and
would appreciate any feedback I could get on
the above and any information as to if this
ever did happen.
I would also appreciate any information on
the government experimenting on children
without the knowledge of their parents or with
knowledge of their parents, that could be
considered to be child abuse.
I would like to thank you in advance for
your time and cooperation regarding the above
request, and all information forwarded will be
deeply appreciated. If you do not want to
reply by email, I have my address at the end
of this email and please mail this information
to me, no names or addresses have to be
listed.
Thanks, Fred R. Saluga, 2731 BlairStone
Road, Apartment #77, Tallahassee, Florida
32301. [End quoting]
The abduction phenomenon has many
facets to it, few of them honorable. Be
cautious about sharing information through
such a solicitation as the above, as it is always
quite possible for the government to create a
legitimate-looking front for gathering their
own data. However, the newsworthy content
of the above message is still well worth sharing.

• 99/01/25 18:18:17 4.29N 75.68W 33.0
5.8Mb Colombia
• 99/02/06 21:47:59 12.96S 166.67E 90.2
7.3Ms Santa Cruz Islands
• 99/05/10 20:33:02 5.20S 150.95E 138.8
7.0Mw New Britain Region, P.N.G.
• 99/05/16 00:51:15 4.77S 152.37E 33.0
7.0Ms New Britain Region, P.N.G.
• 99/06/15 20:42:06 18.41N 97.34W 79.6
6.7Mw Central Mexico
• 99/07/11 14:14:15 15.70N 88.26W 10.0
6.6Ms Honduras
• 99/08/17 00:01:39 40.70N 29.99E 17.0
7.4Mw Turkey
• 99/08/20 10:02:21 9.22N 84.05W 33.0
6.7Ms Costa Rica
• 99/09/07 11:56:50 38.13N 23.55E 10.0
5.8Mb Greece
• 99/09/20 17:47:19 23.78N 121.09E 33.0
7.6Ms Taiwan
• 99/09/30 16:31:13 16.15N 96.71W 33.0
7.5Ms Oaxaca, Mexico
CALL-WAITING MODEM
• 99/10/16 09:46:44 34.60N 116.27W 6.0
7.0Mw Southern California
From Popular Science magazine, October,
See our “Earthquake” Page: <http://
www.earthchangesTV.com/quakes/index.htm>, 1999: [quoting]
Going online with only one phone
Mitch Battros [End quoting]
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connection can mean missing a lot of telephone
calls. But ActionTec’s 56Kbps Call Waiting
modems use your call-waiting service to
ensure you never miss a call. When you’re
online and a call comes in, the modem rings to
alert you. If you decide to take the call, the
modem puts your Internet connection on hold.
Seven seconds after you disconnect your
phone call, the Internet connection
automatically returns. Price: $100 (internal),
$120 (external). <www. action tec. com>
[End quoting]
It’s about time they came out with this
product. This can save many, many people
the cost of an extra phone line.
“TODAY AMERICANS WOULD BE
OUTRAGED IF U .N. TROOPS
ENTERED LOS ANGELES TO
RESTORE ORDER; TOMORROW THEY
WILL BE GRATEFUL!”
From the Internet, 10/12/99:
“This is especially true if they were told
there was an outside threat from beyond,
whether real or promulgated, that threatened
our very existence. It is then that all peoples
of the world will pledge with world leaders to
deliver them from this evil.
“The one thing every man fears is the
unknown. When presented with this scenario,
individual rights will be willingly relinquished
for the guarantee of their well being granted to
them by their world government.”
—Henry Kissinger, May 21, 1992
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POINT OF VIEW
“What the caterpillar calls the end of the
world, the Master calls a butterfly.”
—Richard Bach, from his book
Illusions
LOVE, WEALTH, AND SUCCESS
From the Internet, a subscriber, 10/5/99:
[quoting]
<WWCAROLPRATT@webtv.net>
A woman came out of her house and saw
3 old men with long white beards sitting in her
front yard. She did not recognize them. She
said “I don’t think I know you, but you must
be hungry. Please come in and have
something to eat.”
“Is the man of the house home?” they
asked.
“No” she said. “He’s out.”
“Then we cannot come in” they replied.
In the evening when her husband came
home, she told him what had happened. “Go
tell them I am home and invite them in!”
The woman went out and invited the men
in.
“We do not go into a house together” they
replied.
“Why is that?” she wanted to know.
One of the old men explained: “His name
is Wealth” he said, pointing to one of his
friends, and said, pointing to another one, “He
is Success, and I am Love.”
Then he added, “Now go in and discuss
with your husband which one of us you want
in your home.”
The woman went in and told her husband

Many of our readers already know that the
dark, so-called elite intend to pull off a
holographic sky-show of an “alien”
invasion of Earth, as well as a
holographic “religious” show to depict
“the second coming of Christ”. This is
the infamous Project Blue Beam,
utilizing advanced satellite technology to
achieve a coordinated “large screen
ORDER
projection” sky show of whatever
THE PAPER THAT
“movies” the crooks in high places wish
to present. The above quote is just a
GIVES Y O U
reminder for most of our readers; for
others, please educate yourselves and
T H E OTHER SIDE O F T H E NEWS
don’t fall for these fear-mongering fakeshow tactics for control of we-thepeople.
REPORT S ON EVENTS WHICH

what was said. Her husband was overjoyed.
“How nice!” he said. “Since that is the case,
let us invite Wealth. Let him come and fill
our home with wealth!”
His wife disagreed. “My dear, why don’t
we invite Success?”
Their daughter-in-law was listening from
the other corner of the house. She jumped in
with her own suggestion: “Would it not be
better to invite Love? Our home will then be
filled with love!”
“Let us heed our daughter-in-law’s advice”
said the husband to his wife. “Go out and
invite Love to be our guest.”
The woman went out and asked the three
old men: “Which one of you is Love? Please
come in and be our guest.”
Love got up and started walking toward
the house. The other two also got up and
followed him. Surprised, the lady asked
Wealth and Success: “I only invited Love;
why are you coming in?”
The old men replied together: “If you had
invited Wealth or Success, the other two of us
would’ve stayed out, but since you invited
Love, wherever He goes, we go with him.
Wherever there is Love, there is also Wealth
and Success.”
MY WISH FOR YOU...
Where there is pain, we wish you peace
and mercy.
Where there is self-doubting, we wish you
a renewed confidence in your ability to work
through your challenges.
Where there is tiredness, or exhaustion, we
wish you understanding, patience, and
renewed strength.
Where there is fear, we wish you love
and courage.
You have two choices right now:
1. Delete this, or
2. Invite Love by sharing this story
with all the people you care about. [End
quoting]
A FEW RULES FOR
LIVING IN THIS REALITY









INTERESTING WEBSITES

A R E VITA L T O YOUR WELFA R E

<http://www.angelfire.com/ky/astral/
contents.html>
<http://www.ancientwisdom.net/>, to
learn about white powder gold
<http://www.angelfire.com/ky/astral/
love.html>
<http://www.alltheweb.com/>, A new
excellent search engine

MAKE UP YOUR OWN MIND WHO IS
BEING HONEST WITH YOU—
THE ESTABLISHMENT MEDIA OR THE SPOTLIGHT
(YOUR WEEKLY NEWSPAPER FROM WASHINGTON SINCE 1975)

'

TO SUBSCRIBE:
call 1 (800) 522-6292 toll free.

'

From the Internet, 9/19/99: [quoting]
RULES FOR BEING HUMAN
by Dr. Cherie Carter-Scott
You will receive a body. You may
like it or hate it, but it’s yours to keep for
the entire period.
You will learn lessons. You are
enrolled in a full-time, informal school
called life.
There are no mistakes, only lessons.
Growth is a process of trial, error, and
experimentation.
The “failed” experiments are as much
a part of the process as the experiments
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that ultimately “work”.
Lessons are repeated until they are learned.
A lesson will be presented to you in various
forms until you have learned it.
When you have learned it, you can go on to
the next lesson.
Learning lessons does not end. There is no
part of life that doesn’t contain its lessons. If
you’re alive, there are still lessons to be learned.
“There” is no better than “here”. When
your “there” has become “here”, you will
simply obtain another “there” that will again
look better than “here”.
Other people are merely mirrors of you.
You cannot love or hate something about
another person unless it reflects to you
something you love or hate about yourself.
What you make of your life is up to you.
You have all the tools and resources you need.
What you do with them is up to you. The
choice is yours.
RULES OF PEACEFULNESS
May today there be peace within.
May you trust your Highest Power that you
are exactly where you are meant to be.
May you not forget the infinite possibilities
that are born of faith.
May you use those gifts that you have
received, and pass on the love that has been
given to you.
May you be content knowing you are a
child of God. Let this Presence settle into your
bones, and allow your soul the freedom to sing,
dance, and to bask in the Sun. It is there for
each and every one of you.
RULES FOR PARENTS
Quote magazine (September 1, 1985)
published ten behaviors children ages 8 to 14
identified as qualities wanted in parents. These
young people, from 24 countries, agreed on 10
traits they believed were important for all
parents to possess. Here they are:
1. They want harmony. They do not want
their parents to have unresolved and destructive
conflict in front of them.
2. They want love. They wish to be treated
with the same affection as other children in the
family.
3. They want honesty. They do not want to
be lied to.
4. They want acceptance. They desire
mutual tolerance from both parents.
5. They want their parents to like their
friends. They want their friends to be
welcomed in the home.
6. They want closeness. They desire
comradeship with their parents.
7. They want their parents to pay attention
to them and answer their questions.
8. They want consideration from their
parents. They do not want to be embarrassed

or punished in front of friends.
9. They want positive support. They wish
for their parents to concentrate on their good
points rather than their weaknesses.
10. They want consistency. They desire
parents to be constant in their affections and
moods.
<http://www.caus.or> [End quoting]
TWENTY-SIX ANGELS
From the Internet, courtesy K.E., 10/22/99:
[quoting]
This will give you chills!
This is a true story forwarded to me by a
friend whose son is a Baptist missionary. This
one should really give you cause to stop and
think very hard about the power of prayer! My
best wishes and prayers go with all of you.
Have you ever felt the urge to pray for
someone and then just put it on a list and said,
“I’ll pray for them later?” Or has anyone ever
called you and said, “I need you to pray for
me, I have this need.”?
Read the following story that was sent to
me and may it change the way that you may
think about prayer, and also the way you pray.
You will be blessed by this one.
A missionary on furlough told this true story
while visiting his home church in Michigan.
“While serving at a small field hospital in
Africa, every two weeks I traveled by bicycle
through the jungle to a nearby city for supplies.
“This was a journey of two days and
required camping overnight at the halfway
point. On one of these journeys, I arrived in
the city where I planned to collect money from
a bank, purchase medicine and supplies, and
then begin my two-day journey back to the
field hospital. Upon arrival in the city, I
observed two men fighting, one of whom had
been seriously injured. I treated him for his
injuries and at the same time talked to him
about the Lord Jesus Christ. I then traveled
two days, camping overnight, and arrived home
without incident.
“Two weeks later I repeated my journey.
Upon arriving in the city, I was approached by
the young man I had treated. He told me
that he had known I carried money and
medicines. He said, ‘Some friends and I
followed you into the jungle, knowing you
would camp overnight. We planned to kill
you and take your money and drugs.
“ ‘But just as we were about to jump your
camp, we saw that you were surrounded by
26 armed guards.’
“At this I laughed and said that I was
certainly all alone out in that jungle campsite.
The young man pressed the point, however,
and said, ‘No sir, I was not the only person to
see the guards. My five friends also saw
them, and we all counted them. It was
because of those guards that we were afraid
and left you alone.’
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“At this point in the sermon, one of the men
in the congregation jumped to his feet and
interrupted the missionary and asked if he could
tell him the exact day that this happened. The
missionary told the congregation the date, and
the man who interrupted told him this story:
“ ‘On the night of your incident in Africa,
it was morning here and I was preparing to go
play golf. I was about to putt when I felt the
urge to pray for you.
“ ‘In fact, the urging of the Lord was so
strong, I called men in this church to meet with
me here in the sanctuary to pray for you.
“ ‘Would all of those men who met with me
on that day stand up.’ The men who had met
together to pray that day stood up. The
missionary wasn’t concerned with who they
were; he was too busy counting how many men
he saw. There were 26.”
This story is an incredible example of how
the Spirit of the Lord moves in mysterious
ways. If you ever hear such prodding, go
along with it.
Nothing is ever hurt by prayer except the
gates of hell. I encourage you to forward this to
as many people as you know. If we all take it
to heart, we can turn this world towards Christ
once again. As the above true story clearly
illustrates, “with God all things are possible” and
more importantly, how God hears and answers
the prayers of the faithful. After you read this,
please pass it on and give GOD thanks for the
beautiful gift of your faith, for the powerful gift
of prayer, and for the many miracles He works
in your own daily life—and then pass it on.
Have YOU ever felt the urge to pray for
someone? [End quoting]
Don’t ever give up on prayer when you
need help—even if you can’t see immediate
results. I have many of my own personal
experiences to prove prayer works!
[Editor’s note: Moreover, this newspaper
exists and is thriving because of all the heartfelt energy of those of you out there in
readerland who have been sincerely praying
for our success with this endeavor, despite so
many nasty obstacles. In other words, you’re
holding a serious miracle right now!]

NEWS AND ARTICLES
News articles and clippings
can be submitted to:

Dr. Al Overholt
P.O. Box 1567
Tehachapi, Ca 93581
email: alo@tminet.com
As always, I appreciate the
many contributions you readers
make to this column.
God
Bless!
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The Horse Whisperer
An Interview
With Monty Roberts
Editor’s note: The following article is
reprinted with permission of the author,
Kathy Juline, from the October 1999 issue of
Science Of Mind magazine (editorial offices:
3251 West Sixth Street, Los Angeles, CA
90020-5096; subscription information: 1800-247-6463).
You do not have to be a “horse person” or
even, generally, an “animal lover” to
appreciate the kind of wisdom driving Monty
Robert’s truly en-Light-ened management
philosophy—a point of view that even attracts
large corporate clients his way. (If only those
same corporations treated their public as
Monty suggests they treat their employees.)
For those of you who DO feel a connection
with the animal kingdom, there is no need to
argue about the existence of an “intuitive link”
between humans and animals, or between
animals themselves.
This “telepathic”
undercurrent always exists, whether it is
consciously recognized and cultivated or not.
This is an extension of the “all is connected to
all” concept which the Native Americans have
been trying to get us to see for a long time.
The telepathic connection is very strong in
those who are successful with any aspect of
animal training or rehabilitation. It is the
subtle, seemingly magical parameter which
causes a “good” veterinarian or trainer to
stand out among the crowd; it is also the
magnetic pull which prompts the tiny child,
clutching her juicy apple, to walk right up to
the huge, 2000-pound Clydesdale (the horses
pulling the Budweiser wagon) and offer the
treat—which will be accepted with astonishing
gentleness toward the little one.
Is there REALLY any mystery about why it
is that the just-passing-by 10-year-old, with
frog hanging out of his dirty overalls pocket,
can coax the scared puppy out of the drain
sewer while an entire fire department brigade
(including
their
high-paid
“animal
psychologist” specialist) looks-on in wonder as
the kid accomplishes what they could not?!
Where does this subject fit into the Larger
Picture? Well, as the planetary frequency
continues to increase, our ability to come into
attunement with the animal kingdom (plants are
a subject for another time) shall intensify. Just
as the Higher Teachers have, in many past
lessons, cautioned us about monitoring and
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A real-life “horse-whisperer”, he uses gentle
methods of training horses, specializing in
rehabilitating ones who have been mistreated.
Roberts also teaches corporate clients how to
apply the principles he uses in the corporate
workplace to train managers. His clients
include Disney, Xerox, GM, and AT&T.
Roberts has received the highest honor that the
American Society For The Prevention Of
Cruelty To Animals can give, its Founder’s
Award.

Q: What was the pivotal factor that led to
refining the quality of our thoughts, due to their your developing a gentler way to train horses
increasingly more powerful effects on ourselves than the traditional methods?
and other people, the same is true—maybe
A: My father, who managed an equestrian
moreso—with respect to our interactions with
center
during my childhood, taught me by
animals, with “all creatures great and small”
as the old hymn goes which veterinarian-author example how not to treat animals.
His confrontational way of training horses
“James Herriot” made so popular in his series
was accepted at that time, but it struck me as
of books about two decades ago.
Thus it becomes an important lesson for all being damaging to the horse’s spirit as well as
of us to consider very carefully the gentle its body. “You hurt them first, or they’ll hurt
wisdom which Monty Roberts shares with us in you” was my father’s philosophy, both toward
the following interview. This advice not only horses and his own children.
The cruelty which resulted from that
can help us with our own interactions with the
animal kingdom but, if considered in a more philosophy instilled in me a lifelong
expansive way, can surely guide us into a more commitment to practice nonviolence in working
thoughtful general attitude toward—and more with horses. I refused to use the techniques
successful interactions with—others of that often designed to break their spirits and, all too often,
even their bones. I knew there was a much
cantankerous species called human!
gentler way.
The approach I eventually developed got its
OCTOBER, 1999 KATHY JULINE
start from the many summers I spent alone in
A sense of the sacredness of all life is the high desert, where I would watch wild
evident in the work of Monty Roberts, whose horses with my binoculars for hours at a time,
empathic understanding of horses has led him patiently striving to understand the ways of the
to develop compassionate methods of training mustang. I felt intuitively that I had happened
them to accept a rider. His scientific approach upon something very important.
I didn’t realize then that what I was learning
to communicating with horses suggests a
would affect my whole life, but I did know,
common connection between all life forms.
Roberts is a tireless advocate of nonviolence even at the young age of thirteen, that these
and trust as essential values for the world’s were very special beings, these wild horses,
future, not only with regard to treatment of and they deserved to be treated with respect.
horses, but for everyone, especially children.
Q: Violence was a part of your own
He is not a “mind reader”, he insists, though he
does communicate through specific body upbringing?
gestures and movements. But he does serve as
A: Yes, it was. I wrote about that in my
a spiritual healer through his dedication to and
practice of principles of cooperation, respect, book because my feeling is that, by bringing it
out in the open, I may be able to help other
and gentleness.
Monty Roberts, author of The Man Who families and other fathers. I couldn’t help
Listens To Horses and his new book Shy Boy, writing about it; it just rolled out; then my
grew up in Salinas, California, working with decision was whether or not to leave it in the
and loving horses. During his formative years book. I thought it needed to be brought into
he was on the road much of the time, showing the open. But the main message of my work,
horses professionally, competing in rodeos, and and also of my book, is that there is a better
working in the motion picture business as a way to treat horses than to hurt or frighten them
stunt double. Roberts holds degrees in Animal into submission.
Husbandry, Biological Science, and Farm
Q: When you listen to horses, what are you
Management. He owns and operates, with his
wife, Pat, an accomplished sculptor, The Flag hearing?
Is Up Farms in California’s Santa Ynez Valley,
A: It’s a silent language that involves
a world-class horse farm that he designed and
noticing
subtle ear, eye, nose, and head
built.
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movements. I have found that a horse’s body
language communicates in a very clear way.
By paying attention to its gestures, I can
respond with my own movements. Through
these motions I establish rapport with horses.
They speak a silent grammar I call
“Equus”. This language makes use of the
horse’s whole body.
For example, I
especially recall a dun mare, clearly the
matriarch of the herd, disciplining an unruly
young colt who had been roughing up foals
and mares. She squared up to him, her eyes
on his eyes, her spine rigid, her head pointed
like an arrow. He knew exactly what she
meant. As far as three hundred yards from
the herd, the outcast colt knew by her body
position when he could return to the fold.
She would be eyeing him straight-on in a
way that predators do; but then, when he
stopped misbehaving, she would angle her
body in such a way that suggests
forgiveness.
Q: Do these body signals comprise a
universal language among horses?
A: I think so. It’s my belief that this
equine body language is genetically
ingrained in the memory of all horses, and
that we can make friends even with wild
mustangs by mimicking their language.
Learning the language of Equius has enabled
me to transform any horse, no matter how
primal it is, from a free-roaming steed into a
trusting and cooperative mount, and to do so
painlessly.
Q: Your emphasis is on doing this in a
way that is humane and gentle, not cruel?
A: Absolutely.
It’s amazing how
effective touch can be when there is an
attitude of caring and respect. Too many
horses have been mistreated during the
training process, and they are afraid. They
have learned the flight response to avoid
pain.
The use of communication is a humane
alternative to the harsh treatment of horses—
and one that I would like to see serve as a
model to lessen the abuse we often inflict on
animals and our fellow humans. This applies
not just to horses but to all creatures.
The cycle of violence in our society must
stop. As someone who has both experienced
and witnessed violence in my life, I feel
strongly that we can accomplish nothing
worthwhile through that approach.
If the trainer is nervous—or worse,
cruel—this is conveyed to the horse and it
reacts. Then, someone, either man or horse,
ends up getting hurt. I want to see this cycle
stopped.
Q: So, calling attention to and ending
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violence has been the primary emphasis of very powerful.
your work with horses?
So, as long as a person is not afraid of
horses and believes this method will work,
A: Yes. My ultimate aim through the anyone can do it.
work I do is to leave the world a better place
than I found it for both horses and people.
Q: What do you look for in a horse to
The principal theme of my life is that present to an audience when you are on
violence is never the answer.
tour?
None of us is born with the right to say,
A: I like to work with ones who are
“You must, or I will hurt you” to any squarely in the normal range as I can find, so
creature—human or animal. This is why I that the highest number of people in the
have spent many years learning to persuade audience can benefit from watching the
an unbroken horse, straight from the wild, to technique. Also, I choose ones who reflect
accept a saddle, bridle, and rider—all in less the kind of horse that are typically being
than thirty minutes.
raised in that geographical area.
This nonviolent use of communication,
It helps if I can get horses who
rather than force, is a process that avoids demonstrate to the audience that they are
weeks of struggle between man and animal. r a w , t h a t t h e y h a v e n e v e r b e e n r i d d e n
It also eliminates the need for the often before. Geldings and colts work better than
painful techniques used to subdue a horse’s fillies.
natural response to fear.
In terms of remedial horses, I prefer not
Unlike traditional methods of breaking to work with ones who have been too beaten
horses, my approach involves using a special down, because they are already looking for a
nonverbal language to establish a bond of b u d d y a n d t h a t d o e s n ’ t a l l o w m e t o
trust and cooperation. The horse makes a demonstrate how the flight response is
voluntary decision on his own to accept the converted through trust.
saddle, bridle, and rider. I call this “joining
up” or “starting”. I don’t like to use words
Q: Your new book tells the story of how
like “breaking” or “taming”. These are Shy Boy learned to trust you. Can you say
traditional terms for a process that has a bit about that experience?
frequently been quite harsh.
My way is gentle. It happens through a
A: Shy Boy is a bay mustang I started to
scientifically proven and effective means of work with a couple of years ago, out in the
communication. When the horse moves in a open country. A film crew was there. We
certain way, it means something specific, and were demonstrating the joining-up technique.
that horse reads the response back to it, also When the horse, who was very shy—in fact,
in a very specific way.
we later named him Shy Boy—was first
mounted, it was a very emotional moment for
Q: Do you believe a kind of connection me. He stayed with us for nearly a year,
happens between the horse and the person?
then after being ridden in a roundup, he was
released back into the wild, where the herd
A: Definitely, but I don’t think of the accepted him after all that time. The next
interaction as mystical in nature. I do feel, day, though, he returned to our camp and
though, that there is something magical about allowed me to halter him. This is a good
it.
example of how mutual trust, once
I t ’ s t h e m a g i c o f a n u n d i s c o v e r e d developed, is enduring.
tongue—one that is primitive, precise,
scientific, and easy to read. It’s a universal
Q: How have you applied your
language that uses body movement or signs techniques in other contexts?
in place of words. Humans have always
been faced with a difficult challenge in our
A: One way is that my wife, Pat, and I
efforts to learn to communicate with animals. have taken in forty-seven foster children,
Understanding this primitive language seems most of whom came from dysfunctional
to be a key factor in meeting that challenge. homes. In addition, we raised the three who
When a horse voluntarily decides to work were born to us.
with the human, there is a rapport that is
The way we disciplined all of them was
genuine and heartfelt. A conversation begins to create together a consequence list. If a
t o h a p p e n w h e n t h e h o r s e b e c o m e s chore is not done, then there is an alreadyaccustomed to the presence of the human and agreed-upon consequence that the child
senses there is no threat.
experiences. It’s a mutual thing, rather than
A horse becomes nervous when alone, an act of domination by the parent, simply
feeling especially vulnerable to predators, so because the parent has the advantage of
it turns willingly toward the person in the being stronger and bigger.
pen with it, if there is some sign that the
This approach has also proven to be very
person can be trusted. This herd instinct is effective as a way for managers to train
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workers. Several major corporations have
sent their employees to The Flag Is Up
Farms to observe our join-up technique,
which fosters cooperation and trust. The key
thing, whether in parenting, penal systems,
or in management of employees, is to create
an environment in which people feel safe.
This is the only way they can learn.
Q: So you have found applications in
human organizations for the concepts you
use in working with horses?
A: Yes, I have. This particular insight
into the need to feel safe in order to learn
came to me years ago at the school I
attended. One of the nuns believed that
there is no such thing as teaching, only
learning. She felt that no one can push
information into an unwilling brain.
The word “teach” connotes pushing
information into someone, not causing that
information to be learned by a student.
Through their flight response, the horses are
trying to tell us the same thing. To me they
are saying to stop with all of the
intimidation, to slow down and wait a
minute, to request instead of demand.
The horse who performs best and relates
well to people is the one who is completely
free of fear. A frightened animal flees.
It’s the same with human beings. If we
can break the chain of violence, there will be
much more cooperation and communication
in the world, and this is what creates peace.
But humans are still threatening one
another, still using force and intimidation. I
believe we’re ready to take the step toward
trust, or I wouldn’t be getting such a
favorable response to the work I’m doing. It
is gratifying to feel that what I have
achieved will continue to expand in future
generations.
Q: What is the future direction of your
work?
A: My vision now is for The Flag Is Up
Farms to become a mecca for horse gentlers,
where they will learn to work harmoniously
with the horses and will pass along a body
of knowledge to others.
As a youngster, I didn’t know about fight
or flight, nonverbal communication, or any
of that stuff. It was only after my work with
horses that I put the scientific aspects
together and came up with the technique of
listening to and starting a horse rather than
breaking it.
My dream is that, in the future, we won’t
have to keep repeating the old ways. We are
ready to pass beyond fear and cruelty and
violence. And this applies to more than just
horses. By helping people learn to listen to
horses, I’m hopeful I will encourage them
also to learn to listen to one another.
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— Part V Of A Series —
Native American Perspectives:

The Elders, Medicine
People, And Warriors
10/20/99

RAY BILGER

The Native American Elders, or the Old
Ones, are sometimes referred to as the
Wisdomkeepers. They are the Grandfathers and
Grandmothers who are the spiritual repositories
of the sacred ways and natural wisdom going
back thousands of years, and they live it. They
share an understanding that all things are part of
One totality which always was and always will
be, also known as Wakan Tanka—which
represents the sum total of All Things or All
That Is.
The Great Spirit, or Grandfather, is well
known to the Elders. It is the responsibility of
the Elders to pass their wisdom on to the
younger generations so that the wisdom of the
sacred ways and teachings will continue into the
future. They know that the Native peoples have
a responsibility as the Guardians of the Land.
The true depth and scope of the Native
wisdom is generally unknown, and much of
what is known is not understood by the average
person. Native wisdom is not just of the past. It
is of each moment, even now, and alive like the
mighty oak tree, or the tiniest flower. And this
Native wisdom is not just for the Red man, it is
for us all. As White Shield, a Southern
Cheyenne (Arikara) has said:
[Quoting]
The color of the skin makes no difference.
What is good and just for one is good and just
for the other, and the Great Spirit made all men
brothers. I have a Red skin, but my Grandfather
was a White man. What does it matter? It is
not the color of my skin that makes me good or
bad.
[End quoting]
Being an Elder is a great responsibility.
Some are a bit reluctant at first to accept
everything that responsibility carries with it.
Chief Mathew King, an Elder of the Lakotas,
says:
[Quoting]
I’ve got [Chief ] Red Cloud’s peace pipe.
They gave me that when they made me a Chief.

I wouldn’t accept it in the beginning. He’s a
great man. He made all those treaties.... He had
a lot of powers....
The peace pipe is our only weapon. It’s our
holy power. It’s God’s power. The pipe
mediates between man and God. To receive the
pipe, to receive God’s gift, you’ve got to be
pure in your heart, mind, body, and soul. And
never forget that, after the prayers, you’ve got to
live that life, a life with God. That’s the hardest
part....
Indian religion is as old as The Creator. In
our way of life the Elders give spiritual
direction. The wisdom of thousands of years
flows through their lips. Others want to learn
what our Elders know.... God made everything
so simple.... We do what we please. The only
law we obey is the Natural Law, God’s Law.
We abide only by that.
[End quoting]
The reemergence of the Native ways at this
time is also reflected in what the Elders have to
say. They knew this would be happening, and
now they are watching it take place. Ojibway
Elder Eddie Benton-Banai speaks of the
reawakening of awareness of the Native ways:
[Quoting]
A renaissance is taking place among Native
American peoples. This renaissance is not of a
material nature. It is a spiritual renaissance, a
retrieving and reviving of our original covenant
with The Creator. We are reaffirming our
relationship and stewardship with our Mother,
the Earth. We are inspired and directed to do
this for our children and ourselves.... Therefore,
it is up to those of us who have, in whatever
measure, the teachings, philosophy, and
traditions, including the rituals, to work for their
revival and continuance.
The spiritual heritage of Native American
people is here—it has not been extinguished. I
believe the spiritual fire still burns and is
beckoning for America—indeed, the world—to
come closer, to listen, to learn, and to share in its
warmth and comfort.
I, as a spiritual Indian man, am convinced
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that it is time to reach out to my White brothers
and sisters and to share with whomever wishes
to partake of what we, the indigenous people of
this land, still have. It is time that the buckskin
curtain be drawn back. It is time, I know it.
[End quoting]
From all the four directions this same inner
feeling is emerging within all peoples of the
Earth. It is emerging slower in some, faster in
others. Cherokee Leader Heyoehkah Merrifield
puts into perspective, from the past to the
present, this emerging spiritual urge in us all:
[Quoting]
The Indigenous tribes were not surprised
when the Black, White, and Yellow peoples
arrived on their shores, because their prophecies
had spoken of the coming of other races. They
knew that the new tribes would overwhelm the
ancient cultures of the land they called Turtle
Island.... But it was said that, in our times, the
spirit of the Indians would be born anew into all
of the races that have gathered in this land. A
portion of the different races of the rainbow
colors will see that we are all one family. These
Warriors of the Rainbow will bring with them a
new time of living in harmony with our
environment and with all peoples.
[End quoting]
So, the stage has been set and we see that
this emerging Indian spirit and emerging
awareness of the ancient Native ways and
culture is a naturally unfolding event that is
ongoing and will continue as the Great Spirit informs and in-fuses All of His creations under the
Rainbow.
Chief Oren Lyons, Onondaga Elder,
Faithkeeper of the Turtle Clan of the Onondaga
Nation, and spokesman for the Six Nations
Iroquois Confederacy in upstate New York,
speaks here of the Natural Law, and how the
Iroquois system of government works:
[Quoting]
You break man’s law and you pay a fine or
go to jail—maybe. That’s the way it is with
man’s law. You can break it and still get
around it. Maybe you won’t get punished at
all.... People figure they can get away with
anything—and half the time they do. But they
forget there’s another law, The Creator’s Law.
We call it Natural Law....
Natural Law prevails everywhere. It
supersedes man’s law. If you violate it you get
hit. There’s no judge and jury, there’s no
lawyers or courts, you can’t buy or dodge or
beg your way out of it.... You have to respect
life—all life, not just your own. The key word
is “respect”. Unless you respect the Earth, you
destroy it. Unless you respect all life as much
as your own, you become a destroyer....
We are made up of six nations. Each of us
is equal. Each of us is sovereign. And we
come together in a confederacy. Our business is
peace, not war.... In issues of peace and...other
major matters, we sit together and make our
decisions. There is no single authority. We do
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not vote. We must reach a decision that
everyone agrees with....
We have a central fire, and we have three
sides to the fire. Our elder brothers, the Seneca
and Mohawk, sit on one side of the fire. Our
younger brothers, the Oneida, Cayuga, and
Tuscarora, sit on the other side. And in front sit
the Onondaga, the Keepers of the central fire.
Each side of the fire has one speaker, and he
speaks on behalf of those he sits with. A
problem is presented from what we call “the
well”. From there it goes to each of the sides
for discussion.
Each side agrees or disagrees among itself
and sends its decision on the problem back to
the well. There it is adjusted to conform with
the decisions of the others. Then it’s sent back
out from the well again. This goes on until the
issue is unanimously decided.
This is a very old Indian-style government.
It requires complete unity of decision. It takes
time. But the decisions, once made, are very
firm. If there’s a problem we can’t seem to
resolve, we reconsider it another time.
If...there’s still no unanimous decision, then the
Tadodaho, or Presiding Chief [who is
Onondaga]...will announce a compromise
decision. But if the problem is still devisive, the
Tadodaho will say “We will not address it at
all”, because there’s no problem that’s important
enough to cause divisions among the people.
The Peacemaker who founded our
confederacy told us that we must be of one
mind. Those are good words to remember
today—or any day.
[End quoting]
We see here that the Iroquois have a
comparatively advanced and very civilized form
of government. This style government was in
operation when the Europeans first came here.
Do you think there was anything in Europe at
the time to compare with the Iroquois
government? And, again, who do you believe
were the real savages?
For those who are not aware of the fact, The
Constitution Of The United States Of America is
modeled after the Iroquois Constitution. Can
you imagine what kind of world we would have
if our system of government was modeled on the
one described above? If, for example, the
people were not in unanimous agreement on
developing and deploying nuclear weapons, then
they would not be developed or deployed. The
world would be a much different place than it is
today. One thing is for certain: the Iroquois
would never develop nuclear weapons, for such
devices serve only to destroy what The Creator
has made for all people to share.
The Lumbee Indians of North Carolina are
the largest tribe east of the Mississippi, yet one
of the least known. About 35,000 Lumbee live
on their ancestral homelands in rural Robeson
County, but have no reservation and lack federal
recognition. Vernon Cooper is an Elder of the
tribe, and also a healer. He shares here how he
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acquired this gift:
[Quoting]
My grandmother passed the healing power
on to me from her deathbed in 1917. She said
this ability was a gift that had been given to our
family for four hundred years. She told me,
“You will be the last one with that gift in our
family.... You’ll finish out the four hundred
years.” When my daughter was born, I prayed
the prophecy would be changed, that she could
become a healer, too. But it wasn’t to be....
The gift my grandmother passed on is
diagnosing and healing by touch, by “laying on
of hands”.... If the patient has faith, the fever’ll
come right out, right into my hands. I can feel
the heat in my fingers. Sometimes the skin peels
right off my hands. I can feel the patient’s pain
like an electric shock....
I just wasn’t cut out for the age we’re living
in. Everybody’s hurrying but nobody’s going
anywhere. People aren’t living, they’re only
existing. They’re growing away from spiritual
realities.
These days people seek knowledge, not
wisdom. Knowledge is of the past; wisdom is
of the future.... People need to wake up.... We
can’t keep ruining the Earth and poisoning it and
think we can get away with it. Certain
destruction is going to hit one of these days.
We’re on the verge of a change such as has
never been before. God is going to intervene.
[End quoting]
Traditionally, medicine people and medicine
societies have always been at the center of a
tribe. Before crops were planted, proper prayers
and medicine were made for success, and
prayers and ceremonies of thanksgiving were
done for bountiful harvests. Medicine power
has been used to make rain, for success in
hunting, and for helping and healing the people.
In every major undertaking of the tribe, the
medicine was first consulted.
In the Native American way, medicine can
mean many different things. It does not mean
some pills you might get from a White man’s
doctor. Medicine might be an eagle feather, a
sprig of white sage, a bear’s claw, a sacred
stone, or any one of a thousand things that may
help to facilitate transmitting the power being
sought for the purpose at hand.
The knowledge about medicine may come
through dreams, visions, prayers, or from herbal
knowledge. But basic to any understanding of
what medicine is, or what it means, is the
understanding that all power to heal, to make
rain, or to do whatever it may be, comes from
The Great Spirit, The Creator of All Things.
We, as individuals, can do nothing without that
power, but with it we can move mountains.
Lame Deer, the Lakota Holy Man, has said
that “being a medicine man, more than anything
else, is a state of mind, a way of looking at and
understanding this Earth, a sense of what it is all
about”. When we use the term “medicine man”
here, we need to remember that what is being
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said also applies to a medicine woman.
Let us hear what Rolling Thunder, the
Shoshone medicine man (whom we have heard
from in previous segments of this series), has to
say about the medicine and being a medicine
man:
[Quoting]
In our way, a person trains for the medicine
for twenty to thirty years before he even starts to
practice.... The first requirement for healing is
compassion for people, and then comes
understanding.... Understanding means that you
can actually see into the person to determine
what is bothering them, and that you can come
up with some answers real fast....
The rule for medicine men is to never go
beyond what they know, to be guided by their
own wisdom, and to never do anything out of
ego or pushiness. I act only as an agent for the
Great Spirit; the power comes from the spirit
world. We medicine men are just helpers, you
might say. I recognize that many people need to

be guided, and that’s all I am, actually—a guide
or maybe a teacher. If we medicine men are
chosen to be an instrument for Great Spirit’s
power—in healing, prophecy, or other tasks—
then that’s all we’re supposed to do. We should
not take on any authority that we are not
delegated....
A medicine man must choose wisely in terms
of who to doctor. If I doctor or help someone,
and they have not earned it, I will pay a price.
If this person goes out and commits another
wrong, then I am responsible, and it works back
on me.... In other words, evil spirits can get into
a person because they are accepted or welcomed
in...and the bad spirits have established
themselves in the person.... Therefore, there are
some people no medicine man will touch. The
final judgment to help someone is up to the
medicine man alone, and he looks into it very
carefully.... What’s happening in the body isn’t
the main problem, so true healing requires
looking at more than the body....

The Untold History
Of America
by Ray Bilger
This book shatters the image that has traditionally been
p o rt rayed as American History, by exposing the high-leve l
corruption that passes for business as usual in the Halls of
Congress, the White House and throughout our entire Judicial
system.
The Untold History Of America was written for the specific purpose
of providing a high school textbook for all American schools that
would educate students about the real nature of our national situation.
With a clear understanding of things as they exist in reality, students
will then be in a much better position to go on in life and do something
to correct our current downhill course.
This book is for those who want to know why America is the way it
is today, where we went wrong, who are the responsible parties, and
what we can do to bring back the American Dream our forefathers
and mothers fought so hard to establish and gave their very lives to
defend.
Special emphasis is placed throughout the book on the original
inhabitants of America, the Native Americans. They lived for
thousands of years on this continent in complete harmony and balance
with the Earth. With their help we may yet be able to turn things
around so that our tomorrows will be something we will all be honored
to pass on to the children who are our future generations.
The first 16 parts of Ray Bilgers ongoing research are
compiled into the book:
The Untold History Of America, Vol. I.
Available from Wisdom Books & Press
Please see order form on Back Page
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No matter how much power you have, you
can’t force healing. All factors have to come
together at the right place and time.... What is
needed most in healing work is humility before
the power of the Great Spirit. I hear some
people refer to the healing power as “my
power”, but all power comes from The Great
Spirit. That’s the reason I’m very careful about
making any claims, and that’s why I tell people I
don’t do anything....
For a healing, one must bring together the
spiritual as well as the physical. All things
become one.... We can see the sickness in some
people by the colors [aura] around them. The
colors around a person who is sick or full of evil
thoughts will be black, gray, or a sickly green...
My medicine generally comes from herbs....
Plants are helpers and channels for people who
are afflicted and need to get well....
I sometimes also ask the stars or the Sun to
help me, or I may call on the great medicine men
and tribal chiefs of the past.... Sometimes I use
songs. They come to me and some of them are
very ancient.... I use animal and bird helpers in
my healings. The eagle feather has a lot of
power.... We sometimes use healing stones that
are usually given to us by medicine people....
Prayer can be used to achieve incredible
results....
I’d also like to say a word about
shapeshifting and making yourself invisible.
These things are used in an emergency and for
a good purpose. They are never to be used for
show or greed, nor should they be used too
frequently. I remember a time during the
Wounded Knee situation when they were
rounding up Indians and throwing us in jail for
no good reason. I was with a group of Indians
in a parked car. A policeman was coming
down the street looking into every car, but
when he came to the one we were in, he
looked in, shone his flashlight around, but he
didn’t see us. He just walked right on by and
left us in peace.... Doing these things
frequently is not a good idea....
I like to test myself once in a while. In
other words, if I get a piece of fruit that’s
green and not ripe, I can hold it in my hands a
few minutes, after I get used to it, and the fruit
will ripen while I hold it. The fruit will pass
from green to ripe within two or three minutes.
I don’t think that’s any big deal....
If a person misuses the medicine power,
they and anyone around them are going to
suffer. To choose good over evil is the key.
And if a person has been living right, the right
Guidance will be provided for you. So it is
that medicine men don’t want to control
anyone, and we won’t heal people or use the
medicine power to make people do anything
against their will....
The healing way is a circle. I have tried to
explain a few things among many to show
what is possible in the healing way.
[End quoting]
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Although we see here that shapeshifting and
making oneself invisible have long been used by
medicine people for good purposes, regular
readers of The SPECTRUM will probably be
aware that these things can also be used for evil
as well. By choosing good over evil, one can
avoid unnecessary consequences.
There have been many great Indian warriors
throughout history, but it does not require having
to kill anyone. The famous Sioux warrior, Chief
Crazy Horse, did happen to be a man-killer.
Part of his medicine was that “he kept a sacred
pebble behind his ear which made him
bulletproof ”. He also wore the herb called red
grass as part of his special medicine.
Let us consult Rolling Thunder again on
what it means to be a warrior:
[Quoting]
I can tell you that being a warrior does not
necessarily mean someone who has killed. A
warrior, in our ways, doesn’t necessarily have to
be someone crossing the ocean to kill somebody
they don’t know, dropping a bomb on
somebody, or defoliating Nature. A warrior
is somebody who can stand up if necessary
and die for his people and his family, or take
a bullet in the back in order that others might
live. There are many who did. A warrior is
a man who believes in the sovereignty of the
Great Spirit and stands on his own two feet.
[End quoting]
Thus we see that a warrior does not mean
someone who makes war, but is someone who
is brave and courageous in the face of
adversity. Let us close this segment with part
of an address made by Chief Oren Lyons to
the Non-Governmental Organizations of the
United Nations, at Geneva, Switzerland in
1977:
[Quoting]
I do not see a delegation for the fourfooted. I see no seat for the eagles. We
forgot and we consider ourselves superior.
But we are, after all, a mere part of The
Creation.
And we must consider to
understand where we are. And we stand
somewhere between the mountain and the ant.
Somewhere, and only there, as part and parcel
of The Creation.
[End quoting]
We will continue in the next segment
with a further study of the ongoing struggles
the Native peoples are dealing with today to
seek recognition and their rightful place
among our family of nations.

When I reflect upon the number of
disagreeable people who I know
have gone to a better world, I am
moved to lead a different life.

— Mark Twain
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From The Caterpillar
To The Butterfly
10/29/99

SOLTEC

Good afternoon, my friend. It is I, Ceres
Anthonious Soltec, come in the Light of
THE One Light—Creator Source. Be at
peace and know that you and the Lighted
ones who these messages are written for are
dearly loved by we of the Messengers of The
One Light—Creator God.
Many who are attentive to planetary
activity are noting the greatly increased
earthquake activity upon your orb at this
time and are asking for insight concerning
same. We have discussed in many past
lessons the scientific aspects of what is now
ramping up. We gave you clues and now
the events are playing out in your physical
arena. It is indeed worth noting the recent
greatly increased earthquake activity along
ALL the major fault lines, especially ones
that have appeared rather dormant over the
last 12-24 month period. As we have said
before, watch for the close correlation
between increased volcanic activity (which is
also happening) and the movements along
fault lines. Mt. Etna has been erupting and
you have had recent significant activity along
the New Madrid fault. Please be attentive to
the clues.
At this time it is much more important
that we address the matter from the point of
view of your spiritual nature. We have done
so before now; however, it is beneficial to
both review and expand upon this spiritual
aspect which your Native American brothers
and sisters would rightly consider of central
importance to achieving the necessary
balance between the “giving out” of your
Earth Mother to you and the “giving back”
of you ones in appreciation to her.
Your planet is currently in a constant
state of adjustment as she continues to
“acclimatize” to the higher etheric
frequencies of the Light that is continuing to
bathe your orb. These energies are of a
high, pure vibration that would most
accurately be described as Love. Please see
that I use this term with a capital “L” so that
you may have a distinction between the
personal perception of what I will call
physical love and a higher, non-judgmental
Love that gives forth its energy to ALL ones

regardless of their past actions, background,
beliefs, or prejudices.
As your planet continually strives for a
sense of equilibrium, she is finding it quite
necessary to heal herself. This healing is
done first and foremost through Love. There
are various areas of your world, which have
amassed a significant amount of negativity,
and which are in great need for the balancing
of energy. Much like you ones would swat a
mosquito that is causing you discomfort, so
too shall your planetary orb be “swatting”
and “scratching” and “itching” those areas
which lag behind in their otherwise natural
upward shift in frequency.
We cannot urge you enough to send forth
the highest concept of Love (Light) to your
planet, as well as to any whom you come
into contact with. Become an example for
others to follow, for as sure as night follows
day in your current celestial cycles, so too
shall the energy you send out come back to
you, amplified many times over.
You will find that your example will be
most effective and helpful to your fellow
travelers when there is synchronization
between your heart and your head (emotional
and analytical). This will manifest in the
physical as one whose actions are consistent
with their words.
Do you speak to others of the importance
of being prepared with food and water
supplies while you yourself have not yet
done so? In your current environment, you
will find that your actions will do as much
(or even more) to assist (teach) as do words
spoken.
Do you send prayers of appreciation to
your Earth Mother for the living environment
she sustains despite so much man-generated
abuse? Do you send out prayers of love and
protection to a select few ones, or do you
pray for the stranger who you have not yet
met who may one day be helping you in
some significant manner, such as helping you
to dig out a loved one from the rubble after
an earthquake?
The point here is to illustrate for you that
it is one thing to have knowledge; it is quite
another thing to apply, through action, the
UNDERSTANDING of this knowledge.
Mother Earth is a schoolroom and you honor
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You ones are privileged to be part of this
her gift of this environment by within to connect for yourself and
communing with your Higher Guidance from grand planetary experience. However, for
APPLICATION of what you have learned.
All of you ones reading this are, to some Lighted Source. Some call this process the masses on your planet, this experience
will not be appreciated fully at this time.
degree, trying to figure out just exactly what meditation.
You are Creator manifest! You each are For the majority of you ones who have been
is your purpose in this life experience.
Though there are very individualized choices connected to one another through this single drawn to this type of message, you will find
a n d r e a s o n s f o r b e i n g h e r e , t h e r e a r e One Source. You have been granted the free that you too are in a transformation process
common threads of purpose that run through will to choose to ignore and deny this a n d y o u a r e b e g i n n i n g t o c o m e i n t o a
Connection if that be your desire. However, greater, conscious understanding of the
each and every one of you.
Y o u e a c h a r e d e s i r i n g , t o v a r y i n g it does not change the Higher Reality of the nature of your role in this experience as well
degrees, to learn, grow, and pass along your situation, and thus such a chosen path will as of the truly intimate nature of your
experience and knowledge to others. You result in self-imposed (through free-will r e l a t i o n s h i p w i t h g r e a t M o t h e r E a r t h .
choice) limitations to the growth that you can Remember, please, our past lessons: Your
want to help.
There is an inner sense of searching that achieve, for beyond a certain point there will individual energy fields are in constant
causes a signal to be generated within your be complete recognition of unity, awareness, overlap with the energy field of your planet,
energy field. This signal attracts to you that and acceptance of the Infinite One Source and thus the relationship IS truly intimate—
whether you sense it or not.
which will help you to build a
Perhaps
the
greatest
foundation of experience and
These experiences are circular in nature in that
opportunity
the
thirdknowledge which will then
dimensional experience provides
subsequently lead you to a greater
they are without end; with each apparent ending
to you ones is the compressive
perception and awareness of what
there is always a new beginning. In actuality, a
illusion of time. Your present
IS.
tightly wound spiral would provide a more
environment provides conditions
These experiences are circular
accurate model with which to conceptualize a
which slow down the vibrations
in nature in that they are without
more
accurate
picture,
with
each
ring
of
the
spiral
of Light and Knowledge enough
end; with each apparent ending
touching
completely
the
ones
that
come
before.
so that you can have the
there is always a new beginning.
opportunity to appreciate and
In actuality, a tightly wound spiral
explore all of the infinitely
would provide a more accurate
model with which to conceptualize a more that permeates ALL dimensions—well beyond subtle clues that give you insight into the
accurate picture, with each ring of the spiral what you ones currently recognize as reality. awesome infinite potentials of the One
Your planetary orb is an entity not unlike Whole, of which you are a part and are
touching completely the ones that come
yourself—in
fact, exactly like yourself in that seeking to understand more fully. Your
before.
Each new experience is a result of the ALL are One. She, like you, is self aware. Earth Mother plays a vital role as she
accumulation of all prior experience, and She has consciousness and makes choices. facilitates this grand experience for you.
Seek and you shall find. Ask and it will
thus is connected to same. All future She has emotions and gives forth telepathic
experience is being molded in your present, communications. She seeks to know and be given. Your desire is what summons
and thus there become infinite potentials and understand more fully this interconnectedness forth the Light (answers).
that brings her to this awareness of the
We of the Higher Realms are honorpossibilities for each and every one of you.
bound and duty-bound to respect your free
However, none of this exquisite learning condition she is now in.
Her immediate “parent” would be the will. This means that we will not interfere
is possible without the cooperation of Mother
Earth in providing much of this learning fiery orb you call the Sun. She rightfully with your lives and we will not offer that
environment. Your own forward growth at l o o k s t o t h i s o n e f o r g u i d a n c e , which will interfere with your individual
t h i s t i m e i s c l o s e l y c o n n e c t e d w i t h acknowledging the nurturing energy that this choices. However, when you ASK for
one is continually sending forth, both in the assistance through the acknowledgment of
acknowledging this relationship with her.
As with all learning, it is ultimately a f o r m o f w h a t w e w i l l c a l l p h y s i c a l l y Higher Source, we of the Lighted Realms
personal matter that comes from within. If observable light, and the Higher Vibrations will ALWAYS send forth an answer.
If the request is purely for personal gain,
you find yourself waiting upon another for of Light that we have described earlier as
then you are likely to receive “assistance”
any reason, then we would suggest that you Love.
She also seeks the Guidance of Creator from those ones whom you would call dark
may be waiting a very long time. You are
each responsible as individuals for your own Source and has a deeply spiritual desire to energies. When you call for assistance that
growth and understanding and subsequent serve all aspects of The Creation. She is a mostly involves the desire to be of assistance
m a g n i f i c e n t l y b e a u t i f u l b e i n g w h o to others, you will always be answered by
application of Knowledge.
If you are consciously unwilling to take continually gives in a self less manner, but so t h e L i g h t e d B r o t h e r h o o d i n S e r v i c e t o
r e s p o n s i b i l i t y f o r y o u r g r o w t h a n d too is she going through a very natural Creator Source.
We ask that you ones be thoughtful in
knowledge, you will likely find that you will transformation not unlike a caterpillar into a
butterfly.
your requests. Go within and look back
be creating repetitive experiences (most often
This transformation is a graduation that upon those times in your life of happiness
expressed as boredom) until you do learn the
lessons that you have come to the planet she has already earned and completed. The and feelings of satisfaction, no matter how
Earth schoolroom to learn. The best teachers transformation is a relatively slow process large or small. Isolate for yourself the
are always the best students. The greater f r o m t h e p o i n t o f v i e w o f y o u r t h i r d - common thread that binds these events
your desire is to help another (including your dimensional compression and your current together.
Most of you will find that your greatest
Earth Mother), the greater will be your perception of time. However, in the larger,
never
ending
cycles
and
infinite
journeys
of
satisfaction, sense of worth, and subsequent
learning and subsequent opportunities for
the soul, it is in the twinkling of an eye that happiness comes from those times when you
sharing what you have to offer.
have freely given assistance to others.
You each are quite capable of going this all takes place.
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Whether it be a shoulder to cry upon, or a
helping hand to someone in need, you will
always find GIVING to be the common
general thread for satisfaction. Can you
expand that picture to an appreciation of the
constantly freely giving nature of Mother
Earth?
The emotions of happiness, satisfaction,
and sense of self worth all come to you in a
response from your Higher Self. This
communication is letting you know that you
are indeed on a most productive path—one
which is in alignment with why it is that you
have chosen to come into the physical
experience in the first place.
We who come to you in Service to
Creator Source, and who have learned
through experience the Wisdom of freely
serving His Will, do so out of great Love,
Compassion, and Understanding of the
growth process you are now experiencing.
We are not greater than you, nor are we
lesser; we simply have learned, through the
acquiring and responsible application of
Knowledge, that serving others and sending
forth Love is the most rewarding and
satisfying path that leads to unlimited growth
and understanding.
We offer the equivalent message to your
planetary orb in the form of telepathic
impressions and through the act of sending

forth Light and Love to her—and to all life
on your planet, in your solar system, the
many galaxies, and everything you can
possibly conceive of as the “known”
universe.
You may be asking the question (as my
scribe just did) of why we choose, at this
time, to place such a focus upon the spiritual
aspect of the Lighted entity which is your
Mother Earth. This is partly because many
of the ones experiencing on your planet at
this time were on Mars—and some from
Maldek (the remnants of which makes up
your asteroid belt)—during similar learning
expereinces as those in which you now find
yourselves. During those past experiences
there was, for the most part, a disregard for
the planetary entity’s well being, let alone an
appreciation of the idea of Loving and
respecting the planetary entity.
At this time there are many of you who
are in need of healing from these past
indiscretions
in
personal
choice.
Remembering that there should be given
utmost respect and Love towards the
planetary entity and ALL of its inhabitants is
the key to facilitating this healing. Please
know that there are ones on your orb who, if
given the opportunity, would render your
entire planet a desolate wasteland (much the
way Mars was left) or blow it to pieces (as
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happened to Maldek).
We urge you all to look to the examples
given forth herein, and look for the subtle
implications of each. We cannot learn on
your behalf and it is far more productive for
you to play an active role in finding your
own answers, rather than waiting for another
to tell you what to do or when to do it. If
you await upon another for your
“instructions”, then you have become a
puppet to some extent to the one upon whom
you wait.
AGAIN: YOU EACH ARE CREATOR
MANIFEST! Use what Creator Source has
uniquely bestowed upon you, and exploit it
for the good of ALL Creation. Please be
understanding and supportive of Mother
Earth as Earth-changes continue to transform
the “caterpillar” into a magnificently
beautiful new “butterfly” of The Creation.
I am Ceres Anthonious “Toniose” Soltec.
I am Geophysical Commander of this Earth
Transition Project through which many are
experiencing a grand awakening and renewal
along with Mother Earth. I come in Lighted
Service to Creator Source—THE One Light—
God-Aton. I leave you all in Light and with
appreciation for the various roles you are
fulfilling at this time. Please share these
messages with anyone who you feel may find
value herein. Salu.

Wisdom Of The Rays: The Masters Teach
The expansive yet compassionate nature of the messages delivered in WISDOM OF THE RAYS: The
Masters Teach not only challenges those already firmly committed upon the spiritual path, but also provides
a serious first step to help ones who are just awakening to (and inquiring about) the magnificent Spiritual
Transformation now sensed by many to be in progress upon this planet.

Volume I & Volume II
“Our Elder Brothers from the Higher Realms of Creation are
attempting to communicate with ALL of us at this time. Why? Take a look
around you. The old ways of doing things aren’t working. Our planet is
entering a time of massive, turbulent change and renewal. To put it
bluntly: we NEED help! And that’s where this book comes into the
picture. Yes, eventually ‘the Phoenix will arise from the ashes’ after this
Great Cleansing process, but the ride could be quite a bumpy one,
especially for those ill-prepared for what is to happen.
“Just how we choose to deal with such change is THE question each of
us must confront. Yet confusion swirls everywhere upon Earth at this time.
And restless searchers cry out for that which may help them cope with these
truly challenging times ahead. Thus these messages courtesy of our most
loving Elder Brothers from the Higher Realms of Creation who are but
further along the same spiritual path we all must eventually walk.”
(From the Back Cover of Wisdom of The Rays: The Masters Teach; Volume 1)
Preface & Introduction by
Dr. Edwin M. Young
(400 pages + 4 color photos)

(See Back Page for ordering information)

Preface by
Dr. Edwin M. Young
(500 pages )
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The Mayan
Calendar
[Continued from Front Page]

interpret this prophecy; but that only lends
richness to the overall interest of the
information—like interpreting a poem—and
puts the job onto YOU to discern for yourself
whatever you may derive from what I am about
to share. Without question, however, there is
much food for thought.
Why would I be presenting information at
this time about the ancient Mayan calendar, and
what is the relevance to these transitional times
in which we find ourselves? The Mayan
calendar becomes a kind of a cornerstone to
many prophetic remarks about this current
planetary transition time and there is a certain
kind of curiosity generated because of this
cornerstone role it seems to play.
After reading materials presented by David
Wilcock, and after reading, listening to, and
speaking with Native American Robert Ghost
Wolf, it becomes very clear that the Mayan
calendar and the Mayan prophecies are
IMMEDIATELY relevant to this very specific
time in history. We are living through the
period of the Seven Thunders. It is a time of
planetary transition on an unprecedented scale,
a time of dimensional change, spiritual turmoil,
self-examination and metamorphosis, as well as
a time for separating the wheat from the chaff.
It is a time of upheavals, geophysical as well as
personal. It is a time of cleansing and honesty
in confrontation and exposure of longstanding
lies—both on a personal level and on a much
larger planetary scale.
In conjunction with all of this “cleansing”
activity, there is a great thirst for Truth. In that
context the full extent and urgency of this
information becomes readily apparent as you
read on.
As stated in the last edition of The
SPECTRUM, in the article titled “Sunspot
Cycles: Their Profound Effect On Man &
Planet Earth”, the great solar cycle is upon us,
and this coincides directly with Mayan
prophecy.
With this in mind, I have chosen to present

a compilation from several sources on the
subject, including another chapter from David
Wilcock’s book Convergence, titled “The
Amazing Synchronicity of Chatelain’s Mayan
Calendar”.
Further, as a result of a very favorable faceto-face conversation I have recently had with
Robert Ghost Wolf (who was well aware of
and highly complimentary toward the teaching
mission of The SPECTRUM), I hope to speak
directly with him about these and other urgent
matters in an upcoming interview for
SPECTRUM readers. In the meantime, I am
presenting some relevant materials from his web
site
(which
may
be
found
at:
www.wolflodge.org) and is reprinted here with
generous permission.
To begin our plunge into this subject,
however, as much needed background, let me
first share with you an article written by John
Major Jenkins back in 1995, also reprinted with
permission.

Mayan Cosmogenesis:
Cosmic Mother Gives Birth
April, 1995

JOHN MAJOR JENKINS
INTRODUCTION

In recent years, several books have been
published in England with, especially in the
U.K., a good deal of success. Robert Bauval
and Adrian Gilbert wrote The Orion Mystery
(1992) and, in addition to becoming brief media
celebs, turned Egyptology on its head. Graham
Hancock produced Fingerprints Of The Gods
(1995) and injected some old ideas about
Atlantis rising with some intriguing new
perspectives. Most recently, Adrian Gilbert
with Maurice Cotterell published the
disappointing Mayan Prophecies which
presumed to tell us why cataclysm will occur in
A.D. 2012.
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Hancock and Bauval are presently working
together on another book about Egypt. Gilbert,
Bauval, Cotterell, and Hancock pursue the
often unrewarding path of independent
research, striving to present compelling new
ideas which tenured academics are too thickskulled to acknowledge. Like England’s other
Fab Four, these independent researchers say we
want a revolution, and offer us one. They have
all at some point struggled to identify what is
so astronomically special about the opening of
the new millennium. They’ve discussed
sunspots and pole shifts, magnetic field
reversals and the movements of Orion, but their
solutions are in disagreement and are generally
unsatisfying. They have all narrowly missed
finding the “key”.
As pin-pointed by the end-date of the
Mayan calendar, the turn of our millennium is
attended by a rare celestial alignment between
the Sun and our galaxy, one that has been
slowly converging for thousands of years.
The winter solstice Sun will align with the
Milky Way in A.D. 2012.
Mountain
Astrologer published my article on this topic in
their December 1994 issue. Since then, I’ve
written a 110-page monograph detailing
evidence for my thesis.
Without mincing words, I feel that this
simple alignment is the answer which all those
writers sought. The irony, perhaps, is that the
impending solstice-galaxy alignment was first
mentioned back in 1969 in Giorgio de
Santillana and Hertha von Dechend’s
groundbreaking book Hamlet’s Mill. My own
research starts where they left off. It has taken
25 years to clarify how the Mayans are
involved in all this and to understand how the
alignment marks the beginning of a new
precessional cycle in humanity’s spiritual and
cultural work.
The alignment which I believe is so critical
to understanding Mayan creation mythology as
well as our own impending shift also has the
benefit of being a straightforward fact of
astronomy; it’s not the product of a labyrinth of
convoluted speculations. What I offer is a
synthesis of two simple facts: the astronomical
alignment itself (which targets the opening of
the new millennium) and the established enddate of the Mayan calendar in A.D. 2012.
The ancient Mayans apparently understood
that the future alignment would have
apocalyptic effects, and designed their World
Age mythology to remind us of something
essential. Myth, legend, or ancient message,
whatever it is, clearly, it means we must all
remember where we come from, where
everything comes from: Mother.
What follows is a brief synopsis of the
author’s research into the Mayan calendar and
Mayan creation mythology. An exciting
breakthrough is described which is so basic, yet
so startling, that many Mayan scholars have
thus far refused to acknowledge it.
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John Major Jenkins is an independent
student of Mayan Time. He is the author of
articles for Mountain Astrologer, Iron Feather
Journal, Zeitgeist, Scenezine, World Explorer
Magazine, The Borderlands Journal, and five
books on Mayan cosmology including Tzolkin:
Visionary Perspectives And Calendar Studies
(1994) and the forthcoming The Center Of
Mayan Time (1995).
We are living today in the Mayan end
times. The Great Cycle of the Mayan Long
Count calendar ends on the winter solstice of
2012 A.D., less than 18 years from now.
Following Mayan concepts of cyclic time and
World Age transitions, this is as much about
beginnings as endings. In fact, it was
considered by the ancient Mayans to signify the
creation of a New World Age.
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Milky Way); it is the mouth of the Cosmic
Monster (often portrayed as a frog, jaguar, or
snake with tree-like features); it is the birth
canal of the Cosmic Mother. Overall, the
dark-rift is best understood as the birth canal
of the Cosmic Mother, who we may call First
Mother, to complement First Father.
In this way we can trace how these
various metaphors are found in Mayan
Creation Mythology. And the date of this
alignment is, again, the end date of the 13baktun
Great
Cycle—a
cycle
of
approximately 5125 years. This all suggests
that the ancient Mayans were aware of the
impending alignment and considered it to be
of such importance to be a major transition
point, the Creation of a New World Age. In
mythological terms, this event is about the
union of First Father with First Mother or,
END OF THE MAYAN GREAT CYCLE:
more accurately, the birth of First Father (the
DECEMBER 21, 2012 A.D.
winter solstice Sun—the New World Age
ruler) from First Mother (the dark-rift in the
Scholars today are recognizing that Milky Way). The headline appropriate for
Mayan mythology is intimately related to the the upcoming event is:
celestial movements of stars, the Milky Way,
and certain constellations. The sources of
“COSMIC MOTHER GIVES BIRTH
Mayan mythology are found in the sky, and the
TO THE FIRST GOD”
timetable of Creation Day is pinpointed by the
WORLD AGES: PRECESSION OF THE
end date of the Mayan Great Cycle. My
STELLAR FRAME
research into the nature of this date reveals that
a rare celestial alignment culminates on it.
The slow process by which the winter
Generally speaking, what occurs is an solstice Sun comes to conjoin the dark-rift in
alignment between the galactic and solar t h e M i l k y W a y i s a f u n c t i o n o f a
planes. Specifically, the winter solstice Sun phenomenon known as the precession of the
will conjunct the Milky Way, which is the edge equinoxes. This involves the slow wobbling
of our spinning galaxy as viewed from Earth. of the Earth’s axis, which causes the stellar
Furthermore, the place where the Sun meets the frame to slowly shift. To observers on
Milky Way is where the “dark-rift” in the Earth, it causes the position of the winter
Milky Way is—a black ridge along the Milky solstice Sun to slowly move in relation to
Way caused by interstellar dust clouds (see celestial background features such as the
diagram 1). This is a feature of the Milky Way Milky Way. A full cycle is completed in
anyone can see on a clear midsummer’s night, roughly 26,000 years. Approximately 2100
away from the light pollution of industrial years ago, when both the Long Count
society.
calendar and the Popol Vuh were devised by
At dawn on the winter solstice of A.D. the early Mayans, the dark-rift in the Milky
2012, the Sun will be right in this dark-rift, and Way could be observed some 30 degrees
the orientation is such that the Milky Way rims above the dawning winter solstice Sun (see
the horizon at all points around. Thus, the diagram 2).
Milky Way “sits” on the Earth, touching it at
When these early skywatchers discovered
all points around, opening up the cosmic sky precession, they realized that with every
portal. The galactic and solar planes are thus winter solstice the cosmic birth canal was
aligned. “Sky portal” is just a term to describe moving closer and closer to the dawning
the “opened sky” scenario apparent when the Sun. The winter solstice Sun was called the
Milky Way rims the horizon. This is not to be First Sun, the First Lord or First Father,
confused with the “dark-rift” itself.
because it is the first day of the year, the
In Mayan myth, the winter solstice Sun beginning of the Sun’s annual rebirth into
corresponds to the deity One Hunahpu, also increasing daylight. They calibrated the
known as First Father. The Mayan Sacred process, and fixed their Creation Mythology
Book, the Popol Vuh, is all about setting the to the future alignment as described.
stage so that the Hero Twins’ father (One
Monuments from the early Mayan site of
Hunahpu) can be reborn, thus beginning a new I z a p a c l e a r l y p o r t r a y , b y w a y o f
World Age. The dark rift has many mythic mythological iconography, the anticipated
identities: it is the Black Road; it is the astronomical alignment of the Long Count
xibalba be (the Road to the Underworld); it is end date (see diagram 3). In this way, the
a crevice in the branches of the cosmic tree (the L o n g C o u n t c a l e n d a r a n d P o p o l V u h
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Creation Mythology (portrayed on Izapan
monuments and elsewhere) work together to
describe the future astronomical alignment.
Furthermore, scholars believe that Izapa, an
unassuming early-Mayan cultural center near
the Guatemalan border in Mexico, is where
both the Long Count calendar and the Popol
Vuh myth originate.
ANCIENT COSMOLOGY POINTS TO
OUR IMMEDIATE FUTURE
Based upon these simple facts, ancient
skywatchers in Mesoamerica were apparently
aware of a subtle celestial process, the
precession of the equinoxes. Knowledge of
that process, and the fact that a major
alignment in that process culminates at the
end of their Great Cycle, strongly suggest a
cosmological understanding which modern
scholars have yet to explore. While today
the conjunction is hidden behind the rays of
the solstice Sun, to early skywatchers the
future convergence would have been the
focus of intense calendar calculations and
eschatological myth-making. As it says in
the Popol Vuh: “by sheer genius, by sheer
accuity, they got it done.”
People interested today in the scope of
ancient
Mesoamerican
knowledge
inescapably must incorporate these recent
findings into their thoughts. In doing so, we
can better appreciate the profound scale of
the cosmological understanding possessed by
ancient New World cultures, to which
millions of present-day Indians in Middle
America are heir.
THE FEVER:
MILLENNIAL OR MAYAN?
Understanding this aspect of Mayan
cosmogenesis may also help us understand
our own impending millennial milestone.
What is going on in the world today? Is
this alignment
having some kind of
influence? The precession of the equinoxes
is, after all, primarily an Earth rhythm.
Whether we call it Mayan or millennial, we
are living today in the shadows of a rare
celestial juncture which parallels the
increasing interest in “New World Orders”,
“post-historic” thinking, and a major shift in
world economic structure and what it means to
be human. The Mayan myth seems to remind
us that all life springs from the Great Mother.
The transformation of cosmic recreation is
already occurring. Perhaps we should look
closely at this celestial alignment, imagine its
meanings, and determine what this
transformational shift means for future
humanity. For the ancient Mayans, on the farfuture Creation Day which for us arrives soon,
First Mother and First Father join forces to
engender a New World Age.
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Introducing
Robert Ghost Wolf

Diagram 1:
The sky on December 21, 2012 A.D.
showing a rare astronomical alignment—the
winter solstice Sun is right in the “dark rift” in
the Milky Way.

Diagram 2:
Winter solstice sunrise from the early
Mayan site of Izapa, 50 B.C. Notice the dark
rift in the Milky Way, the celestial birth canal
of Cosmic Mother, some 30 degrees above the
rising Sun.

Diagram 3:
Stela 11 from Izapa shows Cosmic Father in
the “mouth” of Cosmic Mother, the “dark rift”
or “birth canal” in the Milky Way. This is an
image of the celestial alignment which
culminates in A.D. 2012.

Before we launch into our presentation of
Robert Ghost Wolf’s critical and urgent
information, it becomes important to know who
this man is, where he has traveled (physically
and spiritually), and what his nature has
become. With this in mind, let’s move into a
world that will be unfamiliar to many, yet will
also feel like home to those who have walked
this journey toward Truth and Understanding
and Service to The One Light. The following
is an introduction to a most unique man.
ROBERT GHOST WOLF
We would like to take this opportunity to
introduce you to Robert Ghost Wolf. Perhaps
we could say re-introduce you to Robert Ghost
Wolf. Ghost Wolf from 1990-96 has been a
journalist and publisher of the Ramtha material,
while with Indelible Ink. He co-published
UFO’s And The Nature Of Reality, Last Waltz
Of The Tyrants, and Financial Freedom which
are now enjoying the success of being
published in five languages, and distributed
world wide.
Robert is an accomplished artist and author
who enjoys a unique passion for life and
possesses many gifts that have earned him
recognition, with many indigenous tribes in
both North and South America, as a spiritual
healer and ceremonial leader. He is also
recognized as a leading archaeologist, with
many discoveries to his credit, including the
discovery of a Sphinx in Colorado, and the
discovery of the now famous Miami Circle,
where he and Richard Hoagland brought the
eyes of the world and of the nation to what is
now being paraphrased as “The American
Stonehenge” and were even mentioned in the
United Nations special report on the importance
of preserving Sacred Sites. He is the founder
of Holding Sacred Ground, an organization
dedicated to the preservation of ancient sites
and indigenous cultures around the world.
Currently Robert is in the midst of
uncovering an incredible find in the Central US
which by all indications is a “hall of records”
showing evidence of many civilizations that
were here before the current Native American
tribes, and perhaps before recorded history as
we have been told. Much of the evidence
indicates that they have discovered a library of
the “Lost Tribes”—as Robert says this find is
going to change everything we thought we
knew.
Robert, being a multi-faceted man,
continues his journalistic career publishing the
Wolf Report, an international bi-monthy
newspaper publication whose circulation spans
three continents.
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Spiritual leaders, naturopathic healers,
cutting-edge scientists, and forward-thinking
authors, as well as indigenous elders from the
Hopi to the Mayans who are keepers of the
prophecies, share their information on intimate
levels in the Wolf Report. Bringing subscribers
in touch with real people, the information is
brought from authors living on the front-lines of
today’s global concerns who believe there is a
way for a better life for all of us upon planet
Earth.
The first book which is based upon his
personal work is entitled Last Cry, Native
American Prophecies, Tales Of The End Times
and is an international best seller. His second
book Winds Of Change quickly followed the
success of Last Cry with the revealing of the
Seven Thunders prophecies which was highly
controversial and placed him on the leading
edge of prophetic visionaries which are now
being presented in the mainstream media
presentations. His third and newest book is
Through The Eye Of The Shaman—yet another
paradigm buster where he shares many of the
secrets of the ancient masters. The amazing
accuracy with his predictions only serve to
complement the knowledge he has been given
while working intimately with indigenous
leaders around the world who have recognized
his special gifts for over twenty years running,
and still going strong.
Robert continues to be a featured guest on
many national television shows including
NBC’s Ancient Prophecies, Fox’s Strange
Universe, UFOAZ, and Arizona Today. He is
a frequent guest on many national radio
programs including four years running as one
of the best guests on Art Bell’s Coast-ToCoast, which commands a listening audience of
over twenty million internationally.
His life continues to be a journey that is
closely merged with his Native American
spirituality. He has worked with the elders and
leaders of the indigenous people from Alaska to
the Yucatan for many years. Ghost Wolf
himself is a Metis (Met-tay) born of mixedblood Native American and European ancestry,
like millions of Americans who are called by
some the “ghost children”. His teachers and
the elders have asked him to come forward at
this time and help deliver their teachings and
their ancient knowledge to the people of the
world. He remains a strong and active
advocate of indigenous rights and sovereignty
of their culture and their sacred sites.
In 1994 the Hopi elders said to him: “These
are the End Times and the people must know
the truth; share what we have taught you.
There can be no more secrets now if we are to
survive as a thinking species through these
times. This must be done because the dream of
humanity can only be preserved through the
combined efforts of all peoples, and the joining
and merging of all cultures into a oneness.”
Ghost Wolf carries a unique body of
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knowledge that sheds a bright light on our
forward movement in this time of great change
and appearing chaos—a time, perhaps, of the
most dramatic changes to ever affect the course
of human evolution.
Of this time he said: “As we walk with a
foot in two worlds, we are approaching the

reality that we are about to take a giant halo
leap into our foreverness. We must build
bridges between peoples now. There has been
enough separation. That separation has only
caused confusion, and results in fear-based
beliefs, which are really no more than
superstition. We must reconnect them to their

hearts. It is a time to come together. What
will occur tomorrow depends upon what we
choose today, in this moment, as our path. The
Sacred Hoop, The Holy Grail—they are one
and the same. They represent the human heart.
We must simplify our lives and relearn to
follow the path with heart.”
Ghost Wolf has spoken throughout
North and South America, and Canada.
He comes wherever he is invited:
universities, corporate conventions, private
groups, and tribal gatherings. He is a
charismatic and powerful teacher whose
presence can alter the energy of a room.
When he was introduced at a recent
international seminar, the director said:
“Ghost Wolf is an enigma. He is perhaps
taking place are created by men who have
one of the single most powerful individuals
mastered the way to control the weather, to
I have ever met.
He is intensely
create storms that can wipe-out towns and cities
charismatic, yet he retains a quiet
with rain, tornadoes, or snow. These are men
humbleness in his sensitive awareness of
taking advantage of the predictions of the Bible,
all the levels of our personal realities. The
and many other predictions. Man will create
body of knowledge with which he works is
these changes that bring, this winter, the worst
essential to the world in these times.
snowstorms where thousands will die. The
“Perhaps it is his unique ability to
same will occur with earthquakes, tidal waves,
deliver
the mystical to an audience of
and rainstorms that will flood everything in
multi-leveled consciousness which is the
many states, especially states that have a great
big difference between his presentation of
number of minorities and low-income people
ancient knowledge and the usual, strictly
from different ethnic groups.
dry intellectual-treatise forms of
At the time of the alignment of the planets,
presentation. He has been called a Shaman
at the end of the year, we may experience
and a Mystic. Surely he weaves much
darkness for 7 days and 7 nights, where
more than he teaches in words. He knows
nothing that is electric will work. The magnetic
the histories and the sciences, and he
field that will exist around the planet will stop
shares that knowledge freely. But he
cars from running. Electricity at home or at
knows something most historians and
work will not work. Candlelight will be the
scientists don’t know and could never
only light that will shine in this horrible
understand—that true wisdom is found
darkness. Different countries may interpret this
through the heart and not the head.”
darkness in a hostile or opportunistic way, and
As a speaker and lecturer, Ghost Wolf
we may even have the next world war.
continues to demonstrate his strong public
Economic chaos all over the world will take
appeal and remains very much in public
over by February of next year.
demand for personal appearances. The
Parasites will have a field day, as our waters
information he delivers in Last Cry, Winds
will be polluted and our food banks will be
Of Change and now Through The Eye Of
exhausted. People will go out into the streets
The Shaman has kept him on the top-ten
looking for food for their families, and many
roster on the lecture circuit in the
will die.
international arena.
Ghost Wolf ’s
Kopal, or you can call him God or Great
remarkable
ability
to
“draw
the crowd”
Spirit or Jesus or Buddha—whatever is best for
and his continued creativity assures him a
you—He has a plan for all of us:
long road whereon he can “touch them
He, our Father, will not allow many of
with The Light”.
these horrible events to take place by taking the
power away from those who wish to destroy
WHAT PEOPLE WHO MAKE A
what we have built for our children, and for all
DIFFERENCE ARE SAYING ABOUT
of us, if we make some important inner
ROBERT GHOST WOLF:
changes, away from selfishness and toward
service to others, before we run out of time.
Tom Gubersich, former editor,
We have KNOWN this for centuries, but
Washington
Post: “His work is vital to
we have not done anything to change these
humanity. It is important the world knows
events. The solutions are easy, like drinking
about the information he delivers.”
water. Share this message with everyone you
Art Bell, host of Dreamland and
know and maybe those people in government
Coast-To Coast radio programs:
will realize that we know their Master Plan, and
“Extraordinary, amazing. Stay tuned.”
they may back away and wait for a better time,
“There is always a lot more to hear from
after the elections.

A Short Message From
Oracle, Mayan Shaman
Editor’s note: The following message is
from our Mayan Shaman friend, Oracle, who
has become familiar to SPECTRUM readers
since his introduction in the Premier Issue,
back in June. Despite a very busy schedule,
Oracle will be sharing with us some long held
secrets of the Mayan calendar and Mayan
predictions, probably for the next issue of this
newspaper. We are coming into a time when
much that has been hidden shall be revealed.
For the present, he has asked only that the
following message be shared with you, as
prelude to the later, more substantial material
he wishes to bring to your attention which has
been entrusted to him by his Mayan elders and
master teachers. Keep in mind, again, that
while Oracle speaks from the heart, English is
not his native language.
And while we’re on the subject of Oracle,
know that the request letters pouring into our
office in response to Oracle’s free parasite
formula offer (in the last issue of The
SPECTRUM) have been truly overwhelming—
as are your kind words of encouragement and
support and appreciation accompanying this
avalanche of written requests. The product is
still in the manufacturing stage, to meet
exacting standards concerning the herbs being
utilized, so be patient for this project to unfold;
it will take a little while yet before shipments
can proceed, hopefully around mid-November.
10/28/99

ORACLE

OPEN YOUR EARS TO MY APPEAL
I come to you in peace. I am a door to the
knowledge of future events that have been
written a long time ago by our supreme God,
by whatever name you call Him. The imprints
in the calendar have been changed for those
who have taken the time to try to understand
our language and our message.
The time for these changes is near. Don’t
let anyone make you believe that an angry God
created the events that are about to take place,
or that the planet herself has begun some kind
of revenge.
Understand that the climate events that are
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Robert Ghost Wolf.”
Scott Cotamas, former producer of Strange
Universe: “Ghost Wolf has an ability to bring
a very intense weaving to a broad spectrum of
knowledge that few others can.”
Dr. Chet Snow, Future Memory: “Ghost
Wolf never ceases to surprise and amaze me.”
Dannion Brinkley, author of Saved By The
Light: “Robert is a very gifted man who has a
vital gift to deliver to humanity. I always enjoy
working with him, and hope to do more with
him in the future.”
Richard C. Hoagland, author of The
Monuments Of Mars, and former CBS Science
Advisor to Walter Cronkite: “Robert is a close
friend and I am continually amazed at his sense
of spirit to deliver the truth, and his courage to
stand up to adversity that is put out there by
those who would criticize those of us who are
uncovering the truth and are actually delivering
it to the public.”
Lori Toye, I AM America map: “Robert is
one of the most important prophets of our
time.”
Drunvelo Melchizedek, founder of the
Flower Of Life: “Ghost Wolf always has
incredible knowledge to share with all of us.”
John Hoag, author of many books on
Nostradamus: “Robert has a very keen insight
into possible occurrences; he is a contemporary
prophet and visionary.”
CONTACTING INFORMATION:
Wolf Lodge Cultural Foundation
1001 E. Broadway, Suite 425
Missoula, MT 59802
Toll Free: 1-877-558-0522
Web Sites: <www.wolflodge.org>
and <www.wolfreport.com>.
*

*

*

THE REAL WORLD
Urgent Message From
Ghost Wolf
And The Hopi Elders
Elders on several occasions over this past
year have gotten together to speak of a situation
we are facing in our heavens, elders who knew
how to work the energy grids. Although few
in numbers, it was felt that with sincerity of
intent we could at least affect the imbalance of
our Earth Mother and her children’s attitude to
a point of minimal repair. This is a very
arduous task to undertake even for any one,
because Tiawa (the Sun) is a sophisticated spirit
and only likes things of value.
The elders gathered at more than one
location, in both North as well as South
America, places where the sacred knowledge

was still in the minds of the living. There they
did ceremony presenting prayers and offerings
to persuade the Sun to realign its path. At the
time it appeared that the offerings were
accepted, but this can work only to allow us a
little more time.
It appears now that the Sun is out of
alignment again. A lot of places are going to
have very different types of weather patterns.
It’ll be hot in cold places, cold in hot places;
these reversals of weather will affect many
things. Temperatures will rise higher, so that
nothing will grow. Then they will suddenly
drop or there will be a rise in temperature as
much as 60 degrees in a couple of hours.
The misalignment of the Sun is associated
with the prophecies that speak of the Pole Shift.
Remember we told you about the Kachinas that
we call the twins and their role in the prophecy.
One at the North Pole, the other at the South
Pole. (They keep this world in balance.) We
told you this when the comet was in the sky
that had two tails. This was just before the
time when the Purifier would return in our
heavens and when the Purification comes.
As it is seen now, the Earth could turn over
more than once before the changes are over
(seven years). The Kachinas are coming also,
some to help should others try to take
advantage of our weakness if we fail. The
Kachinas are connected to the playing out of
our prophecies.
The Hopi have many
Kachinas, including the Blue Star Kachina,
who represents the benevolent star-beings who
are on their way to help those who remember
the original teachings. The Koshares, who are
the clowns in the sacred dances, represent
mankind in the gradual degeneration of our
societies and need for purification. The people
more and more are being distracted from
Creator’s way, they are walking away from
their spiritual knowledge. When enough people
are totally distracted, the scales of good and
evil will fall out of balance again. The time of
the Purification has come.
Hopi lineage extends to the Mayans and the
Tibetans whose teachings are very similar.
What occurs in Hopiland, or in Tibet, or in the
Yucatan affects the rest of the world.
The sacred sites that are to be found in
these places have spiritual lines that connect to
other places. There is and always has been a
spiritual web of life that has existed upon this
plane.
Once we knew the knowledge of these
cycles that the Sun goes through. Now we
know very little. We can only hope that there
are enough people who care enough to help
bring the true knowledge of these matters to
light so that we, as a people and Earth people,
can understand what must be done.
This is a hard task to undertake—even now,
although more people understand the
connection between living things. Even though
today there are growing numbers of people who
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understand that every thing is alive and has a
spiritual aspect, and that planets are not just
lifeless rocks, they communicate and interact
with each other, perhaps there are not enough.
What we think here on planet Earth affects the
goings on within the Sun itself. What we do
here on the Earth affects the whole of our solar
system. If we are out of balance and there is
war everywhere, then that emotion is felt
throughout our solar system.
If you look at what is going on with our
Sun and you look with an open mind, you will
notice something strange. You will notice that
wherever there is war upon this planet, on the
same area of the Sun, as if you were looking
into a mirror, you will see huge solar flares.
Where there is unrest and disharmony upon
Earth, there is also disruption occurring upon
the Sun. Perhaps if you look at these things
you will begin to feel the truth in these
statements. There is still a lot of knowledge
that indigenous people have that can help this
situation. But the choice to put down our
anger and pain, and follow the pathway of
compassion, is up to us.
In the traditional stories of the Hopi, the
Mayans, and the Tibetans, there are stories
which tell about a group of people from
Pleiades, Andromeda, and Sirius and other
places, who have always come and helped the
people here when something catastrophic
happens or is about to happen.
The elders of all three traditions also once
had the knowledge of getting around to visit
other planets, and their teachings teach us that
there is life on other planets as well as Earth.
We have much evidence of this fact in the
bones and other remains that have been found
in our ancient burial sites. So even science
now is taking another look at what they once
thought was just legend.
We believe that what we are seeing around
our Sun are these relatives; the prophecies tell
us that they would be returning at this time. It
is not just in one prophecy, it is in many, and
they all tell the same story. The Purifier that is
in the heavens this moment represents the
ancestors returning from the West. That the
Purifier has returned to our heavens tells us that
these next seven years will be the purifying
times that have been prophesied.
He will know what to do, how to help us.
His job is to make us understand and behave
ourselves. We still have time to correct our
way of living. Soon things will begin to
happen that we cannot turn around. These
beings that we call our relatives will not wait
forever for us to make up our minds.
If we don’t make the effort to live correctly,
the ones from the West, from Orion, will come
to purify us, and we will see things like World
War III become a reality. These beings do not
like our kind.
The star that we call the Purifier is waking
us up through dreams, visions, and causing the
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opening of our minds, for many of us are their
children, and we are their star-seed. We are
powerful enough to stop the ones from the
West if we act together as one. When the
Purifier comes, it will be too late to change
your path. The Purifier is already in the
heavens and can be seen—but what people too
easily forget is that the Purifier is seeing us
also.
The Creator looks at our hearts over time;
change happens over time. Many of us here
feel that it is already too late to start changing.
To prepare for the changes that are coming,
you need to have strong spiritual beliefs and
live your life according to the sacred ways of
our original teachings.
There are not many who truly do this these
days. Even among the Indians, who say they
are keeping to the traditional beliefs, there are
not many. So no group is special.
The darkness has fallen on all of us—and
strange weather changes, natural disasters, and
other things that you are seeing now. Disease
is everywhere; the hospitals are filled to
capacity. And the crops do not grow as they
should.
The changes will especially affect those in
the big cities, because of much corruption in
the cities. People need to prepare themselves,
prepare food for storage to use. Money will
become obsolete. People will need to be able
to live off the land, get their food that way.
Within two years we will go through another
major depression, this one will affect the whole
world. Water and food will be very scarce.
You need to stockpile dry goods.
There will be 2-3 months without food or
water available. There will be a lot of
starvation and sickness in the cities.
There will be a holocaust; a lot of lives lost;
millions will die. It is seen as a coming to the
Earth as comets or meteors. First they will hit
the Atlantic Ocean; then, within the cycle of
the Moon, they will hit the Pacific Ocean. The
intensity of these events will be lessened if you
settle down and remember who you are, and
reconnect to the spiritual side of yourselves.
The Purifier cannot be compromised; the evil
people will be eliminated. Only the goodhearted people will make it to the other side of
what is about to happen.
There is no precise date set for the “Day of
Purification”. We are told that we are to watch
the signs and prepare ourselves. After the
Purification is over, there will be one language,
one law—this will be Creator’s law.
There will be one government, but not the
New World Order some talk about, because
freedom and spirituality will be of the
underlying essence of those who come through
these final days.
Prepare for the warnings of the Purifier.
Begin in the period of September to December
of this year, then you will know that what the
elders have foretold was not to be so lightly
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taken.
We told you that the Purifier would appear
and be stationary in our heavens, that the
Purifier would be watching us, that the Purifier
would appear like a star that the whole world
would see. Look closely, then, at the Sun
Cruiser; we say this is a starship, the scientists
say it is a star, a planet. What or who do you
think it is?
[For more information about this, refer to
the website www.wolf lodge.org and look at the
subject heading Project Stargate.]

A Message To The World
From Robert Ghost Wolf
HOLDING SACRED GROUND
Many dramas have entered our world since
December of 1998. We are truly experiencing
The Winds Of Change I wrote about last year
and presented as highlights on Art Bell’s CoastTo-Coast radio show. From the sudden demise
of my friend Speaking Wind, to the passing
over of several elders who have played
important roles in my life—elders who have
been my friends as well as my teachers—elders
who were warriors of peace. Two of them
were Hopi, Chief Dan Evehema, and Thomas
Banyacya.
Since the drama with “the Miami Circle”,
both myself and my friend Richard C.
Hoagland have been the targets of very serious
attacks. Richard fell prey to a sudden heart
attack surrounded by strange circumstances not
too unlike that like my friend Speaking Wind,
who did not survive. When one person falls
victim to a calamity we can shrug it off to
circumstance; when two fall, our eyes must
begin to open. When we see it occur as I have,
with 9 people within our circles since
December of 1998, I know I am not paranoid.
I myself have been the target for unfounded
lies and vicious and slanderous reports spread
throughout the Internet by questionable sources
who portrayed themselves as would-be
vigilantes. I have had to stand and watch as
my computer equipment was destroyed by virus
attacks that came through the Internet. I
witnessed my website hacked on more than one
occasion. I have seen my personal friends and
my family members threatened and maligned as
well. It has been a year so far of receiving
grand lessons in practicing forgiveness, and
keeping focused on my contract to the Service
of the Light. In many ways it is what I now
call The Year Of The Tiger.
The Year Of The Tiger—where the tyrants
of darkness, in losing ground, have resorted to
playing very nasty and diabolical games. The
war of dark and Light continues to be waged,
and the dark is not doing as well as it expected.
They are resorting to desperate measures.
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Heroes are being cut down, and anger and
aggression have become the chosen pathway.
This energy and attitude is being spread across
the airwaves and in the published media like a
nasty virus.
We watch, as brother is turned against
brother, as children take up arms and slaughter
their fellow classmates on high school
campuses. Those who carry the banner of
freedom and personal liberty are maligned and
see their life’s work and careers ended because
of having had the guts to come out and speak
their truth to the public. These warriors are
made out to be criminals because they spoke
about events and occurrences that others were
witnessing but were not in the position to speak
out about in public.
These messengers dared to reveal and
expose the policies and programs implemented
against We-The-People by the Corporate
Dynasties of Death—what some would call the
New World Order. Sort of reminds me of the
American Revolution. Were not Washington,
Jefferson and LaFayette criminals in their
times? Were not Ghandi, Jesus, Mohammed
and Martin Luther King thrown into prison and
maligned by their adversaries as well? Nothing
has changed. Mankind is once again stuck in
their image.
In this Year Of The Tiger, I have made the
conscious choice to return to the path I was
walking before I stepped off for a brief visit to
the marketplace. I accepted many invitations to
speak to groups and mingled with the people. I
have met many wonderful and many interesting
people. I have also met and witnessed the
corruption and the courage of the people. One
does not take this kind of journey without
expecting to get roughed-up and changed a
little. I have no regrets about taking this
journey, nor do I regret returning to my path.
My experience in the marketplace is now
over and I am moving on. It is time for me to
continue my learning and the work that is
required of me in my Service to the Light. I
have returned to my learning with the
Indigenous Masters from this dimension and
others. It is with their input that I share this
message with you, for times are such that I feel
the degree of confusion and hostility has
reached a level of critical mass.
Thus far I have released two books on the
subject of prophecy and the end-times in
accordance with the teachings of the
Indigenous Masters. Very few who heard the
words on the all-night radio program, attended
the seminars, and came to the gatherings took
them seriously. “He must be speaking about
someone else!” I can still see it in the faces of
those gathered before me. How easily we
assume the position of listening to the words of
the messengers and justify that the message is
directed towards any direction but us. We
refuse to see our own faults.
Recently the course of events previously
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forewarned moved into an energy shift. Now
the stories are becoming reality and impacting
humanity personally inside their comfort zones.
It seems as though the virus that is affecting
humanity is happening on a global level. There
is no safe place to hide, no magical place to
move, and it isn’t happening to our neighbor’s
kids, it is ours.
PEOPLE,
THE
TIME
FOR
A
LEISURELY AND BLISSFUL PATH TO
ENLIGHTENMENT IS PASSED. WE ARE
AT
THE
THRESHOLD
OF
THE
EMERGENCE OF THE FIFTH WORLD.
HAVE YOU FELT THE “EYE OF THE
TIGER” UPON YOU YET?
We are, for the most part, experiencing the
full effects of the purification that we have for
so long been told was coming. It is and will
continue to escalate in a sort of waveform as
we progress through this period into an even
more prolific level of shifting energies. We are
in the throes of perhaps the greatest transition
that the universe and mankind has ever known.
As we enter the Fifth World, which I have
spoken about for years, we are experiencing
frequency changes which are altering the
pattern of everything. We are literally existing
in a new physics; reality is no longer what it
was twenty, even ten years ago—from the
simple way a neuron reacts, to the way in
which we interact with each other as human
beings.
Part of the prophecies I have spoken about
in my experience with you tell of the breaking
down or fracturing or fractalizing of all life
expression as we have known it—social
structures, religious structures, financial
structures, as well as scientific beliefs. When
the physics of reality itself transmutes into
something new, the Laws of Cause and Effect
no longer apply. That which was once looked
upon as a sure and definitive pathway to the
outcome no longer exists. We are now
voyagers into the void. Yet it is a predictable
outcome, and is a result of the old Laws of
Cause and Effect.
When consciousness is restricted to the
point that it can no longer allow itself to be
elastic and change with the evolution of the
times and the species that express upon this
plane, then imminent change is in order. What
we are experiencing are shifts in frequency,
dimension, and physical structure to
accommodate the emerging energy. It is so
vast in its scope and yet so intrinsically simple.
Something that has never been before is
occurring to the whole of the Universe. We
are transforming into a new species; we are
preparing for a new consciousness and another
octave of physical expression.
Perhaps you have found yourself walking
along a beach, or just staring out your
apartment window and asking: “Why am I
here? Where do I come from? Who am I?
Why is it that I feel as though I am apart from
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everything, like I move to a different beat than
everyone else? If I am more than flesh and
blood, then just what am I? Is there more to
life than just procreation, pain, and power? Is
there a deeper meaning to this game we call
life? Is it all a joke? What am I doing this for?
How do I fit in God’s plan? How can I change
my life?”
Have you found lately that you are
questioning everything in your reality,
everything?
We have arrived at a crucial point in our
evolutionary process as a species upon Mother
Earth. From all indications—the observances
of science, to the prophets of old, from all
culture, all religions, all the Earth’s children—
there is no longer time for carelessly falling
through life like a leaf at the mercy of the
wind.
We have reached a point in the time-space
experience where we must, as Hu-man beings,
make a conscious choice whether or not to
become the masters of our destinies.
Shakespeare said it so well, “To be or not to
be, that is the question!” This can only be
accomplished by assuming full responsibility for
being Co-creators of Reality here upon Mother
Earth.
So what do you have to say? As you look
at the world around you, is it not quite apparent
that humanity is out of control? Native
American prophecy tells us that we are now
experiencing the End Times.
Those who come from the teachings of the
Mayan Mystery School tell us of a time of
awakening that will follow our passage through
the End Times. This may very well be The
Most Magical Journey of your life, a time
where you choose to change your life forever.
Along the journey, if you remain open and
in contact with yourself, you will discover the
keys to unlocking the many mysteries that have
kept your soul from reaching its full potential
through lifetime after lifetime of self-imposed
denial. If you are willing to take the step
across the abyss of time and space, and move
beyond where your fears have held you
prisoner for centuries, you will become initiates
learning within the Alchemical Garden the
grandest mystery of all mysteries—the mystery
of who you are.
It is time to chose if you are wanting in any
way to continue here in this plane of shifting
realities, the pathway of compassion.
As a race we are experiencing transition on
multiple levels at an ever increasing volume and
rate of speed. We are experiencing change
from the innermost structure of the atoms that
comprise our molecular structure, to the very
frequency upon which our consciousness
expresses. We are mysteriously coming into
harmony with something that IS not yet, but
will be. It is a cycle of birthing. The chicken
is coming out of the egg.
We are experiencing dimensional shifting as
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our entirety of perceived reality. We, as a
species, are moving through the metamorphosis
of consciousness. From here we get to take the
next step in our evolutionary process. We are
standing witness to the Dance of Shiva, the
Dance of Life and Death—lovers embraced in
each other’s arms! Yet, we perpetuate the
patterns of the Spell of Mortality—the greatest
illusion of all!
WELCOME TO THE AWAKENING
The pathway through the Awakening is
only achieved by passing through The Eye Of
The Shaman. This is a journey that requires
much preparation, and if you are experiencing
change on multiple levels, then know that you
are part of the living dream of humanity
seeking to discover its divine self amongst the
murk and mire of the marketplace.
We are moving through confusion and, at
times, it is pure chaos. Many of us are
experiencing cleansing of the body physical, as
well as the mental and spiritual. It is very
important right now to maintain a strong
connection to heart. As the Hopi elders have
said so simply: “Open your hearts and let your
song be sung.” The heart frequency is the only
frequency that you can rely upon to remain
constant and, in fact, grow stronger as we
move ahead through this time of Apocalyptic
Transition.
So many of you are spending your already
limited energies in resisting the changes that are
coming forth. You are walking with your
heads on backwards, holding on to the past.
You are holding onto the thoughts of what you
thought it should be like, what you should have
been like—what it would have been like to be
perfect in someone else’s eyes, in someone
else’s dream. You could be spending that
energy in moving with the flow of the river.
What we are experiencing in this part of the
purification is the cleansing of self from all
illusions. The pain is in the holding on—
holding on to the image of yourself that no
longer applies to your newly found path. If
you are experiencing resistance in every
direction, then perhaps your time of learning is
no longer fulfilled in that experience.
Try to understand that there is nothing in
the way anymore, that is holding you back
from achieving the fulfillment of your dreams,
but yourself and your insistence on holding on
to your past images of how it is supposed to
be. Yes, there is much tearing apart and chaos
that surrounds you, but know that the process
of separating the wheat from the chaff is a very
emotional experience. The intensity is
determined solely by your own passion. And
where you have refused to come to terms with
your passion, you will then be motivated by the
emotional qualities of your fears.
If you have practiced the disciplines of how
to get in touch with yourself and connect to
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Source and made them a part of your reality,
and by your daily actions you are living your
own personal truth in harmony with the divine
plan, then you will be separated from the web
of social consciousness.
Yet you might ask, “Why, then, is the
world so out of balance? Why is it so difficult
to manifest my chosen reality?” Look a little
deeper.
There is still a web. Ask yourself to how
much of that web are you still connected?
Most around you have not let go of that safety
net of social consciousness yet. They cling to
the image of what they are supposed to be,
how it is supposed to be. They are like the fly
caught in the spider’s web. With each effort to
struggle to free themselves, they only call the
spider closer to them, and become more
entangled in the web itself.
Those caught in this web of social
consciousness cannot see the world for
themselves. They have no thought that is
genuinely their own. They live everyone else’s
vision of reality, and not their own. There are
those who move back and forth from one
position to the next like yo-yos, trapped in their
own self-doubt. Paralyzed and not able to
make a decision about where they truly stand,
they take the position that is the most
convenient in the moment—anything that will
not disturb comfort zones.
Then there are those who just resist because
they like resisting. If you break off the web of
social consciousness, well you are then alone
with no support structure, no one and nothing
to back you up.
Correct? Wrong.
There is another web, the one that the
Mother spins. Some call it the Web of Wyrd,
some Spider Woman’s Dream web; some call it
the higher web of holographic reality. It all
depends from where your teaching has come.
One has to struggle a little to learn how to
maintain this connection. It is a self-learning
process. It is an attuning process. It takes
empathic abilities that normally are not utilized
by people content with ordinary existence. So
most fall back into old patterns so they can feel
familiar energies, familiar patterns. They like
living in a limited reality; there is safety in
numbers. And most are stuck in old played-out
comfort zones that no longer work.
Comfort zones were created by a person’s
image, and not themselves. Can you imagine
spending your life hopelessly caught in the
prison of someone else’s thought forms? Is it
not a reality in which so many seem to be
caught up, playing out a perpetual nightmare,
repeating the same patterns over and over until
they become numb to the fact that they are
even playing the drama out?
They are in a trance where they never free
themselves from the spider’s web. They are
always being pulled this way and that, caught
in behavior patterns they cannot unlock. Their
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self-doubt has glued them to the web like
contact cement. They struggle and struggle,
spending all that energy going nowhere.
This part of the purification is a time for
experiencing a full-life review. This is the
Fire—the Fire of emotional confusion. Here
we learn to master our emotions and walk the
path of the Master. We are seeing our thought
patterns being reflected back to us from every
part of the globe. On every level of life, and
within every aspect of our personal experience,
we are being given the opportunity to change
our patterns. We are finding there is no escape
from life experiences; the only choice is to face
them and walk through the illusion one step at
a time. This allows us to review the process of
our patterns, through experience, and change
our destiny. The outcome of our life
experiences can be altered forever if we have
the courage not to charge the situations, and
allow the Higher Aspect of ourselves to take
charge.
We learn the pattern to the dance by
watching and making the appropriate changes.
If we get it right, we never have to walk
through that dark night of the soul again. We
will be free forever from repetition of the
merry-go-round syndrome, where we are
without power to effect change in our lives and
adapt to ever-shifting situations. The process is
totally self-generated.
So it is very important to come to terms
with the inner being you truly are. This is not
a time of compromise and surrender to thoughts
and actions which do not create harmony within
us. We are feeling our separation between each
other, for it is not in harmony with the Mother’s
dream. It is very unnatural for us, in all truth,
to exist in a world of paranoia and fear. It is
all part of the illusion, and is the result of the
manipulation of our truths for eons of
experience upon this plane.
We have been, as a people, so long
separated from our dreams, and our spirit, that
we are now facing the Winds Of Change with
little or no foundation for understanding the
experience of the impact of the events occurring
around us. We are feeling the emotional storms
of a humanity, which has for so long focused
upon the physical, that what is going on at this
time is without even a common understanding.
We are blind and paralyzed by what humanity
itself has manifested through tyranny and a
philosophy of rule by proliferating fear and
employing tyranny to support a system of
synthetic social consciousness. We are
watching as the consciousness around us
implodes upon us.
We are watching as the Children of
Babylon tear down their own creations and
build defenses to protect themselves against the
phantoms of their inner-most fears—fears which
were born of their own actions. These actions
are made in ignorance, for the knowledge of
who they were and what they were was kept
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from them. There is no clearer way of saying
it other than we are experiencing The Last
Waltz Of The Tyrants.
There is no avoiding the shifting and storms
of the inner being. It is truly the pathway of
the purification, and no stone shall remain
unturned. We are experiencing the rising to the
surface of all that has remained hidden. All of
our dark thoughts, all of our fears, all of our
untruths are surfacing, for they have become
blocks to our moving into the new reality.
All the warnings were given. Year after
year I walked with elders from many nations
pleading, asking, healing, performing
ceremony. Please help the Native people.
Realize the importance of the Sacred Sites.
Although your memory may be closed to these
things now, they will be important in your
understanding of what is to come. Hear what
our ancestors, your ancestors, have left as a
warning to us about these times that are
coming.
Now we look helplessly, hoping for an
answer for something to occur that will change
the course of society as the world around us
collapses into utter chaos. Rage and violence
have become the order of the day. You read
your newspapers and stock reports. You see
life through magazines and motion pictures.
You are becoming a race that sees no
consequence in its actions and employs no
morality or sense of reverence in its actions
taken. The Earth and her people are less than
expendable commodities for the sake of the
success of the corporate beast. The Black
Serpent has reared its head as the Peacemaker
forewarned—and as it was told, is devouring
the whole of the Earth.
And now, even though you are in danger—
now that you feel your Mother turning within—
you see the crops dying, and the forest turning
yellow, and the game disappearing. Your seas
can barely support life, and the air burns your
lungs, and causes such diabolical diseases that
your flesh devours itself. You walk as though
you were immortal gods that can meet no
ending in any reality. You dance the dances of
tyranny as the fruit of the vine withers and the
flora falls upon the Earth, dried and withered
from man-made meteorological disasters.
You manipulate the weather, the Earth, and
her atmosphere as though these were parts of a
chemistry set you purchased from Toys-R-Us.
You justify your actions in courts of law that
have long since seen days of justice, honor, and
compliance with Divine Laws. You set your
laws immutable before the Hosts of God. No
individual dare speaks of freedom and personal
liberties before the Great God of Social
Distortion, the hallucinatory manifestation of
the sickness of the human soul. Yes, it is The
Last Waltz Of The Tyrants. It is the darkest
hour that humanity has known for a long time,
longer than memory can provide.
Crush the dreams of children. Continue to
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mistreat your women and tear out their hearts
with fingers as cold as steel. The hearts that
dwell within these lifeless bodies once housed
the Lords of Light.
People, these are your last days. You are
fast becoming carnivores of your own kind,
rather than givers of life. You practice
judgment as if it were your sacred religion.
And you judge as clowns, not knowing the
whole of the story, not caring to see the facts,
and not looking into the situation for
yourselves. Rather, you follow the mooing of
the herd and the bell of self-gratification by
your addictions that are numbing your brains,
your senses, and killing your bodies faster than
the darkest of plagues.
Your lack of compassion for each other as
brother and sisters of Light, and the turning
away of even your children, has released a
darkness that had long been contained. Oh
children of Babylon, you have unleashed
demons that are not even of this Earth, that
prey upon you with no hope of slowing.
Yes, the plagues of the Apocalypse are
upon us now, and there are no cures. They
rain upon you from your clouds; the birds fall
from the skies and still you do not heed. The
fishes boil up from the waters and still you do
not heed. The animals suffer from growths of
distortion and hideous mutations that grow
upon their multiple limbs. These things, even
as the prophets of old forewarned, now appear
in your own kind, yet still you think there is
escape from the calamity of your ways.
Build a new city, paint over the old walls.
Put a new store-front upon the old and rotten
core—the face-lift society. It is cosmetic
surgery to hide the rotting core. And yet even
your children cannot afford to live in the
synthesized world you are creating. It is a
heartless world that creates not the living soul
of the poet, but only the dying screams of its
own youth shooting themselves in schoolroom
hallways and taking their own lives rather than
moving into a future without dreams, without
hope, without compassion.
Humanity has become its own worst
nightmare as it contracts in waves of selfinflicted pain, suffering in the agony of the
realization of its own death. Hoping even that
war, perhaps war and total annihilation of the
life force, can stop the madness that has
overcome itself.
How can we escape from ourselves? How
can we refuse to see our own reflections? How
can we not hear our own voice? We are
entering the Sixth and Seventh Thunders now,
and there will be no turning back the clock.
Creation will no longer excuse the cries of
ignorance.
Innocence once gave us instant passage
through the blackness of our dying dreams to
the morning in the land where dreams still greet
the coming of daylight as if it were the first
daylight ever experienced. Did you think the
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prophecies were for someone else? Did you
think the prophecies were only a story about
some land in a far away place? Sorry! It
would seem that you feel victim to your own
shortcomings.
Are there any signs of hope, you would ask
me, as we stand at the gateway of World War
Three—as the smell of burning flesh rises into
the sky and blows across the Earth, landing on
farms, children, and butterfly wings? “YES!”
is the answer from the woods. For even now
the Mother of all that is expressed upon this
plane would not turn from her children.
As a species we have arrived at a pivotal
point in our evolution. We are about to
embark on a new adventure. We are about to
turn the page of history concerning this earthly
experience. We are entering a galactic
reawakening. We are subject for entry into the
federation of planetary beings.
There are others who have elected to take
from you your freedom of choice in how the
final episode of Spaceship Earth will play itself
out. For there have always been those who
live in defiance of Creator’s plan. It is the
friction of the Human Drama. Without the
friction, there is no fire, and life becomes flat
and passionless.
Each of us has to grasp the fact that the
negative illusion which has been planted in us
of “How can one person affect the outcome?”
is a lie. We have to completely turn our
attitude around 180 degrees. There must be
constructed within our being an entirely new
architecture. The Temple must be rebuilt. For
within is where we shall find the New
Jerusalem, not without. We must design a new
Sacred Architecture that promotes and sustains
a complete attitude change, and that change
must come quickly.
In order for change to occur quickly and for
humanity to manifest a winning attitude, we
begin with accepting that we have all had a part
to play in the creation of the darkness. The
negativity that exists within our society and is
viewed throughout our world is not just a
manipulated, engineered, chance happening
directed by some vague and mysterious force.
“They are doing this to me!” the victim cries.
No, the pathway of truth is also the
pathway of sovereignty, which is born from
taking responsibility for the here and now.
When we walk the Pathway of Truth, what was
once unseen becomes very clear and present.
We, ourselves, perhaps long ago, planted the
seed of today’s ills. The Native Americans tell
us we must take the responsibility for the next
seven generations. We will inherit the
consequence of our deeds through these future
generations as we return around the wheel of
life. Again, as some of the elders see it, we are
now harvesting what we did in the past, both
through emotional and physical actions, as we
laid the groundwork for today, seven
generations ago.
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We have developed many new ways of selfdevelopment over the past twenty-five years or
so. There may be means out there by which
we can learn to expedite karmic recoil, and life
itself has quickened its pace indeed. We may
well have even passed into a period of time
experience where we are free from karmic debt
from past life experience. However, there is no
way one can avoid karmic consequences
entirely. The only passage through karmic
consequence where there is even hope of relief
from the weight of created karma, and the pain
and suffering that reckless creation manifests, is
through accepting the responsibility for our
actions and making the commitment to change,
to forgive, and to surrender judgment, hate, and
denial, and to live with compassion for all that
is.
“Thought creates the nature of all reality” is
a grand universal truth. We now know that all
reality responds to the vibration of thought.
The vibration of thought can resonate to either
the higher end of the spectrum or the lower end
of the spectrum—the spectrum being what the
body-mind physical is capable of manifesting as
a living environment. This means we can keep
following the downward spiral of humanity into
the depths of the effects of our lower vibratory
existence, OR we can make the conscious
commitment to take the upward spiral towards
the divine human experience. This means
making an effort to build courage, endurance,
steadfastness, and the development of Will.
This Will manifests from our learning to have
our own thoughts about life, the part self plays
in its drama, and our interaction amongst other
human beings in our dance.
This is no longer a time for shrugging our
responsibility to life and taking the leisure path.
We are, like it or not, responsible to the
account of man. This account has been built
over hundreds of lifetimes of dancing round the
wheel. There are those who would mock the
Creator’s plan to complete this final episode of
our planetary experience here.
Their
manipulations and tampering with the human
experience through technology cannot prevail
in the final outcome. Yes, they exist; so do
mosquitoes. Yes, our reality has been tampered
with; so have we tampered with the reality of
the entire universe. There is much that remains
to be revealed in the near future.
There are even ongoing attempts by some
who would desire to predetermine the nature of
our shift into the new paradigm. Manipulation
of the weather, frequency bombardment to the
general populous, “experimental” chemical and
fungicidal spraying of whole regions—are all
desperate actions by those who would choose
to be the rulers and controllers of this new
paradigm we are entering.
The outcome of these Final Days is being
steered and our consciousness being
manipulated to meet some preordained destiny
with the Apocalypse. What if the truth behind
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the fairy tale were different than has been
represented? What if the outcome was not
immutable? What if the potential for the outcome
was as unlimited as Creation itself? What if there
were things that the lesser gods have overlooked?
None of us has been abandoned or left behind
to experience a world of suffering and conflict,
seeing our dreams torn apart in the agony of
destruction. We have merely been called to the
pathway of Truth. We learn the fundamentals of
what Truth is through the experience of the
Human Drama and through the initiation of the
Emotional Storms predicted by our own inner
conflict and inability to move beyond our own
fears. We are being tested in grand manner and
forged like steel. No one manipulates our true
self; it is only the outer robe of the character we
play that can be manipulated, that refuses to give
way to the new Self, the God Self.
Humanity must learn collectively to make a
holo-leap. We must forge ahead into another
paradigm almost instantaneously. To accomplish
this superhuman feat, we must now reach deep
into the core essence of what we are and touch
that which is the essence of the Human Spirit
itself.
In The Light, Robert Ghost Wolf
There is much wisdom to consider in the
above message. If there is one theme to keep in
mind, it is the importance of this time as a special
event in planetary history. With that idea in
focus, let us move now directly into the promised
material from David Wilcock on the Mayan
calendar.
Keep in mind that when David refers to the
“Cayce readings” he means the accumulated body
of material which has been compiled from the
trance sessions which Edgar Cayce gave for
many decades until his death in 1945. Cayce’s
material is available from the Association For
Research & Enlightenment, P.O. Box 595,
Virginia Beach, VA 23451; phone: 800-3334499. And when David refers to the “Ra
material” he means the series of five books
compiled from trance sessions conducted in the
early 1980s through Carla Rueckert (with
questions asked by Don Elkins). This excellent
material is available from L/L Research
Publications, P.O. Box 5195, Louisville, KY
40255-0195; phone/fax: 502-245-6495. It is
helpful to go back over the last two issues of The
SPECTRUM for important background
information about David Wilcock and the CayceRa connection with him. The following is
another important chapter from his book
Convergence.

The Amazing Synchronicity
Of Chatelain’s
Mayan Calendar
Perhaps the single most interesting thing
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that we come across as we get closer and closer
to understanding this solar cycle is the
triangulation around 1999 and 2000. There are
endless numbers of apparently reliable
prophecies pointing to this discrete period of
time—not 2012—as the point of major change.
The Cayce readings, referencing what has to be
the exact same solar cycle as indicated by the
Ra material and the Mayan calendar, called
attention to 1998. The question we must then
ask ourselves is this: If 2012 is supposed to be
“it”, then why are so many prophecies focusing
on a time that is significantly earlier than this?
If we look at the Great Cycle strictly from
the perspective of the sunspots, we might then
assume that the interest in 2000 could stem
from the fact that the smallest “sunspot cycle”
is known to operate in 11-year increments. We
know that this 11-year cycle has an effect of
disrupting radio communications and increasing
solar particle emissions. Current calculations
place the next sunspot peak date as occurring in
May of 2000. That fact alone suggests strongly
that there is a connection, as most people are
well aware of the May 5, 2000 planetary lineup
that will occur. This was made public in the
opening episodes of the TV show Millennium
as well as Richard Noone’s 5/5/2000: Ice, The
Ultimate Disaster.
The simple fact that the second-to-last
sunspot peak occurs in 2000 might be enough
for most people to be convinced that this
explains the position of Cayce’s prophecies.
The Ra material indicates that the energy
coming out of the Sun is indeed multidimensional, and thus if there is an increase of
it, we can expect an increasing pressure of
fourth-density energy. We also know that we
have major social and planetary changes listed
in the Cayce readings for 1998 and a possible
pole shift in 2001. So, if we pin the tail on the
donkey between those two years given by
Cayce, we have a “happy medium” of 19992000.
So, it makes good sense that the peaks of
the 11-year sunspot cycle would also represent
peaks in this increasing energy. Since May
2000 is the last peak in the sunspot cycle before
2012, we can expect that, during that year, the
higher-dimensional energies would increase to
their absolute highest possible point before the
final event itself occurs in 2012. The intensity
of this “high point” could conceivably bring in
a burst of fourth-density energy that is strong
enough to create the Ascension or Rapture
experience, where human entities spontaneously
shift frequencies and rise from third-density to
fourth-density vibrations. (But wait, there is
even going to be more evidence than this.)
Elkins never asked the question of the 2000
date in the Ra material, so we have to find out
for ourselves what the true answer is here. But
we can see right away how neatly this ties in
with the biblical notions of the Second Coming
of Christ ushering in 1000 years of peace. It
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would certainly make good sense that this 1000
years would be timed in accordance with our
own calendrical cycles, and therefore beginning
in 2000. This has been the belief of many
biblical scholars for long periods of time. If
anyone had ever come to Earth who should be
capable of understanding these cycles enough
to make prophecies, Jesus would obviously be
at the top of the list!
However, the purpose of this chapter is to
illustrate an even deeper aspect of the Solar
Cycle that has never before been correlated
together in the way that it is here. We will cite
the efforts of another Maurice C.—this time not
Maurice Cotterell, but Maurice Chatelain, a
former NASA scientist and astrophysicist from
France. The synchronicity between these two
names is another interesting “hint” of a
connection in some higher sense. In his now
rare, out-of-print book from 1971 entitled Our
Ancestors Came From Outer Space, Chatelain
makes an apparently airtight scientific and
mathematical case for the Mayan calendar being
dated INCORRECTLY.
Before we explain his case, we need to
qualify all of this by stating that Wilcock’s
readings have now stated emphatically that
Chatelain was indeed wrong, in one sense.
Chatelain RECONFIGURED the Mayan
calendar based on new information that he
himself discovered. This reconfiguration fit in
so nicely with other pieces of data that Wilcock
was convinced that Chatelain had to be right,
and wrote it into previous editions of this book.
Even though the reconfigured dates were
wrong, the information itself is VITALLY
important in understanding this cycle.
What we will learn as a result of
Chatelain’s work is that IN ORDER TO
UNDERSTAND THIS CYCLE, WE NEED
TO WATCH JUPITER AND SATURN,
SPECIFICALLY WHEN THEY GO INTO
CONJUNCTION WITH EACH OTHER. It is
for this reason that even greater wonder is
associated with May of 2000, as JUPITER
AND SATURN REACH CONJUNCTION
ON MAY 28, 2000. This will prove to be the
“missing link” we were searching for.
Remember that Ra refers to the “outward
expanding and inward coagulating” energy that
is responsible for our Solar Cycle. Ra’s quote
makes it clear that we have to go beyond
simply studying the Sun—this “pulsating
energy” would be the entire Solar System.
Therefore, we do indeed need to consider the
cycles of ALL the planets in order to see how
this cycle functions. Since Jupiter and Saturn
are the largest, we can also expect that they
will exert the greatest force on this cycle. It is
for this reason that we need to pay very close
attention to them.
So, what we will do here is to first present
Chatelain’s case from the perspective of our
original book, which assumed that he was
correct. Do not be misled as we do this. After
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we go through this explanation and lay out the
case, we will bring in new information from
Cotterell that confirms why the conventional
dating has to be the accurate one. And then, at
last, we will rectify the two camps of data
together with information based on the
revelations in the Wilcock readings.
In his book, which actually covers many
different subjects, Chatelain discusses the bitter
war between the French and the Germans
considering the seeming ambiguity of the
Mayan calendar’s start date. This occurred
when the calendar was first discovered, as there
were actually two copies found, and they did
not, in fact, precisely agree with each other. It
took a great deal of work to finally arrive at the
proper starting date. Since so much effort was
involved in resolving these conflicting areas of
data, Chatelain concedes that our now-universal
adaptation of the “winning” date set is not
necessarily grounded. Chatelains’ own start
date perfectly coincides with a massive
astrological event that lends great credibility to
his date system.
(We do need to keep in mind here that
times have now changed. Cotterell has now
definitively tied in the “conventional” date set
with the precise appearance of Venus at the
horizon during the Equinox, known as the
“Birth of Venus”. Though we have not yet
discussed it, Cotterell has also shown how the
Mayans calibrated the entire Solar Cycle off of
the cycles of Venus’ revolutions. Therefore,
there is a planetary/astrological connection to
the conventional date set as well as to
Chatelain’s date system. This planetary/
astrological connection strengthens the
hyperdimensional nature of this cycle as
occurring throughout the entire solar system,
not just the Sun itself.)
In the year targeted by Chatelain’s research
as the beginning of the most recent cycle of the
Mayan calendar, there is a major four-way
planetary conjunction in one quadrant of the
sky, consisting of all the outer planets, which
obviously are much slower-moving than the
inner ones. Chatelain then counts three cycles
back, to 18,600 years ago, and shows that
during the start of that cycle there was an
extremely rare double eclipse, where a total
solar and total lunar eclipse happened within
mere months of each other. Both conjunctions
are precise enough with the new dating system
that there can be no accident; the crucial dates
in the Chatelain Mayan calendar are associated
with major astrological events.
Astrologers ascribe very high significance to
conjunctions such as eclipses and 4-way
linkups, as they seem to multiply the influences
from the different planets, and can thus cause
very powerful changes in people on the Earth.
One might suggest that they could change or
destabilize the Earth’s magnetic field as well,
though nearly all astrophysicists will disagree
with this. If there is an aspect of destabilization
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that is involved, it might help explain why the
magnetic pole shift is associated with this Great
Cycle. If there is indeed a planetary action that
is somehow destabilizing to magnetic fields,
how might it work?
A mid-1998 special issue of Scientific
American devoted to the cosmos showed that
the size of the magnetic field of Jupiter is larger
than the physical size of the Sun. Even though
these magnetic effects do not apparently hold
sway in three dimensions, we cannot
automatically assume that there are not higherdimensional effects involved.
It will become more and more evident in
following chapters that a planetary magnetic
field is far more than a simple question of
north and south; it could be likened unto a
gigantic, geometric crystal of hyperdimensional energy, interwoven with its
planetary counterparts in a giant web. This
is exactly as we were told in the Ra material,
as well as in the Cayce readings.
Returning to the point of this section,
Chatelain again indicates massive conjunctions
and eclipses with the start dates of the Mayan
calendar. And now, in 1999, we are heading
into another massive four-way planetary
conjunction, which occurs simultaneously with
a total solar eclipse. The actual conjunction
involves almost all of the planets in a Grand
Cross formation, where they are all lined up in
a giant square, so to speak. The date of this
conjunction is August 11, 1999, and at 11:11
a.m., the Sun is fully darkened, reaching its
corona directly over Greenwich, England.
Greenwich is ground zero for our time
measurement system, the city that the Prime
Meridian was designed to penetrate through.
We will indeed be coming back to this
August 11 conjunction in great detail, but for
now, chew on this: On page 225 of Gilbert
and Cotterell’s Mayan Prophecies it says this:
“The start of the Mayan Long Count calendar is
usually taken as 3114 BC.... There is also not
100% agreement as to whether the starting day
of the Long Count...is 12 August or 10
August.”
Remember the August 11, 1999 conjunction
date we just mentioned? Surprised? Out of all
365 days in the year, the scientists only argue
over two dates for the start of the Mayan
calendar, and this eclipse on August 11 is
SMACK-DAB IN THE MIDDLE. We have to
then wonder if there is some hyperdimensional
significance to the position of the Earth in orbit
on August 11. This might have to do with its
tilt angle in relation to the Sun, and how this
angle affects the magnetic lines of the Global
Grid. This one clue is something that helps
point in the direction of the 1999 “11:11” event
as actually being the first “wave” of Ascension.
And, there is much more to the 11:11
conjunction than just this. We will let Joe
Mason bring up the rear on this point, since he
did such a good job. This intensive essay can
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be found at www.greatdreams.com/eclipse.htm.
Mason shows us that this same exact
conjunction was secretly encoded into the Book
Of Revelation, as the myth of the Four Beasts
of the Apocalypse. Each of the four beasts
represent the four astrological symbols in which
the “Grand Cross” takes place. Joan Sckrabulis
wrote an entire book about this, and the link
promo is at www.erols.com/eclipse1999.html.
Also, Rev. 11:11 speaks directly of
Ascension: “After the 3-1/2 days… God
appeared on a cloud and said ‘Come up here’
and they were borne up into the heavens....”
The metaphor of the 3-1/2 has to do with
humanity’s leap from the third density into the
fourth.
Another brand new and fantastic update on
this subject came Wilcock’s way in February of
1999, right before this book was to be
republished in its new form on the Internet. It
has indeed increased Wilcock’s confidence in
the first Ascension occurring in August of
1999. This data comes about through the work
of John Mini, in a work entitled Day Of
Destiny. The full Internet write-up on the book
can
be
found
at
Mini’s
website
(www.dayofdestiny.com).
A few quotes from the site:
“August 13, 1999 was forecast by the
ancient Aztecs to be a profound turning point
in history. Aztec culture and spiritual practice
were highly focused on this date which for
them was hundreds of years in the future....
“Classical interpretations of the Aztec Sun
calendar also mean our world could be
destroyed by movement, or earthquakes, on
August 13, 1999 if we don’t attain a global
consciousness of peace, love, understanding,
and harmony with the kingdom of Nature by
that time....
“The glyph at the top of the Aztec Sun
calendar is called 13 Cane. It has many
interpretations. One of them is August 13,
1999.... Cane means hollowness, emptiness
and rigidity. Nothingness is at the core of
matter. Three-dimensional space has a hollow
structure.... 13 [also] relates to the renewal of
the sacred Aztec ritual fire every Mexican
century of fifty-two years. The Mexicans
believed in August 13, 1999 so strongly, they
ritually demolished and destroyed their entire
civilization every fifty-two years as a dress
rehearsal.
(If what Mini says here is true, then we
have a direct and very interesting connection
between the “big one” in 1507, which we
remember is called the Toxiuh Molpilli. In that
case, it was directly tied into the presence of
the Pleiades overhead at exactly 12 midnight.
So, as we have just said in the last chapter:
“The Aztecs watched for the culmination of
the Pleiades at midnight (in 1507) which would
have happened around 11 November....” Now,
what is the date of 11 November? You got it,
11/11....”
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Thus, it starts to look like less and less of a
coincidence that the Grand 11:11 Conjunction
occurs only two days prior to this “final”
Toxiuh Molpilli that Mini is referring to here.
We now go back to Mini’s discussion of the
symbolism of this date.)
“Overall, 13 Cane carries the notions of
movement, freedom, change, simplification, the
sky, Heaven, visions, inspiration, emptying,
completion, returning to origin, centrality,
choice, possibility, and the beginning of a new
cycle. Does it seem like the Mexicans are
conveying a hopeful, encouraging and positive
message to us across time? August 13, 1999
could be a very significant day for humanity.
“The August 13, 1999 forecast flies in the
face of everything we know about predictability
and probability. In a system with as many
variables as the ecosystem of planet Earth,
there’s no way we know of to make a
prediction of such all-encompassing magnitude.
The equation is just too complex. According to
our current level of mathematical predictive
science, no one could make a forecast of such
accuracy.
“But what if someone did?”
Indeed, Mini’s question is answered quite
astonishingly well right within these pages.
There is a close connection between the Aztec
Sun calendar and the Mayan calendar, and yet
the ending dates are different. It is the timing
of the J-S conjunctions, and their powerful
effect on the Solar Cycle, that provides the
perfect explanation for why the Aztecs would
have zeroed-in on this date. The pull of the
astrological forces surrounding the August 11,
1999 period are obviously strong enough that
we have several completely independent
sources of information unilaterally crossvalidating each other!
(However, the Aztec data might not add up.
If we count in 52-year units from the 1507 date
of the Toxiuh Molpilli referred to above, we
zero in on 1975 and 2027. That makes it more
likely to have been a “psychic” piece of
guidance. The closeness of the dates is just
extremely, extremely persuasive, regardless of
the immediately visible “problems”.)
So, we have already seen that Chatelain
associates the start of the Mayan calendar with
a massive planetary conjunction. Again, what
we have here is an indication that the Mayans
were very interested in astrology, and the Great
Cycle is intimately connected with it.
The mainstream wisdom does not associate
the Calendar with conjunctions, although it is
correlated with the cycles of Venus through
Cotterell. Chatelain paints a completely
different picture. The Mayan calendar is a
multifaceted astrological tool, in fact quite
ingenious and very useful once understood.
The calendar is not simply one cycle; it is
measured through smaller cycles, which must
also be considered.
The Mayan calendar can be measured with
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several different counting units. The smallest
of these is the katun, which is approximately 20
years in length, at 7,200 days. One Mayan
calendar cycle of approximately 5,200 years
consists of 260 of these katuns. This number
260 proves to be the most sacred number in all
of Mayan science and mysticism. We will
explore the new information that suggests why
it was so important as we progress. This
number was so crucial and sacred to their
understanding of the universe that they actually
assigned it a name, calling it the tzolkin.
In order to break the calendar up into more
manageable pieces, they also grouped the 20year katuns together into groups of 20. Each of
these groups of 20 katuns is about 400 years
long, or 144,000 days, and the name they
created for this was the baktun. Since there are
260 of the katuns in one calendar cycle, you
would need 13 groups of 20 in order to have
everything add up. So, for each calendar cycle,
there are 13 baktuns altogether.
As we just stated, the tzolkin number 260 is
the ultimate sacred number to the Mayans. It is
the root of their entire mathematical system and
the number of days in their Sacred Year. Their
calendar consisted always of two dates. They
would count the conventional solar years of
365 days, along with the 260-day Sacred Years
at the same time. Thus, every calendar date
was a combination of these two variables. All
of this is very well covered in Chatelain and
Gilbert’s Mayan Prophecies.
This aspect of their culture may be yet
another astrological cycle that we do not yet
understand, but as we shall see, the deeper
synchronicities surrounding the number 260 are
mind-blowing. As our first example, Cotterell
indicates that the swirling gases at the Sun’s
equator make one complete rotation every 26
Earth days. Cotterell also demonstrates that ten
of these rotations, or 260 days, are pivotal to all
higher-level solar cycles. Therefore, the Mayan
Sacred Year of 260 days would be a precise
way of keeping track of solar activity. The
question we must immediately ask is this: How
did an apparently non-technical society know to
count this? There are certainly no recorded bits
of evidence to suggest that they had anything
even remotely resembling the satellite
technology that we used to discover this.
When we expand our tzolkin number of 260
to its higher harmonics, we have 260 katuns in
the calendar cycle. We also have 260 days in
the Sacred Year. We will soon see how
important this is. The amazing discovery that
Chatelain makes is that the katun itself is not
just a dead, lifeless fraction of the Great Cycle;
it is a working cycle all in its own right.
Chatelain indicates in his book that the
scientists knew that the length of the katun had
to be about 19.75 years, but no one has ever
explained what it was actually measuring.
They tried such things as dividing the length of
the orbits of various planets in years, but
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nothing seemed to work. Miraculously, and
perhaps absurdly, no one ever bothered to
check the conjunctions BETWEEN the planets.
Though no one else had ever considered it,
Chatelain realized that, by adding a very slight
54 days extra to the standard katun length of
7,200 days, he suddenly, magically arrived at
the precise length of time between each
conjunction of Jupiter and Saturn. This
conjunction was the grease in the gears, the
very essence of what made the clock tick. And
that is just the beginning. The katun not only
worked for Jupiter and Saturn, but when taken
as a unit, it plugged into the orbits of many
other planets as well.
“For the Mayans, the katun of 7,254 days
was not only a measure of time, but also an
astronomical unit to express the synodic periods
of revolution of planets, or the count of days
needed for each planet to be realigned with the
Sun and the Earth. For example, 5 katuns were
equal to 313 revolutions of Mercury, 13 katuns
were equal to 121 revolutions of Mars, or 27
katuns were equal to 7 returns of Halley’s
comet.”
So, we can easily see that, by simply using
the katuns to count, it would be quite possible
to plot out all major planetary motions in this
manner through relatively simple math.
The typically recognized number system
given for the structure of the Mayan calendar is
very simplified and round: 20, 260, 360, 7,200
and 144,000. Each of these refer to a number
of days, namely the uinal, tzolkin, tun, katun
and baktun. Anyone can read a breakdown of
these numbers in Gilbert and Cotterell’s book.
Since these numbers describe some amazingly
complex cycles, we cannot ignore how divinely
simple these numbers really are. For example,
36 and 36 adds to 72, and 72 and 72 add to
144. Plus, 144 is the same as 12 x 12. We
obviously have the 12/12 connection of the
month of December and the year 2012, which
appears to be pure synchronicity. We also have
the biblical notion of the idea of 144,000 people
being able to Ascend at the time of the Rapture.
We cannot ignore the fact that it appears that
the Christian authors were tapping into the
number mechanics behind this cycle.
In order for Wilcock to have sided with
Chatelain’s calendar interpretation in the
original version of this book, it was necessary
to overlook the beauty and simplicity of the
accurate numbers used by the Mayans.
Chatelain’s numbers, based on J-S conjunctions,
disrupt the elegance of that system with nonround numbers and decimal points. What
Wilcock also overlooked was the fact that
Cotterell’s case for associating these numbers
into the sunspot cycle is literally airtight. That
leaves us with a most bizarre and interesting
proposition—the fact that there is no “gray
area” concerning these numbers that govern the
celestial mechanics of our solar system. It
becomes very, very obvious that there is indeed
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an elegant, simplistic, divine and intelligent
design to the way these cycles are working.
We will continue looking at this as we go on.
For now, we rest with Chatelain’s theories,
which have drawn attention to the almost 100percent connection between the katun and the
Jupiter-Saturn conjunction. We can then begin
to understand the physical connection to the
katuns’ use as a counting system. The question
that we must then ask of Chatelain’s data is
what about the big picture itself, the main
calendar cycle of ~5,200 years? Chatelain
distinctly shows that the entire cycle can be
perfectly broken down into mathematically
precise measurements for many different
planetary conjunctions, especially Jupiter and
Saturn, as we mentioned. Here is Chatelain to
explain:
“Meanwhile, the Mayans had also
discovered [the main calendar] cycle of
1,886,040 days that represented exactly 260
conjunctions of Jupiter and Saturn, 2310 of
Mars and Jupiter, 2418 of Earth and Mars, and
3230 of Earth and Venus.
“This particular cycle was the key to the
mystery of the Mayan calendar. It was based
on the conjunctions of Jupiter and Saturn,
something nobody had cared to consider...
nobody had tested the conjunctions between the
planets.”
(Until now, they still haven’t, other than
Cotterell’s notice of the cycle that tied in the
Mayan calendar with the length of the Venus
year.)
“The conjunction period of Jupiter and
Saturn is in reality 7,253.445 days, but the
rounded-out Mayan value of 7254 days is valid
because they did not use decimal parts and
counted in whole days only. So the Great
[calendar] Cycle of the 260 Mayan
conjunctions was 1,886,040 days, or 5163.8 of
our years.”
And thus, we have Chatelain’s explanation
of how he arrived at what he considered to be
the true length of the Mayan calendar: 5163.8
years, and how it was measured. The
measurement occurred through planetary
conjunctions, the very foundations of astrology
and an unchanging product of celestial
mechanics. We also can see from his writings
here that a great number of differing planetary
conjunctions all fit into the calendar cycle like a
giant jigsaw puzzle. Notice, though, that this
system of planetary calculations fits for HIS
number for the Mayan calendar, at 1,886,040
days of length, and NOT the regular number of
1,872,000 days.
Cotterell does give us many crucial parts of
the puzzle, but it was Chatelain’s discovery that
the Mayan calendar was directly linked to
astrological conjunctions that led to his
discovery of the importance of Jupiter and
Saturn. In order to fit the Jupiter-Saturn
conjunctions that the Mayans used as a
counting system, Chatelain needed to modify
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the typically utilized dates. As we go on and
look at the numbers, we must ask ourselves if it
was possible that the Mayans were indeed well
aware of both the Chatelain version of the
calendar as well as the conventional one. It
certainly appears that the two cycles are
permanently and inextricably woven into each
other. The length of the katun is just far too
close to the length of the J-S conjunction to be
a coincidence.
From the excerpts just cited previously, we
now know that Chatelain is indicating to us that
the length of his version of the Mayan calendar
cycle is 1,886,040 days, and therefore a baktun,
which is 1/13th of the whole cycle, would be
145,080 days. The standard, rounder figures
take the baktun to be 144,000 days, and we
again remember that this also is the number of
people said to Ascend in the Bible. If we
multiply the traditional baktun of 144,000 by
13, we get 1,872,000, the number of days for
the common Mayan calendar cycle. So
between Chatelain’s length of 1,886,040 and
the common length of 1,872,000, we can see
that there is a discrepancy; the astrology-based
Mayan calendar from Chatelain is slightly
longer in duration.
Remember now that Cotterell had
independently discovered a sunspot cycle that
caused the Sun’s magnetic fields to shift, before
he ever saw any mathematical information tying
this in with the Mayans. His numbers had
come strictly from the interpretation of satellite
data pertaining to the ebb and flow of sunspots.
This principal sunspot cycle that Cotterell
calculated is given in Mayan Prophecies as
1,366,040 days. The Mayans put great work
into monitoring these cycles, as they were
directly connected with smaller-scale cataclysms
on Earth. Remember that this is a smaller,
more frequent cycle that affects when the Sun’s
own poles shift, not the Great Cycle of ~25,000
years itself. As we previously stated, this solar
pole-shift cycle has to run itself through seven
times in order to add up to the Great Cycle.
By the way, these seven cycles fit exactly into
the Great Cycle, so there is no debating the
connection there.
Again looking back to Cotterell, we see that
his own sunspot shift cycle of 1,366,040 days
was very closely related to 1,366,560 days, the
Mayan “Super Number” in the Dresden Codex.
They are exactly 520 days apart from each
other, or 2 x 260, the tzolkin number and
Sacred Year. This leaves absolutely no
question that the Mayans were aware of these
solar cycles. The additional 520 days act as
Cotterell’s “shift differential operator”
introducing an extra pattern into the equation
that allows us to expand these cycles into even
larger patterns in the Sun’s activity. This
tzolkin “shift number” obviously has a wide
range of uses in the universe!
Remember that Cotterell calculated his solar
pole-shift number without ever having seen the
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Mayan information. When you really dig into
Cotterell’s information, you discover that the
Mayan “Super Number” of 1,366,560 days was
based on the usage of the cycles of Venus to
calculate solar pole shift. We will not go into
detail to explain these points, as it is extremely
complicated, relegated to the appendices in the
back of Mayan Prophecies. It is an interesting
point, though, to see that Venus works so
perfectly with the sunspot cycle we are
discussing; everything fits together.
So, we add 520 days, or two of Cotterell’s
solar “shift differentials”, and suddenly fact
meets fiction: a scientifically derived, totally
modern sunspot cycle harmonizes perfectly with
an ancient Mayan number. Science is again
baffled by a seemingly insoluble quagmire,
where a bunch of “savages” clearly had access
to some very highbrow stuff. But, since “they”
cannot acknowledge something like this, it is
simply brushed aside and ignored. We don’t
like what we don’t understand.
The link between Chatelain’s astrologybased number of 1,886,040 days for the Mayan
calendar and Cotterell’s 1,366,040 days for the
sunspot shift cycle should be seen right away.
The difference is, miraculously, a quite whole
number, as both numbers end in 6,040;
therefore, when subtracted from each other, the
last four digits cancel out to 0,000. This
eminent roundness clearly indicates that the
matching nature of the numbers is no accident.
Their difference is exactly, precisely 520
thousand days. This is undoubtedly one of the
most fantastic correlations between the two
cycles!
In future chapters of this book, we will go
into the work of global grid pioneer Bruce
Cathie, but for now we will throw in one of his
most fundamental ideas on numbers. Cathie
indicates that the ancients would effortlessly
add or subtract zeroes to numbers, knowing
that the numbers remained harmonically
identical underneath. Therefore, 520,000
reduces to 520. Look familiar? This is the
exact same number that we just saw above
when Cotterell got the solar pole shift to equal
the Mayan super number. Again, he did this
by simply adding two tzolkins or Sacred Years
of 260 days.
So, all of this synchronicity starts to press
on the brain. When Wilcock first discovered it,
he literally felt like he just stepped out of his
own body. These numbers are too airtight to
simply be brushed off as chance. We have to
admit that there is a fundamental similarity
between Chatelain’s modified figures for the
Mayan calendar, based on J-S conjunctions,
and Cotterell’s number for the solar pole shift.
One starts to question how this could possibly
be, as Chatelain’s book was out on the shelves
in 1971, long before Cotterell calculated the
sunspot shift cycle. In addition, Cotterell made
these sunspot calculations with no apparent
knowledge of Chatelain’s work whatsoever.
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Just to recap, the harmonics of the “tzolkin
number” of 260 appear to be of pivotal
importance in understanding all of our
mystically interrelated cycles, including the
Great Cycle of ~25,000 years, in many more
ways than one. The tzolkin is the anchor of
the entire system, from the 26 day rotation of
the Sun’s equator to the “Sacred Year” of the
Mayans, to the number of katuns in the Mayan
calendar. The tzolkin also links the sunspot
shift cycle to the “super number”, allowing it to
expand into the Great Solar Cycle. Now we
have just shown how it also demonstrates the
harmonic link between the J-S conjunctions and
the sunspot shift cycle itself.
If you’re scratching your head at this point,
thinking what this all means, it is actually quite
simple. Regardless of how much it might
confuse, befuddle, and stump mainstream
researchers of the Mayan calendar, we have to
consider both systems of measurement if we
fully want to understand how everything is
working. The Jupiter-Saturn conjunctions are a
monkey that will not jump off of our back. We
must include them in all of this if we wish to
make any progress.
Wilcock’s initial
inclination was to go along with Chatelain and
simply discard the conventional Mayan calendar
datings; but that wasn’t the right move either.
It was quite humorous for Wilcock to hear
himself crumble his own theory apart while
deep in trance. (It actually wasn’t very funny,
and the resistance was so high that the message
had trouble coming through at first. But what
matters here is the truth, not an incorrect
theory.)
It is interesting to note that “frontier
scientist” Richard Hoagland and his team wrote
a recent article on hyperdimensional physics on
his www.enterprisemission.com website that
also demonstrates the hyperdimensional
importance of the J-S conjunction. In this case,
he shows that the power of the J-S conjunction
surpasses the power emitted by the standard 11year sunspot cycle. This was measured by
studying the relative level of radio interference
caused by the peaks of the sunspot cycle, and
then comparing that against the level of
interference caused by the J-S conjunctions.
The J-S conjunctions caused a significantly
higher amount of interference than the 11-year
sunspot cycle in this case, and he has reprinted
the original articles that prove it. Interestingly,
Hoagland also mentions the 25,000-year cycle
in the same article, only he has completely
missed the real causes behind this cycle, which
we are discussing here. In his article on the
website, he speculates that the orbit of a distant
planet might be the cause this cycle.
We now know, from our excerpts from
Edgar Cayce, the Ra material, and other
sources, that this mysterious 25,000-year cycle
is not caused by a planet at all; it is a solar
effect. We also know that it does more than
simply affect weather, magnetic pole reversals,
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and the ups and down of civilization—it also
holographically controls the dimensional
frequencies throughout the entire solar system.
We have already started to explore the content
of future chapters, where we will show that
each planet is a multidimensional body which
assembles into a geometric, crystalline form.
These crystalline forms are nothing more than
the holographic projections of The One—
essentially, conscious energy forms. They are
all intertwined into a vast energetic web, and
the Sun controls the resonating frequency of
this web through the Great Cycle, or the
“Breath of the Divine”.
To put it another way, just because the
Earth is focused in the third dimension now,
doesn’t mean it will necessarily stay there.
Our approaching 25,000-year conclusion of
this cycle effectively opens a “portal”
through space and time. In order to prepare
the entities of any planetary body for these
changes, the energy will progressively increase.
This is obviously a better way to go, as if the
energy continues to increase at a steady rate,
you have more time to prepare for the
dimensional shift itself. But don’t wait too
much longer!
As we previously alluded, what we actually
see is a “ratchet” form developing, where the
available higher-dimensional energy noticeably
increases at the peak of each Jupiter-Saturn
conjunction. Therefore, even if we stick with
the conventional Mayan Calendar date system
used by Cotterell, we still need to watch Jupiter
and Saturn in order to observe the “ratchets” of
this cycle. Later on, we will reprint a Wilcock
reading that discusses these energy shifts from
the standpoint of 20th-century American
history.
It is interesting that Edgar Cayce listed 1958
to 1998 as a crucial “evaluation” period leading
up to the planetary changes. Both of these
dates are exactly two years prior to when the JS conjunctions occurred. Based on what we
have just unfurled here, we must conclude that
this is what the Cayce readings were referring
to. We are hard-pressed to find any other
physical observations of the Cycle that could
possibly match up any better than this.
But why would the Cayce readings
anticipate each of these conjunctions two years
in advance when referring to a “testing period”?
We must conclude that just the approach of the
J-S conjunction can cause massive changes,
even before it actually hits. This applies in
astrology as well, where the effects of a major
conjunction get stronger and stronger as the
conjunction gets tighter and tighter. It really is
the exact same principle, albeit on a larger
scale.
The length of time between ’58 and ’98 is
forty years, and again we see the Bible
symbolism popping out all over the place. The
biblical flood involving Noah’s Ark took place
for “forty days and forty nights”. The Israelite
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exodus, led by Moses, spent forty years in the
desert. Jesus’ time of temptation by Satan in
the desert was forty days and forty nights as
well. All three of these cases would certainly
be considered “testing periods”. Could there
possibly be a connection to the hyperdimensional cycles here yet again, in the same
matter as the mention of the 144,000 souls
Ascending? (Remember that a baktun is
144,000 days long.)
The conjunction between Jupiter and Saturn
actually goes exact on May 28, 2000 at around
8:48 a.m. GMT—23 days after the 5/5/2000
planetary lineup that many are associating with
pole shifts and cataclysms. The period between
1998 and May 2000 might be too close to the
end of the Cycle for any further “testing” to
apply. Therefore, we might need to wait until
5/28/2000 for the first vortex to open. But as
was hinted at in the Ra material and other
sources, we have to consider ALL the planets
in the solar system when studying these cycles,
NOT just Jupiter and Saturn.
Therefore, the raw intensity of the solar
eclipse/Grand Cross configuration on August
11, 1999 at 11:11 a.m. GMT, combined with
the closeness of the J-S conjunction and the 11year sunspot peak cycle, could trigger the first
wave of Ascension. This would be the first
time that the transition into the “fourth density”
referred to by Ra would occur. The Wilcock
readings indicate that this particular vortex will
only open for a fraction of a second at exactly
11:11, and thus a decision must be made
immediately. If you choose not to go, you will
forget that you even had a choice afterwards.
And now, with the additional information
from John Mini regarding the August 13, 1999
ending date for the Aztec Sun calendar, we can
see an even greater weight of evidence
surrounding this date. It would appear that if
this calendar had been obtained through
psychic means, the Aztecs were also tapping
into the close of this current cycle in the same
fashion as Cayce, Nostradamus, and the writers
of the Bible. The weight of evidence presses
heavier and heavier, demanding that the reader
take notice!
Remember the overwhelming evidence that
connects the story of Jesus to the modern
accounts of extraterrestrial visitation. This
includes immaculate conception, the giant light
that hovered in the sky over Bethlehem, the
appearance of “angels of the Lord”, and
obviously Jesus’ many fantastic abilities. We
also have numerous top-secret government
officials who have come forward to say that the
extraterrestrial visitors informed them that Jesus
was one of their own (Good, 1991). Therefore,
to a being that is outside of linear time, the era
of Jesus could be the equivalent of one or two
of our days in the past. So, when there are
writings in the Bible that say: “Two are
walking in the fields, and then there is one....”
we have to remember that this is not ancient or
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mythological to them; it is a statement of the
fact of exactly what is going to happen to us.
Ascension is no laughing matter, and we need
to prepare as such.
Getting back to the main point, the May
2000 vortex should be much more “popular”
than the 11:11 in 1999. By that point, we will
have had five months of y2k collapse, with
whatever effects have been created as a result.
Needless to say, by the time this vortex opens,
many of the prophecies may have hit home in a
way that we cannot foresee now. Even the
mainstream media is becoming aware of this
possibility.
Whenever the transition is actually made,
we should see that these new energies will
increase the speed of all atoms making up the
physical Earth. According to the work of
Gordon-Michael Scallion, who also talks of a
solar cycle and the 2012 date, this will have an
irreversible effect on electricity. No radio or
electronic devices will work once this happens.
Remember that cars are largely electronic in
nature, and thus society as we know it grinds to
a halt. No more banks, no more computers, no
more television, no more government records,
no more lights, no more running water, no
more refrigeration, no more distribution of
goods, and even no more heat in many cases,
as thermostats run on electricity. Even if you
had a generator, the energy it was now
producing would no longer be compatible with
your machinery.
Think about this. We might have more to
worry about here than just y2k. When the
Earth goes fourth-density, machines stop
running. This could certainly be correlated
with the inevitable observation of all electronic
machinery powering down in the presence of
extraterrestrial spacecraft (Good, 1991).
Wilcock just read yet another recent account of
this happening last night on the Sightings
website (1/22/99). When the craft goes into
close proximity with third-density equipment,
its higher-density energy actually causes the
electrons flowing through the machines to
vibrate at a higher frequency that is
incompatible with the machines. As soon as
the craft get out of that proximity, everything
comes back on. But if the Sun changes the
energy everywhere, we then see all the
machines ceasing to function as a result of this.
Our friends in the Secret Government may
already have prepared for this contingency,
designing machines that run on higherfrequency electrons.
We also need to remember what we had
mentioned earlier about how the bursts and
proton storms from the Sun seem to wreak
immediate havoc on our electronics systems
when they hit us. Our satellites seem to take
the worst beating of all, as in the case of the
Galaxy 4 satellite pager crash in America.
These bursts are but quick samplings of the
energy that will soon become the norm.
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Therefore, since mainstream scientists are not
aware of how truly massive this convergence of
solar cycles really is, they cannot know exactly
how intensive this radio and electronic
interference will be. But the articles being
released as of late 1998, more from Europe
than America, are already preparing us for the
worst.
So, it might well be inevitable that all
conventional electronics will be rendered
useless. But as we just said, you might not
need to stick around for this; you might be
Ascending. Let us just reiterate that the
apparent nexus of all of these cycles is the solar
system’s “breath”. This breath would occur in
all dimensions, not just three, and the breath
itself would be the emanations of consciousness
energy that the Sun is producing. Therefore, as
the Sun is about to “exhale”, it will radiate an
energy field of the higher-dimensional
frequencies outward, streaming into the
holographic Light energy grids of the planets.
On the opposite side of the coin, should it
“inhale”, such as it did at the time of Atlantis,
the dimensional frequencies are essentially
“sucked back in” and thereby decreased.
This could explain why the Atlanteans,
according to Edgar Cayce, had many abilities
that we could hardly dream of. This included
the manifestation of objects, and even lifeforms,
through thought alone, massive psychic and
telepathic abilities, and the levitation of large
stones by thought. The Ra material indeed
states that the Atlantean civilization had a very
unique perspective, where the roles of time and
space were reversed. Where we exist in thirddensity “space-time”, Ra says that the
Atlanteans existed in third-density “time-space”
where all these things were made possible. In
“time-space” time is not linear as we now think
of it, but rather more flexible. This allows a
much greater degree of psychic control over the
physical environment. A good analogy of timespace is the dream plane, and the ways in
which different portions of your life can be
worked together into the metaphors. So,
Atlantis’s unusual abilities obviously had to do
with the flip-flopping of the Solar Cycle as we
now understand it.
Jesus obviously would be the highest
example of a physical being with such abilities
still intact in the middle of an “inhale” period.
It is clear that he was “preparing the way”; he
essentially came to show us a future vision of
ourselves. This vision would be of humanity
once Ascended, exactly 2,000 years after his
arrival. Looking at the big picture, we can see
that his arrival was essentially at the close of
the most recent cycle. This would explain his
quote in John 14: “As I do these things, so
shall ye do them, and even greater things....”
Getting back to the point of this chapter, we
must remember that no other researcher has
ever tied in the Mayan calendar to planetary
conjunctions, except for Chatelain. His
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rendering of the calendar to a different dating
system does certainly seem tempting. It is
important for us to go a bit further in
uncovering how he was able to arrive at such a
stunning conclusion, as this will reveal further
clues. Surely, Chatelain’s fastidiousness as a
NASA scientist would have required that a
great deal of proof be given in support of his
theory, and he does certainly seem to have it!
p.46: “I presumed that at the start of the last
Great Cycle some remarkable astronomic
phenomenon must have occurred. The joint
arrival of four planets in the same corner of the
sky, the meeting of Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and
Neptune takes place every 4,627 years after
each of the planets has finished an exact
number of conjunctions and is again lined up
with the others. And the last time such a
phenomenon took place was the year 1484 of
the Christian era.
“Stepping now 4627 years back, I marked
the year 3144 BC....[This was how Chatelain
got his new start date instead of 3114.]
[I
then] took three more times the same amount of
time passed to arrive at the date 18,633 BC....
[This was] a date only three years off the year
18,630 BC mentioned as an important date in a
sacred Mayan codex preserved in the Vatican.
For me that constitutes proof.”
Before we go any deeper in analyzing this,
we should see that Chatelain is NOT using his
Mayan calendar numbers to calculate these
figures. His calendar length is 5,163.8 years.
Here, he is using a completely different cycle—
the 4627-year period of time necessary for
Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune to come
into perfect conjunction. He naturally assumed
that an event this big would be the best way to
count out time in this cycle. He does have a
good point, as these are all the biggest planets
in our solar system. Obviously, when they
come together, the strength of the Solar Cycle
only increases. It is no wonder, then, that these
numbers would figure in cleanly with the
Mayan historical dates.
So, to restate what Chatelain is saying, a
sacred record of the Mayans exists which traces
their existence back to at least 18,630 BC.
Since Edgar Cayce’s sources said that the
Mayan land was a part of Atlantis known as
Poseidia, what we are looking at here is a
forgotten relic of Atlantean technology. This
would explain how they were able to get such
precision; as Cayce indicated, the Atlanteans
had direct psychic access to all the information
they needed. We can then tie this in with the
groundbreaking work done by Graham
Hancock and Robert Bauval in back-dating the
Giza pyramid complex to 12,000 years of age,
through astrological alignments and water
weathering on the Sphinx. From here, we start
to see that, in fact, many of the wonders of the
ancient world are actually Atlantean artifacts.
So you’re probably still wondering how the
two cycles work together.
If the J-S
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conjunctions are so obviously close to the
Mayan katun, why the 54-day discrepancy?
Wilcock’s own readings finally explained it in a
way that makes sense, providing that the Ra
material is accurate. We remember that Ra said
that there was once a planet where the Asteroid
Belt now resides, often called Maldek. Ra told
us that this planet was caused to explode by a
war that occurred between its inhabitants some
500,000 years ago. We also know that Thomas
Van Flandern, a reputable astrophysicist, is
now putting increasingly hard science behind
the notion that this was indeed a planet in the
recent past that exploded. All comets in the
solar system can be traced back to that point of
origin, for example. Since comets are largely
water ice, they are the vacuum-frozen chunks
of what was once a fertile ocean.
So, even though it might not be
“mainstream” yet, the data will continue to
increase on this subject. At some future point,
this will no longer be considered a matter of
fiction, but of simple and tragic human history.
The only thing that stops us from being able to
accept the truth is the limitations of our own
imaginations, and our desire to cling
desperately to our “beliefs”, which can often be
a series of prejudices. We simply cast out the
information that we don’t like, and everything
is “fine”. Since we have only just begun to
accept the idea of extraterrestrial life, the notion
of “planet-hopping” certainly takes some time
to get used to. But facts like the gigantic
mountain on Mars that is shaped like a human
face certainly gives us clues that lead in this
direction.
(As a very interesting side note, the
morning after Wilcock wrote this, 1/23/99, he
had a very detailed and interesting dream that
was apparently about Maldek. It was extremely
rich and detailed, and borrowed off of the idea
of the upcoming new Star Wars movie. In the
middle of a sentence that Wilcock spoke to a
waitress in a very bizarre “restaurant”, the
perspective suddenly shifted to outer space,
where he saw a gigantic flash of light. That
was it!
Then, he was in a movie theater, and
everyone was disappointed with the ending.
They all had a copy of Gilbert and Cotterell’s
book Mayan Prophecies. The “movie” just
seemed to “cut off ” with no prior warning.
Wilcock told them not to worry, as there would
indeed be a sequel to the movie. Ra says that
50 percent of people on Earth came originally
from Maldek. Wilcock had been thinking that
the exploded planet portrayed in the movie Star
Wars was a sort of “genetic memory” coming
through George Lucas, who might have been
one of the 50 percent who went through the
actual experience. It is very interesting to
Wilcock how much the Maldekian “restaurant”
resembled the general feeling of the “cantina”
scene in Star Wars and Jabba the Hutt’s
hovering cruiser in Return Of The Jedi. All the
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characters were human, but there were definite
similarities. Theoretically, anyone should be
able to access this information and dream
accurately about it. Perhaps Lucas turned it
into a film as a result of this ability.)
So, if we know that Maldek did indeed
explode, we then need to stretch our
imaginations just a bit more. Clearly, the force
and impact of an entire large planet exploding
must be quite something. Indeed, part of Van
Flandern’s research concerns the amazing blast
impacts that are visible on the neighboring
planetary and lunar bodies closest to the
Asteroid Belt. Many of them appear to have
sustained far more damage on one half than the
other half, including Mars, which may well
have been one of the exploded planet’s moons.
With the force of a planet-killing nuclear
explosion and all the debris that would be
created, we clearly would have quite an
incredible problem on our hands. Indeed,
something similar might happen to Earth were it
to be sufficiently disturbed by a large-scale
nuclear war.
Therefore, when Maldek blew, the other
planets in the solar system took quite a beating.
In the conventional Newtonian model, they are
held in place solely by the Sun’s gravity. So, if
you have these free-floating bodies suddenly hit
with the impact of this tremendous blast, it would
be like playing a game of pool on a billiard table.
We can easily see that the other planets would get
knocked out of their positions. Since Jupiter and
Saturn are both beyond the Asteroid Belt, the
explosion would blow them further away from the
Sun. All it would take would be for one or both
of them to be close to Maldek in their orbit
pattern, and the extra 54 days could easily be
accounted for.
So, what we have to realize here is that at one
time, the solar system functioned in a perfectly
divine and beautiful way, with elegant
mathematics. These mathematics allowed the
conjunctions of Jupiter and Saturn to be exactly
7,200 days in length, thus precisely matching the
numbers inherent in the Sunspot Cycle. But, after
Maldek’s explosion, the planets were knocked out
of place, creating a very acceptable 54 days of
extra time between each conjunction. But, even
though they were knocked slightly out of place,
their effects as the driver of the Solar Cycle could
not be disputed; they were the two biggest planets
in the solar system.
So, the extraterrestrial forces referred to by
Ra must have kept track of both systems of
measurement. The “conventional” Mayan
calendar was used to keep perfect track of what
was cooking in the Sun, which was not
significantly affected by Maldek’s explosion.
These numbers would always and forever be
beautifully simple and elegant, representing the
true divine design of creation. The tzolkin
grouping of 260 J-S conjunctions were
obviously still of extreme importance as well.
Thus, even though Jupiter and Saturn got
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knocked out of alignment, they still ended up
arriving in a position that perfectly harmonized
with the cycle in the Sun by the “shift number”
of 2x260, or 520. This “harmonizing energy”
of the gravitational forces in this cycle is the
exact same factor that causes the 26,000-year
precession of the equinoxes on Earth to be a
picture-perfect match of the Great Solar Cycle.
So, what we now have is a system where
Jupiter and Saturn still pull their weight, even
though they no longer figure in precisely to the
conventional Mayan calendar. We can now see
exactly how important the time period of May
of 2000 really is. This is not only the last
sunspot cycle peak before the cycle itself ends,
it is also the very last time that Jupiter and
Saturn will conjoin before the cycle ends. It is
for this reason that the period directly
surrounding 2000 must be watched, perhaps
even more than 2012. We must conclude that
it is for this reason that the forces in the Edgar
Cayce readings spent all their energy
triangulating on 1998-2001 when they spoke of
the Solar Cycle and the corresponding pole
shift.
In the next chapter, we will investigate the
further ramifications of this ancient astrological
cycle technology, by uncovering an even vaster
cycle that was equally well charted out by the
Atlantean/extraterrestrial contingent, handed
down to the Mayans and Egyptians. Maurice
Chatelain also discovered this cycle as well,
and he named it The Nineveh Constant. It is
vital for us to explore just how fantastic the
harmony of the planetary cycles really can be,
and how far it extends. The precision of
calculation behind this cycle shows
unequivocally that a very high-level influence
of some kind was in touch with these ancient
cultures, as this 6,000-year-old number enables
precise calculations of planets all the way out
to Pluto. Read on.
* * *
While it may seem that this rather lengthy
document is jumping around somewhat, it is
more like weaving an intricate tapestry whose
design is dependent upon each thread, each
curve, each rich color to define its final texture
and impression. As I promised you readers
several months ago, and David too, let’s move
now to one of David Wilcock’s trance
“readings” as it directly relates to the subject
matter at hand. For those of you with access to
the Internet, David’s informative website is:
www.ascension2000.com.

The Cleansing And Renewal
Of Human Civilization
Thursday 9/23/99, 6:13 a.m.
D: Second morning here at Nana’s and
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Papa’s. I didn’t realize until I just woke up
here that this dream had some very repetitive
schema about my father.
(Context: I had just spent dinner with my
father and his parents the night before. Dad
came out to see us by himself. He was still in
excruciating pain and recovering from having
broken more than one rib. He sustained this
injury by trying to clean out the gutters outside
his house without the proper ladder to do it.
He was using a ladder that was not tall
enough, and standing on the rung right below
the top. Because of the recent rainstorms, the
ground was wet and he lost control of the
ladder. As he fell, his ribcage landed directly
on top of the ladder and he knew right away
that he was in trouble.
Even that night at
dinner, several days after the event itself, the
slightest motion of his body would make him
sometimes scream in pain—it was very real and
very serious. The hospital told him that there
was essentially nothing that they could do
except to give him heavy painkiller drugs,
which he did not want to take.
We will see as this dream and reading
progresses that the collapsing ladder of my
father’s injury is used as a metaphor for
humanity. There is indeed a form of painful
collapse that we are heading into, as a product
of our own collective actions in the most
physical sense of the term. Furthermore, there
are a number of very interesting metaphorical
connections associated with my father’s injury.
The ladder is often used in dreams to indicate
upward spiritual progress—and the gutters
represent the dark side of life, which we often
do not want to allow ourselves to see.
However, in the dream there is a new spin
on the story: if we really ARE willing to clear
out our collective “gutters”, we do not need to
have the total collapse of civilization (or in this
case the ladder itself) that many “disaster
prophets” have indicated. The dream tells that
when we investigate and heal these “gutters”
instead of simply collapsing, we will
immediately turn up the idea of how so many
workers have been systematically exploited.
We will also see how the schema of a militaryfocused magazine indicates that our society
believes itself to be omniscient and eternally
survivable, well into the distant future. The
realities, as expressed in the reading section
after the dream, will paint a much different
picture.)
In the early parts of this dream, I kept being
in the backyard of my original home of 621,
going up on this rickety ladder that was angled
on a turn. I was trying to clear out the gutter,
just as my father did before he fell on his own
ladder and broke some ribs, causing him
extreme pain. In the dream I didn’t fall off of
the ladder, but it was extremely precarious.
The ladder was bending and very cockeyed
each time that I would try to go up, and I was
having a very hard time trying to reach the
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gutter.
Before the last time, when I finally achieved
success, I saw a Popular Science magazine that
had a black war helicopter on the cover, and
said that it was a model for the year 200,000
instead of 2000. So, in context of the dream, it
seemed like they were just trying to advance
time too quickly, predicting that the
technologies that we now have would somehow
be relevant some 198,000 years in the future.
D: The other interesting thing about
200,000 is that this was the amount of money
that the person, who I lightly bumped into from
behind in my December 1996 traffic accident,
tried to sue me for.
(10/11: This connection seems to be also
relevant—the idea of a “crash” that involves a
great deal of money potentially lost. As we
will see in the reading, this is a direct
metaphorical reference to an upcoming stock
market crash that they have foreseen as coming
our way.)
After seeing this magazine, I decided to try
the ladder once again. It still swayed and bent
wildly, like it had the other times when I went
up on it, except that this last time I was actually
able to reach in and grab something. However,
instead of pulling out dirty leaves, I came up
with this little toy model of a working man with
a hard hat. This looked just like a toy that I
used to have in my collection from long, long
ago.
(10/11: This is the part that is describing the
exploitation of workers, when we clear out the
collective “gutters” or the dark side of
humanity.)
So, the next feature of this dream that I
remember in great detail is how ANGRY,
ANGRY, ANGRY I got. It happened two
different times for the same reason. The first
time, I believe it was J F and D G, and both of
those two guys were drug kids I knew in high
school. It seemed that they had tried to rip me
off on something, although it had nothing to do
directly with drugs. I think that at least at one
point, it involved them taking this really nice
looking, flashy clothing of mine. It was a
bright green shirt that had a pattern on it, and
maybe some pants as well.
(10/11: Green is the color of Ascension, the
fourth-dimensional vibrations. It is also the
color of money. And thus, when seen in
context of the reading’s information below, this
portion of the dream is telling us about how the
negative forces now in power, symbolized by
drug-using adolescents, are trying to steal both
our money as well as our positive polarity.)
Anyway, the first time that it happened, I
was angry enough. Then, when it started to
happen again at this party, and it involved J
from upstairs at my Rosendale apartment and
some other people, I was just LIVID. I was
almost FURIOUS. There were some DD
(developmentally disabled) people involved in
all of this as well; they factored in. I am not
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exactly sure how, but I know that there was at
least one person who showed up in the dream
who was DD. Someone was going to be trying
to help him, and he had a lot of problems. He
might have even been an alcoholic.
(10/11: DD people seem to be used in my
dreams to represent those “regular” humans
here on Earth who are, in a sense, “spiritually
handicapped” and blind to the truth. These are
the ones who need the greatest assistance at this
time. Here, they were symbolized by both the
DD and the alcoholism.)
The scenery of the party gradually changed
from a house into a bar, the classic dream
symbol of the underworld of humanity. The
next thing I know, there was Sabrina. Her hair
had some curl in it that she must have put in on
her own. She was actually singing at the party,
and she looked really, really wonderful and
happy. She was very delighted to see me show
up at this thing. She had some interesting
material that she was working with, and I
hadn’t seen or heard her sing it before.
(10/11: This obviously is an “angelic”
metaphor for those Lightworkers on the planet
who are trying to go into those darkest of
places in order to facilitate healing on a variety
of levels. Also, remember that music is used in
my dreams to symbolize my work with the
spiritual forces.)
Soon after I started to get the feel for the
song, I grabbed a microphone and ended up
singing along with her, and when I sang into
the microphone, my voice projected even more
than hers did. Some really drunk barflies
yelled at me, because at one point I started to
sing at the end of the song. I was singing
without any music behind me.
(10/11: This same thing happened when I
sang “Whole Lotta Love” by Led Zeppelin on
the one night when I worked in the karaoke
bar. I think that the metaphor here is to realize
that many people will scorn the gifts that you
try to give them, and otherwise try to make you
feel somehow inadequate. It is their own way
of masking the feelings that they hide about
themselves.)
And then, this guy who was really, really,
really drunk at the bar got the microphone. He
looked horrible—his head was mostly shaved,
his beard was growing out, and his skin was all
different colors, mottled in appearance. He had
deep, dark rings in his eyes and was slumped
over with his head in his hands. He was
grabbing onto this microphone and singing a
Bob Dylan song along with the tape. I was
amazed at how much his voice sounded
EXACTLY the same as Bob Dylan’s did. And
although I don’t think that this is what the song
was, the chorus of what he was singing was
“The Day The Music Died”.
(10/11: This poignant and sad metaphor that
the dream closed on illustrates a very strong
point. It is this portion that most directly
addresses those elements of our society who are
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the most lost. It is precisely because of those
who are “not getting it” that there will be many
social disruptions in the coming times. The title
of the song, “The Day The Music Died”,
clearly was meant to illustrate this social
collapse—especially in light of how the reading
is phrased immediately thereafter.)
[NOTE: Capitalized subheadings in this
reading were later included by David in order
to organize this very in-depth and multifaceted
reading.]
“CHAOTIC DISMEMBERMENTS”
CONTINUE
In the judicial sense, Atlanta is not
comparing any mainstream success issues
with exceedingly minute circumstances
having to do with the use and transfer of
power. Contrapositively, it seems that the
entire debacle might indeed be able to create
positive changes in a very short time. These
chaotic dismemberments do address the
central issues at work herein, and we must
always keep ourselves abreast of these
developments.
(10/11: Since I am so disconnected from
the mainstream media, I still am not sure
exactly what incident in Atlanta they are
speaking of. All I can figure is that it is a
reference to school shootings—and this could
explain the earlier phrase from a few months
back, where it said “The buses in Atlanta
will be seen to blow up”. If what they
meant was SCHOOL buses, then this could
be a direct metaphorical reference to the
slaughtering of innocent children. Someone
please email me if I am missing an important
detail here!)
As time progresses here again, we need to
be reminded of the fact that when you have
opened the door just a bit, you can still sneak
in the camera and achieve the direct
superposition of your own energies into those
of the future. When you can contemplate this
next wave of success, you can then have the
ability to think about who and what has
happened to you, and how this will affect your
future decision-making processes.
GOD DOESN’T NEED A GUN
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with those more positive.
GRADUAL FINANCIAL COLLAPSE
The street lamp shines down upon us now,
and allows us to make a few adjustments to the
extant system of financial resources now
present upon your plane. There is indeed a
time and a place and a reason for every action
and reaction. Contrapositively, it would seem
that those at the top must indeed again rise
before they fall. And so, don’t look at these
predictions as indicating the sudden and
wholescale disastrous collapse. Rather, it is the
slow wearing and eating away of the edifice of
this entrenched financial system that will be
most paramount.
D: I do know that you have been predicting
this for a long time. My father, at dinner last
night, mentioned that the Dow Jones had gone
down 200 points, and he didn’t know why. He
had just sold something the day before, and he
was proud of himself that he did it before the
market thing. So, I am just going to try to stay
as far away from these workings as possible, so
I won’t ask you any questions. Let’s please
continue.
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insure that you have utilizations for the time
that will be on your hands as a result.
Boredom leads to fear and trepidation in a
circumstance where society is undergoing some
changes. We want to remind you that people
will still continue working, and the basic
services and vital needs will continue to be met.
This is by virtue of the fact that people will
continue to order and to organize, and you will
see many things come about as a result.
THE FINAL AWAKENING
OF SCIENCE
Now and again, you will hear the howling
winds as they blow outside the window. You
will know the eventual collapse that must come
about. You will also be aware of the
beckoning difference between the world that is
collapsing and the world that is to be. When
we start out on this different path, we see that
there are different circumstances indeed. Even
those younger scientific minds who before had
been such bastions of realism and empiricism
are opening up their minds to these new
realities. And, of course, science is the last
step before these new truths are assimilated into
the public.

THE DEATH OF THE ONE IN POWER
ALL RELIGIONS ARE ONE
You will feel protected when these times of
change are upon us. Like President Kennedy,
there is an important agenda that may very well
involve the death of the one in power. We are
speaking metaphorically here, in reference to
the death of the system that now exists. Again,
there will be sacrifices on the immediate
personal level; this is an obvious consequence.
But, we must again state that the conspiracy
theorists have it right on this particular topic.
The majority of damage will be to the top level,
not the bottom. Those who stand to lose the
most are those who stand to gain the most at
present, and what to you might seem to be only
a flickering of their total wealth, if lost, could
be an acrimonious defeat in their own minds.
THE FORCE OF THE
JUPITER-SATURN CONJUNCTION
Jupiter challenges Saturn as they move
closer and closer together in their orbit. And in
between these different events, we can then be
sure that those who have ingested the Beta
Carotene of the spirit world, those who have
the high vital energy through service to others,
diet, exercise, and a positive attitude, will not
feel the effects of this slingshot, as we have
called it, that appears to be pulling back at this
time, set to stun or to kill.

When both barrels are cleaned, you can then
move forward out of these Nazi gun control
camps and into a fuller recognition of the
wealth of the Divine, which needs not such
weapons, as it has the power of God as
protection.
[Long pause]
Superior powers believe in superior means
to bring about that power. So when we shuffle
around for our own raffle tickets, we can be
STAYING CALM
sure that the harmonious counterbalancing
energies will be present as well, and this will
We recommend that you do as much
allow us to balance out the negative energies reading as possible during these changes, and

Religion also poses somewhat of a barrier,
but we find that this is working quite well
indeed. One of David’s gifts from having his
housemate, Apostol, who was a Muslim, was
that he realized that many Muslims are very
open-minded about the Law of One, and can
easily assimilate the beliefs of Christians and
other faiths as well into their studies.
And thus, it is not really as divided and as
separate as you thought. We are working with
all peoples on all levels simultaneously. The
tools and practices that we might implement
with a Muslim would differ somewhat from
those of a person in the Western culture, but
these are only labels. An angel for Allah can
be the same angel who works for the Lord in
the life of an American citizen. We want you
to remind these things to yourself the next time
that you adopt a bleeding-heart philosophy for
those who do not have the “privilege” that you
do in the spiritual sense.
Such delusions of personal grandeur can be
blown all out of proportion when you fail to
see the Oneness of all beings, and your own
relative placement within said Oneness. This
system is predicated upon an existing
foundation of beliefs, whose core internal
purpose is to free you of the opinions that
surround your self-understanding. And so,
even as this Marxist coup in the government is
occurring in some way, you can indeed know
that the leftist agenda of those more liberal will
help to continue to reduce the enslavement of
the people who work towards egalitarian
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balance, and the superposition of the moral sustenance of the fish in the ocean. (It is
concerns over those of the financial.
believed that, without them, the food chain will
be so massively disrupted that all the oceans
YOU DO NEED OUR HELP
will die out completely. Furthermore, a recent
October 1999 article appeared on the Sightings
Our chief financial backers indicate that it website, which said that over 50 percent of all
would be extremely difficult, if not impossible, freshwater species in North America are
for those upon your planet to rectify these expected to become extinct within under ten
problems on their own. And thus, you do years.)
need our help, and this will only become clear
in what you would term as the future, although
DO NOT RUN AND HIDE
many are starting to realize it now. The
essential problem is that you are not able to see
Think about all these things. Do not run
that far ahead.
and hide from the truth. Do not run and hide
The systems that you have now built are from the knowledge that is already present in
creating extraordinary damage to your front of you. Accept the necessary parameters
biosphere. This is to the point where you of this existence that you now have, and
yourselves would become sterile, or otherwise understand that, as you sally forth into these
unviable for survival in a much shorter period changes, there are those above who are
of linear time than you could have ever protecting you every step of the way, and are
imagined. These die-offs are already starting guiding the Light so that it may reach its final
to happen now in Africa, precipitated by the destination.
AIDS virus among others.
And so, we don’t want to appear facetious
HALTING THE CYNICISM
in any overt sense when we talk about the
OF THE SYSTEM
positivity of these changes. Our purpose is to
educate and to edify the foundations of your
The blooming point of Ascension does
existing beliefs in order that you may have an continue to occur, and in this dream we utilized
expansive perspective on these workings and the metaphors of David’s father’s recent injury
on the reality itself.
on the ladder so as to prove a point in general
about human civilization. You are all working
LOCAL COMMERCE
towards a recognition of your own inner
wealth, and are becoming more and more ready
Think for a moment whether it is justified to halt the cynicism of the outside system that
for you to begin a commerce with those of exists. More and more parents are becoming
your own local area instead of a commerce aware of the evils of television, and the harmful
involving the corporations and giant structures. effects on young minds that it produces, as
This is what we expect will happen, as the there is simply not the quality of educational
human will to survive is quite strong. There programs that there were even fifteen years ago.
will be those who jump into action and insure
And so, we see indeed that the glamorized
that the food supply is preserved, even as those violence is finally having to accept the wrath of
who would retain positions of power lose the the people, which comes about through the
ability to control such matters, and indeed lose fundamental ignoring of its fruits, namely the
their financial viability altogether.
television entertainment media. We cannot tell
you enough how this system has frustrated us.
HUMAN SPECIES SURVIVAL
When David talks about not watching
television, he is looked upon almost with
Indeed, this financial collapse is as horror. And yet, continue to have these
inevitable as the flood tide, because we have experiences yourself, and you will discover
engineered it for your own survival. Were it before too much longer that they do not seem
not to have happened, it would be impossible so strange.
for you to get through these problems
The commerce system is indeed breaking
unscathed. The alternatives are indeed far down, and the loyalties will indeed be
worse. Remember the birds who are showing misplaced for a time.
up all over the world whose beaks go in two
different directions and do not line up. These
THE BATTLE OF ARMAGEDDON
birds must be fed, either intravenously or with
an eyedropper, in order to survive at all.
Many of your people will not even realize
Remember and be aware of the mass deaths that the mythical battle of Armageddon is
in the oceans—the fishes and the emaciated indeed taking place in a much different format
whales washing up on the shores of the West than you would ever have had it. Many people
Coast of America by the tens of thousands. do not realize that there is indeed a Luciferian
Remember the coral reefs, and those experts dogma within some of the secret societies of
who expect that they will be 100-percent dead those in positions of power. There are many
within less than five years. These are the others who are not aware of this connection,
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and thus it is not fair to say that they are all
Luciferians. However, those in the highest
positions of authority do indeed preach such a
connection. Remember that when we say
“highest positions of authority” we are not
necessarily talking about anyone visible in the
government, such as the president.
(10/11: Quite significantly, a MAJOR
article came out in the mainstream media about
the Luciferian dogma, AFTER this reading was
conducted. The article was about a Christian
housewife in the Midwest who discovered that
the Montessori school handbook, inspired by
the work of Rudolf Steiner and others,
contained explicit references to Lucifer as being
the true “god” of knowledge, which they
support. Montessori schools are conducted
internationally, and thus this was quite a
shocker to those uninformed.)
KEEP OUR CONFIDENCE
You can keep our confidence through being
able to witness the fruits of the spirit through
your own diligent inner reflection process. We
want you to be aware that, in terms of your
creaturehood, there is never going to be
anything outrageously different. In terms of
your spirithood, however, you will experience
epic transitions in the blink of an eye, as we
have once already stated in the past as you
would have it.
A NEW ORACLE
The Board of Directors seeks a new oracle
with which to reveal the next phase of the
mission. That oracle is you, the reader of these
words. Why not take the time to begin
remembering your dreams so that you can
participate in this mission? When your
creaturehood is at its mark, you can then accept
the Buddhahood of the spiritual mastery over
the physical. Your life in the ethers predicates
the reality of your life in the physical, and
indeed your life in the physical is molded and
sculpted in the ethers before it ever manifests
itself.
Now, no one is asking you to become a
“Mighty Joe Young” of the higher realms,
becoming as a giant gorilla who would crash in
to an orderly and established method and cause
great destruction. Rather, we want you to see
that it is already a natural process for you on
the astral or subconscious level. And now, all
you have to do is make that awareness
conscious, and in so doing you then help to
balance yourself in a way never heretofore
seen.
If you don’t give your dreams a chance,
then how are you ever going to know what
they could be doing for you? Start today.
Start your resolve to bring forth the highest
levels of Guidance available to you in a human
physical body. Start to have a conscious
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dedication to be of service to others and to your
own highest needs in this matter. Recognize
that the process of self-integration, or of
reducing your fragmentation as we have spoken
of so often in these readings, is most highly
assisted by dreamwork.

interrelated, and the dreamwork is of such high
importance to you, the seeker, the reader of
these words, that we again stress its importance,
even though we are sure that you are already
aware of it.
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whole different light. Never again can you be
so blind as to refuse the guidance of the Inner
Christ within, which comes through dreams,
metaphors, synchronicities, symbolism, and the
voices and words of those who you meet in
your day-to-day interactions.

FAILURE IS IMPOSSIBLE
TAKE NOTES—EVEN IF
YOU DON’T UNDERSTAND
Dreamwork is the royal road to integration,
as Dr. Fritz Perls once said. So, keep a
running journal notebook of your experiences
next to your bed. If you wake up and do not
remember anything, then date your entry and
state it as such. You may choose to do as
David does, and write down the day of the
week, the date and the time. The reason for
putting the day of the week down is that these
days have a great bearing upon your
experiences. And thus, if you only knew the
date, you may not know what point in your
natural rhythm or flow you are at. And so, this
is important.
We keep reminding you that the tools for
transformation are available to you in a very
direct format. So many of you are scared to
engage in dreamwork, because of the mysteries
surrounding it. Embrace the mysteries.
Understand that all parts of The Creation have
their revealed and unrevealed portions. You
should treat every piece of dream data as
important. Do not allow your own ignorance
of the language of metaphor to cause you to
surreptitiously decline this Guidance, with the
ego’s own conclusion of it having been of no
importance.
DO NOT SLEEP LIKE
AN ANIMAL
Think about it. Recognize that there is
great importance in your dreams. If you are
one of the ones who thinks that you do not
dream, or insists that you cannot remember
anything, now is the time to reassess those
priorities. Begin hitting an honest game of
baseball with yourself. Recognize that every
morning is a new pitch that is going over the
home plate, and you have an opportunity to
swing at it. If you simply wake up like an
animal, you will never be able to remember
what is happening to you. If you do not sleep
enough, then you are not taking care of
yourself in ways that must be rectified.
You must have enough sleep, so that when
you wake up you do not suddenly lapse back
into consciousness. If you think that you can
survive on five or six hours a night, you are
mistaken. This is one of the direct causes of
cancer, as it were. Find the necessary
foodstuffs to purify yourself, as this will also
have a great impact upon how much you can
remember in the mornings.
All of these things that we speak of are

You will retain pieces of data if you make a
concerted effort to do this each morning. It is
impossible for you to fail when you begin
directing your conscious energy to making an
effort to do this each morning. Not one of you
can make excuses, or think that this is
somehow unimportant or irrelevant. As we
move into the next phase of these changes that
we have so often spoken of, it will be highly
important for you to have a clear connection to
The Source, and to know exactly what, when,
and where your energies are expected to be
doing.
ACCEPTING THE LIGHT WITHIN
Don’t ever fail to see the burning Light of
the Christ within, and its consistent and
constant efforts to make its presence known to
you. Again, we stress the line from the Bible
which reads, “No one can come unto the Father
but by me.” We want you to be aware that this
is relevant to the Christ within, to your own
internal Christ Light, which is that same Light
that developed Jesus into the Master, enough so
that Apostle Paul later referred to him as the
Son of God and The Christ, although this was
not initially intended.
You are also a Son of God, or a Daughter
of God, and you have equal potentials. Jesus
was meant to show you the way, was meant to
lead you in the proper direction. He wanted to
demonstrate the abilities that you will be able to
have when you open yourself up to Love in
such a manner. It is not necessary to martyr
yourself or to go to the cross, and the aspect of
him having died for your sins has much more to
do with providing an example, instead of
providing an excuse.
SPIRITUAL SELF-RESPONSIBILITY
There are those people in the
Fundamentalist faiths who think that because
Jesus died on the cross, they no longer need to
worry about their own personal evolution
process. If you, the reader of these readings,
think about that, you might laugh to yourself,
and it might seem rather unimportant.
However, keep in mind that there are still those
who have whitewashed the processes of
personal transformation, and believe that the
blood of Jesus Christ will wash away all their
sins.
When you can begin seeing this as nothing
more than an example, an example of how to
conduct yourself, you must look at this in a

ACCEPTING SYNCHRONICITY
AS TRUTH
We know that it causes you to have a very
large revision of your belief structures in order
to see how the physical world can speak to you
in terms of this metaphor. Synchronicity, and
the language of metaphor that it is predicated
upon, does seem to be quite impossible to so
many of you. And yet, contrapositively we can
assure you of its existence, because after all,
we are the creators of same.
YOU ARE LOVED
Keep all these thoughts in mind as you
move throughout each day. Begin to see your
physical illusion as nothing more than a
projection of thought/energy/consciousness that
is the collective effort of so many entities, both
inside and outside of your physical sphere of
influence. We remind you once again that you
are loved more than you could ever possibly
imagine, and that this fathomless beauty that we
see in you is something that you must also
begin honoring within yourselves. We look
forward to taking you through this next stage of
your personal evolution, wherein the planetary
circumstances will assist you in finding a clear
connection to this Inner Christ.
We now have to end this reading. Peace be
with you in the Light of everlasting Love.
Adonai.
* * *

Closing Remarks
The facts are, hard changes are upon us as
a species. Whether we like it or not, we must
face the immediate reality of transformation—
personal, metamorphic, deep cellular, and
spiritual change. The third-dimensional
restrictive facade of “time” is fading into the
sunrise of a much expanded fourth-dimensional
fluent experience, a future pregnant with
possibility, rich in potential, truly a blank
canvas upon which to paint one’s own reality.
The question becomes academic as to whether
or not one wants to make a choice. A choice
is inevitable; it is as sure as breath itself.
And with each breath comes the promise of
another, and another. And with each new
breath also comes the help that is freely offered
from our dear Elder Brothers sent from God,
sent to Guide our way home, ultimately.
But in the meantime we must nurture and
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care for our Earth, for Earth is an integral part
within The Creation itself. And our regard (or
disregard) toward Mother Earth is a reflection
of our deeper desire to embrace (or not) the
responsibility that comes along with freedom in
general.
And so, too, we must always remember
that, in order to receive the Higher Help which
is always available, we must first ASK for it.
The Creation, which holds life in it’s delicate
orbital balance, in cooperation and conjunction
with God’s will, awaits the decisions of man,
whose choices will ultimately determine man’s
place in the universal order.
The question then becomes: will man earn
his rightful seat at the table of the Galactic
Federation, or will he withdraw to the cave to
scrape out an existence in the darkness?
“Time” alone will answer this question, and
“time”, too, shall soon be a thing of the past.
It is hoped that the overall picture presented
by the various segments of this article provide
some impetus to assist ones of sincere inquiry
to tap the Potential within themselves which is
always there, waiting to be recognized and
utilized. On the one hand, these times can be
viewed with trepidation and fear, as the time to
finally “pay the piper” for past selfish choices
on both a personal and planetary scale.
However, on the other hand, the challenging
times we are now experiencing can be the most
exhilarating and soul expanding opportunity
possible in the physical realm. What happens
for each of us, personally, will be exactly what
we—each of us—make it to be.
So we each must ask ourselves: “What am I
making MY life to be at this time?” And then
have the courage to answer yourself honestly!
What follow are some closing remarks from
several of the contributors to this article.
Sometimes the scope of the entire forest can get
lost when examining the trees closely. It helps
to back-up and remember the Larger Picture
under discussion at this time.
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2012 date by saying that, since both Egyptian
and Mayan cultures were isolated from each
other, one hand didn’t know what the other was
doing. Therefore, one might not assume that
the Egyptians would have access to the same
data as the Mayans. Yet, both cultures built
pyramids and mummified their dead, and
seaworthy sailing ships were recently
discovered to be perfectly preserved and buried
in the “boat pits” surrounding the Great
Pyramid. Thus, the cultural similarities, of
which there are many, might very well have
been no accident, but a product of Egyptians
making direct contact with the Mayans by
sailing overseas. Many good books have been
written to solidify this conclusion.
With the incredible precision of the Mayan
calendar and its correct measurement of the
solar/precessional cycle harmonic in years, and
the incredible precision of the Great Pyramid,
the most enigmatic object on the face of the
planet, one must seriously consider a common
link.
Yet, when we take the two puzzle pieces,
being the timelines, and slam them together,
one thing remains clear: something is wrong;
the puzzle pieces don’t seem to fit. No special
attention seems to be given to the 2012 date,
almost as if the outlay of events had occurred
prior to that time, and the date was also
overshadowed by events that occurred
thereafter.
* * *

When we look to the Mayans, we can see a
culture that might very well have preserved a
great deal of Atlantean knowledge over time.
Nowhere is this more apparent than in their
amazing preservation of a system of precise
data regarding Sunspot cycles. The work of
Maurice Cotterell gave us the hard science to
back up the Mayan numbers. So, when we
learn from Mayan codices that these calendar
cycles chart the beginnings and endings of
David Wilcock, from Convergence:
AGES, the pieces do indeed start fitting very
nicely.
The Mayans had a system of
Cayce also states that the Pyramid (the Great mathematics so exact that we are still trying to
Pyramid of Giza) was built to triangulate upon catch up to them today, and figure out exactly
“the time when the Earth shifts its position”, how they came about all of this information.
which as we have already seen appears to be
coming up very soon, as a product of the Sun’s
* * *
activity. Again, Cayce has this date at 2001.
Cayce also speaks of 25,000-year cycles,
In Edgar Cayce’s reading 1602-003, the
correlating them with the rise and fall of various following enigmatic lines appear:
civilizations, including Atlantis.
“In 1998 we may find a great deal of the
Well, what does this say about the Mayan activities as have been wrought by the gradual
calendar date? Though the pyramid timeline changes that are coming about. These are at
extends right straight through to the future, it the periods when the cycle of the solar activity,
doesn’t mention it at all.
or the years as related to the Sun’s passage
This was definitely part of the reason why through the various spheres of activity, become
Wilcock assumed that the regular Mayan paramount...to the change between the Piscean
calendar dating system was wrong. But and Aquarian age....”
perhaps our readers are still not satisfied that
We then looked at Cayce’s timeline of
this represents a problem. We could define the events, and saw that this “cycle of the solar
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activity” most probably breaks down into
25,000-year intervals. We connected this cycle
of time to the 25,920-year precession of the
equinoxes, the Earth’s slow wobble which
shifts our view of the stars in the night sky by
one degree every seventy-two years. Then, we
examined the Ra material, and we saw that this
25,000-year solar cycle is indeed in effect, and
will shift the dimensional frequencies here on
Earth:
“One major cycle is approximately 25,000
of your years. There are three cycles of this
nature during which those who have progressed
may be harvested at the end of three major
cycles.... This sphere...has not made an easy
transition to the vibrations which beckon. This
inconvenience...shall continue unabated for a
period of approximately thirty of your years.
“Q: After this period of thirty years
(1981+30=2011), I am assuming that this will
be a fourth density planet. Is this correct?
RA: I am Ra. This is so.”
Once we had gotten our information from
Ra, we looked in the groundbreaking work of
Maurice Cotterell, who discovered an identical
cycle in the solar body through strictly
scientific means. Cotterell also discovered that
the Mayans had the same information encoded
in stone, through the Mayan calendar. We
looked at all of the clues suggested from
Cotterell’s work and others that indicate that we
are due for a major change, a possible pole
shift or “the end of the present world”. Then,
we saw the work of John Mini, who revealed
to us the existence of an Aztec Sun calendar
that many believe ends August 13, 1999. This
is only two days after the August 11, 1999
Grand Cross/total solar eclipse configuration
that will occur directly over Cornwall, England,
which we are speculating may be the first
possible opportunity for Ascension.
Then, we checked in with ex-NASA
scientist Maurice Chatelain for his insights on
the Mayan calendar. From this work, we were
led to discover the incredible mathematical
precision of the Jupiter-Saturn conjunction, and
its effects on the Great Solar Cycle. We
learned that there is only a 54-day difference
between the actual timing of a J-S conjunction
and a Mayan katun of 7200 days. When we
figured the number of days in one of
Chatelain’s Mayan calendar cycles, based on JS conjunctions at 1,886,040 days, and then
subtracted this from the length of one of
Cotterell’s “sunspot shift cycles” at 1,366,040
days, we came up with exactly 520,000 days
left over. Cotterell demonstrates how the
number 520, or 2x260, is a universal system for
“shifting” cycles. From this one point, we can
see how the J-S conjunction obviously fits into
the grand scheme of things in a mysterious,
synchronistic, and mathematically precise
fashion.
Then, as we continued looking at the J-S
conjunction, we discovered that Richard
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Hoagland had written an entire study on his
website that showed that this event had even
more radio-jamming, hyperdimensional power
than the common 11-year sunspot cycle. When
we looked at the actual timing of the J-S
conjunction, we realized that it very strongly
suggested May 28, 2000 as a date of great
significance. On this date, Jupiter and Saturn,
the drivers of the Great Solar Cycle, will make
their last conjunction prior to the completion of
the cycle itself. That certainly is an event of
great significance.

the Dream-maker. And who are you? You
are the dreamer, the spinner of what flows
through your Consciousness, which is the
Source as It contemplates Its experience
through your adventure. So, what are
dreams made from? They are made from
thought.
The Creator has given you the Energy, as It
has unto the Earth that derives its Life Force
from the Sun. The Source has created the seed
that the grasses grow from, and from the
grasses the Great Spirit has given you the
means to spin the cloth and make the robe that
* * *
you wear. While in another moment It has
given you the grasses from which you harvest
Robert Ghost Wolf, from Through The Eye the seed and make the bread that you subsist
Of The Shaman:
upon. It is a dance, and you are the
We are preparing at this time for the
Awakening. Events that are happening in our
universe are bringing into alignment something
very special and unique. There are planetary
alignments that are occurring to orchestrate
certain frequencies within our solar system,
amongst Earth’s sister planets, that will realign
the holographic patterns of Earth and her
expressed reality, placing her back into
harmony with her own signature frequencies.
Thus the holographic patterns through which
The Light expresses is the living theater we call
the human drama.
The Earth herself will be set back to her
original frequencies, and that which has been
holding the present holographic reality will
begin to dissolve, as the original frequencies
are reinstated and the overlay is removed from
our consciousness.
* * *
As you move into alignment with the God
Force, there is absolutely no way of
predetermining what will happen next. You are
moving into uncharted waters, the unknown.
Your focus will get you there, but you cannot
be in denial. You can never outwit The
Universal God Force, which is why it is called
a Great Mystery.
* * *
You are but an extended part of the
Creator. The Creator, though separate from
you, is also one and the same as you. The
Creator gave unto you, Itself—Its Life Force
and Its Consciousness. The Creator is the
Universal, while you are the singular
expression of the same thought. All that The
Creator is, was given unto you so that you
might be and have all that you desire.
Whatever you can conceive of in your
contemplative thought, so can it be...if you
so choose to Will it into existence. It is
Source that is the Energy that fulfills your
dreams and desires, and it is Source that is
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choreographer designing each step and the
tempo of the experience, as you express in the
moment.
It is your Divine Right to take from the gifts
Creator has bestowed upon you and create
anything that you wish, be it great or be it vile,
be it ugly or be it beautiful, be it happy or be it
sad, be it abundance, be it lack...it is your right
to create anything you so desire. The Source
of All That Is sees all things as splendid beauty
and an emanation of Its Life Force...for all
things of themselves are ultimately pure.
Source, the Father-Mother principle of all that
expresses itself in material form, judges not Its
Creations, nor does Source discern one better
than the other...for all is life, and life itself is
Sacred.

Books & Materials by Robert Ghost Wolf
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New: Kryahgenetics by Laura Lee Mistycah—$35.00
This is a companion book to Ghost Wolf’s newest publication Through The Eye Of The Shaman. Laura
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shown practical applications for the enhancement of life in our everyday experience. This is a lighter and more
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an Awakening Male who wishes to understand the Goddess, this book is a must!
The Days Of Destiny—The Stargate Files by Robert Ghost Wolf & the Mountain Brotherhood—$55.00—
Available Jan. 1, 2000. An original manuscript in uncensored form.
The cosmic prophecies of the Indigenous Masters for the period of 2000 to 2121. This is a road map to
the 21st Century. We are given a wealth of never-before-released ancient knowledge that will change the course of
everyone’s thinking about our origins and our evolutionary reality. Information is revealed that those in political
power did not want exposed. Some of this information has remained hidden for centuries, waiting for the right
time to set human consciousness free, as we learn to perceive our past and our future through a new eye.
Special: A special edition will be available Dec. 15, 1999 by Reservation Only. We are taking preorders
now...and the first 5,000 copies off the press are already spoken for. You will be charged on your Visa account
when the book is shipped. If you pre-order before Nov. 10th, the manuscript is yours for only $33.00
TO ORDER THE ABOVE MATERIALS, CONTACT:

WOLF REPORT / WOLF LODGE CULTURAL FOUNDATION
Order Dept., Suite 117
2655C N. Decatur Rd.
Decatur, GA 30033
1-877-558-0522 (toll free)
Web Site: www.wolflodge.org
E-mail: TRADINGPOST@wolflodge.org
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A Remarkable Glimpse
Of Egyptian History
Editor’s note: The following is a gem of a
provocative report from excellent researcher
and contributor to this newspaper, Calvin
Burgin. One humorous point made loud-andclear herein is that if your Guides “upstairs”
really want something important to cross your
path, they’ll make sure it happens—one way or
another.
The second reason we share this is because
of the fascinating information about ancient
Egypt and their language which is revealed. A
side matter is the futile suppression of such key
information by the so-called “elite” controllers.
Maybe some Egyptian scholars out there,
unbiased by the kind of “paycheck blindness”
which clouds the vision of so many, can pursue
this information further.
And the third point to note is made near
the end of Calvin’s article, where this 1930s
book corroborates one of the issues which
David Icke made in his Front Page interview
with Rick Martin (see the August 3, 1999 issue
of The SPECTRUM) about the shape-shifting
“low-life” entities who infest our planet in key
world control positions—that they encourage
and require low-frequency things like war in
order to maintain their existence in our
dimensional realm.
Looks like Calvin has “discovered” a new
long-term research project which will be of
great interest to many at this time of significant
revelations of The Truth on all fronts. Any of
you readers out there who can help Calvin find
the necessary books (which he refers to herein)
to continue this research can contact him at his
wrldline@texas.net email address.
9/19/99

CALVIN BURGIN

A friend of mine was given a box of old
books and he brought it to me to see if I
wanted any. One thing I DON’T have is a
shortage of books to read. I picked out a
couple that I might look at someday, and
turned down the rest. He suggested I read one
on reincarnation, but I passed on it. I said I
didn’t have time to read it. I felt that I did not
need to waste my time reading somebody else’s
explanation of something he probably did not
really understand anyway.
A week later the friend called me at work
and said he wanted to know if I was going to
be in, he had some books for me. This

sounded a bit odd, since he never bothered to
call before he came by previously, and I am
“always in” during working hours. He came
back by with two of the books he had brought
before and just delivered them to me without
asking.
One of the books was about how the Bible
came to be written. I will look at it more
closely someday; it might have something
worthwhile. The other book was the one he
had said was about “reincarnation” which I had
already told him before that I was not interested
in. He must have forgotten.
It turns out that it is a fascinating book! It
gives the keys to understanding the SPOKEN
language of Egypt of the time of Akhenaton
III! It is about a psychic investigator and a
“medium” named Rosemary who communicated
with a spirit being who is currently named
Nona. Nona said she was formerly known as
Telika, who at that time was the Babylonian
princess who married Amenhotep III.
Amenhotep III was the predecessor to
Akhenaton and usually considered to be the
first to honor The God of Light, Aton.
The book is called This Egyptian Miracle
and was written by Frederic H. Wood in 1939.
Telika/Nona worked with Wood and restored
the lost speech of Ancient Egypt by speaking in
Egyptian and giving the translations when
needed. The speaking was recorded on audio
recorders. The book tells the story of the
scholars who tried unsuccessfully to disprove
Wood. Telika and other “Higher Powers”
worked with Rosemary and Wood and restored
the ancient Egyptian SPOKEN language with
keys to understanding how to correctly translate
the WRITTEN language. The book mentions
thirty volumes of material in Rosemary Records
already completed. Wood also wrote two other
books called After Thirty Centuries and Ancient
Egypt Speaks.
A clay tablet found at Tell el Amarna in
1887 is a copy of a letter sent by the
Babylonian king to Pharaoh Amenhotep III
which said: “Behold, thou desirest my daughter
for thyself in marriage, while my sister, that my
father gave thee, is there with thee: and nobody
now has seen her, whether she be living or
dead.” Apparently, the sister in this tablet was
Telika. Telika said she married Amenhotep “in
his later years”.
The book is mostly about language, but
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there are fascinating tidbits here and there. In
the 1930s Telika said of the Sphinx:
“I think they will find something under the
Sphinx; a temple or room of some kind. There
were steps going down, and then a small flight
up to a door. I seem to see a floor made of
earth, marked off in brilliant colours,
patterned.”
Telika says it was she, and not Teie (now
often spelled Tiy, Tiye, etc.), who used her
influence with Pharaoh Amenhotep III in
favour of the New Religion which Akh-enAten, his son, adopted in the next reign. For
so doing, the priests and Teie hated her and
later tried to destroy her name from history.
She was killed by the priests in a boating
“accident”.
This means that the religion of Aton
attributed to Akhenaton was introduced to
Akhenaton’s father by Telika from Babylonia.
Telika was known as a “Fenkhu”, a word
usually understood to mean Phoenician, but
Telika said it can also sometimes mean Asiatics
in general. She said “the term was very loosely
applied in my time”.
Telika said that the square sign in Egyptian
hieroglyphics is usually thought to mean P, but
that is a modern mistake and that it actually
means V. She said the name Ptah, which is
unpronounceable with P, should actually be
“Vatah”—very similar to the German “Vater”
which now means “father”.
She said that “I am one of many hundreds
who are making contact now”. This was in the
1930s.
Also she said “We do not matter, anyhow.
The work will go on, whatever happens,
because God wants it to. We must stop
thinking about ourselves and the part we play
in it, for we are individuals of no consequence.
Nothing can stop this work. No amount of
persecution can stop it. It will go on.”
Wood wrote: “To the timid souls who
would suggest that one life at a time is
sufficient to occupy our whole attention, I
would point out that my family guides on the
Other Side say they all bitterly regretted,
afterwards, that they did not know more of
these facts while they were here. The laws of
existence, as taught by Nona [Telika], show
that it is to our interest so to order our conduct
in this life that the next cycle may find us
farther along the road of spiritual development.
We can reduce the number of necessary
incarnations, if we choose, by stricter obedience
to the laws of right living, and by unselfish
service.
“We bring into this life the accumulated
gains and losses of a currency of spiritual
growth. Each of us is not merely ‘a bundle of
ancestors’ in our physical traits. We are also
bundles of our former selves, in the attributes
of character. We pass out of each life taking
with us the sum-total of all those former
experiences, plus a new balance-sheet for the
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life just ended.
“Nona teaches that the main purpose of
existence is to give us experience, whether easy
or difficult, which may be for our ultimate
welfare. We can control our destiny to some
extent if in the struggle we overcome both the
defects with which we were born—which in
many cases are the outcome of former errors—
together with the handicaps of present
environment, which in some cases we chose
deliberately, states Nona, before we came to
Earth, in order to give ourselves the training
needed. We can ensure that our future shall be
better and happier than our past: first, by
overcoming pre-natal defects which, when
finally overcome, will trouble us no more. This
is a feature of Nona’s teaching, and it was also
held by the ancient Egyptians; secondly, we
make spiritual progress by all forms of
disinterested service.”
Nona/Telika said in one talk: “The whole
Egyptian argument is of infinitesimal
importance compared with the truth you have
begun to propagate. You are but touching the
fringe of these mysteries, which are only part of
a still larger mystery. You on Earth have
seized upon a tiny part of the Truth; and as you
are so misinformed about Time—or what you
think of as Time—this accounts for much
confusion of thought.”
“Personal responsibility is a hard teaching.
Many souls on Earth could not bear it. People
will not believe the truth until they can bear it,
but we are doing it the right way. Anything
which will help people to take a long view of
life, both backwards and forwards, is most
necessary. We cannot begin to think about life
and its problems until we can think both ways.”
“There never will be in the physical life that
millennium you all hope for. This Earth is a
mere school, a passing phase. One prophet
after another must come to help people to
realize that this life is a mere room which we
must enter at one end and leave at the other.
You live in Time, which has a false vibration
and dimension.”
Wood said that “as we go to press, war has
broken out between Britain, France, and Poland
on the one hand, and Nazi Germany on the
other”. He then comments that he and
Rosemary were working with many in
Germany and he hoped to renew contact with
the Germans after the war.
On April 22, 1936, Nona said: “There are
great forces on the Other Side who delight in
war. The lowest forces struggle for existence
and expression on your side, too, and war
enables them to manifest.” On July 6, she said:
“I see thick, dirty black clouds, and guns fired,
but they do not obscure the whole sky.”
I will now be most interested in trying to
find Frederic Wood’s other books Rosemary
Records, After Thirty Centuries and Ancient
Egypt Speaks! I needed some more books,
anyway!
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On “Reptilian” Shape-Shifting
And The Hatonn-Ra Connection
10/29/99

HATONN

Good evening, my friend. It is I, Gyeorgos
Ceres Hatonn, come to you in Light and in
Service to The One Light—Creator God—
symbolized Lovingly in your language by the
term and tonality “Aton”. Be at peace.
My scribe asks that I scan the various ones
who will receive this message and that I
address that which will be of the greatest
benefit to ALL. And so we shall.
Many of you ones are seeking to have
insight on the political and economical thinking
and “reasoning” of the so-called elite of your
planet so as to have “inside” information and
prophecy as to what will happen. Many are
seeking to have confirmation of David Icke and
Credo Mutwa’s information regarding the
reptilian phenomena [ presented as Front Page
stories in the August 3 and October 5 issues of
The SPECTRUM, respectively]. And still most
of you would like to have specific information
regarding the various UFO craft being sighted
in your skies and what is the Intergalactic
Federation’s specific role at this time. (Some
refer to us as the Confederation of Planets in
service to The Infinite Source. Both are
translational variances of the same idea.)
These topics are quite interesting for you
ones to think about, and we who come in
Lighted Service to Creator Source must strike a
balance between information that is truly
helpful and productive, and that which would
merely serve as a distraction from more
important but less-asked-about situations.
First and foremost, please do NOT get
overly worried or distracted by things like
reptilian shape-shifting entities. Fear and worry
will only serve to lower your frequency
vibration and thus destabilize your inner ability
to remain consciously connected to Higher
Guidance. There are many phenomena on your
planet that you ones have difficulty expressing
in words, for there are hardly the words to
describe the happenings of higher-dimensional
events as they produce a harmonic vibrational
effect (and thus observable manifestation) in
your density.
For many thousands of your years, there
have been encounters with higher-dimensional
entities who you ones would describe as both
angelic and demonic. There are ones who you
would call demonic who have a primary
agenda of enslaving your planetary population
so as to further aid their own survival. As your

planet continually raises in frequency, you will
become more and more aware of these entities
as they will become apparent to you each in
various manners. This is because you are
moving up in frequency and they cannot now
so easily “hide” in a vibratory range that used
to be far less accessible to you.
Many of your Shamen, Adepts, and other
ones who have developed “second sight” can,
have, and will see right before their eyes the
kind of shape-shifting transformations reported
by David Icke or Credo Mutwa and others,
where seemingly physical features (actually
mostly etheric perceptions) are described as
becoming “distorted” or “ugly” or “reptilian” or
such in appearance. Note that what is observed
always generates a negative emotional “gut”
reaction (a warning from one’s inner “radar”)
rather than causing a feeling that is positive or
uplifting.
It is quite possible for ones to observe the
extreme overshadowment (demonic possession
of sorts) of low-frequency humans by dark,
other-dimensional energies. For all intents and
purposes, the human ones so “possessed” then
become physical manifestations of (and hosts
for) these demonic, other-dimensional entities.
When ones are around human beings who
are overshadowed in such a thorough manner,
they will often begin to perceive the very
powerful non-physical demonic entities as they
really are. The observer of this phenomenon
will indeed see—again, more with etheric sight
than physical—the transfiguration of the human
likeness into the “reptilian” likeness as clear as
you would witness the changing of a television
station. The “distortions” in etheric appearance
(which cause a negative “gut” reaction in you
Lighted ones) are, generally speaking, the result
of the continual efforts of these demonic ones
to deny their Lighted connection to Source.
These darkly motivated, other-dimensional
entities have been working non-stop to try to
enslave the freedom of third-dimensional
entities for thousands upon thousands of years.
These ones generally come from an area of
your Milky Way Galaxy that you refer to as the
Orion Constellation. These ones are VERY
real and have woven symbols of their place of
origin into many of your planetary endeavors—
such as in the political, business, and
entertainment arenas which impose controls on
you in one way or another.
These demonic ones are those who are, in
large part, responsible for the overly
materialistic focus of your planet at this time.
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These ones use the temptations of wealth,
power, and ego desire for fame and recognition
to try to seduce you (a testing process) into
distractions which can eventually trap you
under their control if you are not cautious and
attentive to the process. These ones are the
ones to whom you “sell your soul” when, in a
moment of desperation, you state something to
the effect: “I’d do ANYTHING for ----”. This
sort of low-frequency, emotionally desperate
statement sends out a call to these ones, which
then permits them a foothold within your space
that is well within the rules of non-interference
of free will. Remember that the call always
compels the answer; this call would be likened
to a petition or prayer to the Angelic or Lighted
aspects of Creation, just turned around the other
way.
These demonic ones, if allowed to persist,
will begin to give human individuals what they
are wanting in terms of material wealth, fame,
recognition and such, and the price is that the
human individual becomes their puppet to
control. This can continue to such a degree
that, for all intents and purposes, the demonic
entity becomes the human person.
This game has been going on for centuries
upon centuries upon your planet. It should be
recognized and appreciated how such fits into
the Larger Picture of the testing aspect of
learning your lessons on schoolroom Earth.
Your planet has already passed her final
testing and is nicely adjusting to her new
fourth-density position. The transition will not
be fully completed for several hundred of your
years. However, as I have already stated, as
the background planetary frequency continues
to raise, these darkly-motivated fourth-density
demonic entities are becoming more and more
visible to you ones now experiencing the
transformation (awakening) process.
These dark ones know that their time of
mischief-making grows short. It is a matter of
mathematical certainty. The high planetary
frequency and the high frequency of those of
you who observe these harmonic manifestations
(intrusions) into the third-density illusion will
cause their mischievous charade to dissolve in
relatively short order.
Why is this? Remember that each must
wear a sign, and the sensing or perception of
the overall energy form of these dark ones
automatically prompts an emotional (soul-level
or “gut”) response-reaction of disgust in those
who are, in the majority, oriented towards the
Lighted aspects of The Creation. Thus this
“gut” disgust reaction creates a kind of
“intrinsic motivation” within Lighted ones to
put an end to the charade of the dark ones!
If I may use your words in a non-common
format, this phenomenon of shape-shifting
could be termed “fourth-dimensional ‘bleedthrough’
into
the
third-dimensional
consciousness (reality)”. The stronger the
demonic overshadowment, the more likely the
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effects of same will be observable in the
physical domain.
From a behavioral point of view, a
completely demonically possessed person can
appear quite calm, rational, and relatively
normal by external looks of things. Meanwhile,
the basically good-hearted person who is
entertaining such dark energies, but struggling
for release, is the one who often becomes
somewhat erratic, vicious, and nasty in their
behavior; this is, by the way, the real-life basis
for theatrical portrayals of such struggles in
movies such as The Exorcist. The demonic
entity knows its time of influence is potentially
short-lived, and thus considers it has very little
to lose by not keeping its presence more
hidden.
The Lighted ones who are bringing forth the
messages of exposure, and otherwise
awakening the public, are prime candidates for
attack by such controlled individuals. The dark
ones cannot stand to have their cover blown,
for they know that they will be rejected as soon
as they are identified and exposed. Awakened
Lighted ones have the unlimited Power of God
working through them (through prayers, etc.) to
dissolve dark energy infestations.
Therefore these dark ones (both the demonic
entity and the controlled human host) are drawn
to having secret meetings and rituals wherein
they can more fully manifest and intensify their
true vibrational nature. When these ones come
together for the purpose of such expression of
their true nature, there will be, to use a
scientific term, a “heterodyning” (or mixing and
multiplying) of their energies, and thus there
will be formed dimensional vortices wherein the
demonic entities can “recharge” themselves and
receive their “higher” instructions.
Realize, please, that these higherdimensional dark entities are themselves
puppets—slaves to still higher-dimensional
beings such as ones you have termed Lucifer
and Satan. The irony is that BOTH these
demonic entities and their human, so-called elite
hosts on your planet, who work to enslave the
rest of you, are themselves enslaved by the
higher-dimensional slave-masters. They are
kept in a constant state of manipulation
(distraction) and thus are somewhat blinded to
the nature of their true condition and state of
disconnect.
This process continues until there is little-tono true soul essence left in either the human
host puppets or their other-dimensional masters.
Such entities typically dissolve back into
undifferentiated (non-polarized) soul essence
(Light), wherefrom they will take on a firstdensity existence and repeat the evolutionary
cycle again.
Why do these dark ones go through such
troubles to trick and dissuade others from
progressing along their natural evolutionary
path?
These dark ones are fully exploring an
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aspect of The Creation that makes up the
duality (polarity) of experience. This is
necessary, else there would be no choice and
thus no free-will needed in order to choose.
ALL aspects of The Creation serve a viable
function and ALL is inter-connected and interdependent upon ALL else for proper balanced
interchange and growth. Just as with your
sporting events, there has to be opposing sides
in order for there to be a challenge (testing) of
knowledge, skill, and determination.
Your political and economic illusions are
molded and manipulated, for the most part,
by darkened humans who have been taken
over in such a manner as I have described
above. These ones are truly the minority of
your planet and they have a great fear of
the awakening, Lighted masses.
The darkened ones know that there will
be such a great focus of high-frequency
energy directly upon them, as well as
prayers and petitions (calls which compel
responses) from the masses to the Lighted
Realms of Creation, for assistance, that their
whole game will be dissolved. Many of these
darkly motivated ones will expend their very
last conscious thought as they struggle to
maintain their present, low-frequency
vibratory orientation in the focused presence
of pure Love/Light, and thus they too will
dissolve back into undifferentiated (nonpolarized) Light Source essence. Herein you
have the formula and the Higher Soul-ution
to the game being played at this time.
Fear NOT these darkened ones, for they
thrive on the frequency of fear; they know that
they control you to some degree by the mere
act of you being frightened. Fear NOT such
contrived notions as failure, embarrassment,
ridicule and such. These are but mere tools
used to keep you from recognizing your Godgiven right to freely choose to call upon ALL
of The Creation to offer you a solution for the
betterment (freedom) of all mankind
everywhere.
Imposing the will of the few upon the
majority, through the use of force, is not the
answer that will garner you freedom. It is the
answer that ensures your own enslavement to
another—in most cases the ones pulling the
strings are from other than the physical density.
Remember: ALL of the dark, so-called elite of
your world are, in fact, themselves slaves to
another.
* * *
Let us focus now on another topic of
concern at this time. Many of you are wanting
to know specific details of the purpose and
function of the Intergalactic Federation Of
Sovereign Planets. We of the Federation
(sometimes referred to as the Confederation Of
Planets) come to you in Lighted Service to
Creator-Creation and we serve the Higher Will
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of the One Infinite Source. We serve as a
matter of free will choice and we all come into
this service in the same way that many of you
are now—or have in the past—come into this
same service.
We answer the call of a petition for
assistance and we do so with the Highest Idea
and Knowing that to help another is to help
ALL ones everywhere including, but not in any
way limited to, ourselves. Many of you who
are drawn to this information at this time are
what you have come to know as Ground Crew
for the Federation’s effort to assist. (Such ones
have also been referred to as Wanderers in
some prior information offered to your planet
by the Federation/Confederation.)
You each choose to incarnate into a
particular planetary arena as a means for
bringing forth the desired assistance as a
Lighted wayshower. There is also, almost
always, a lesson that you need to experience in
order to balance out past “energy ridges”
(karma) that you may have accumulated along
the way to this point in your experience.
There is utmost care and consideration
given to the choice and decision to go back
through the “veil of forgetting” and into a thirddensity experience, such as on your planet, for
there is always the possibility of acquiring an
unbalanced energy exchange (karma), and thus
there becomes a need for even further
repetitions at later times. This is not all that
uncommon. However, Love toward others
almost always makes the “risk” well worth the
challenging undertaking.
Recent offerings brought to your attention
in The SPECTRUM newspaper by one David
Wilcock refer to a body of information
commonly called the Ra Material or The Law
Of One. This information was offered to your
planetary consciousness by the Federation
(Confederation) starting in the early 1980s and
chronicles contact with us beginning in 1962.
My scribe recently had a copy of this material
“dropped in his lap”—after several unsuccessful
attempts by us through various routes that
suggested to this one that he get this material.
My scribe was perhaps more startled than
anyone to find the following information in the
introduction section to the first volume of the
series. You will also find an interesting
description of the general purpose for the
Federation/Confederation craft in your skies
and why we operate in a manner which you
may perceive as a mystery.
[Editor’s note: The following is an excerpt
from the introduction section to the first of five
volumes in The Ra Material series. This
volume is titled: The Ra Material: An Ancient
Astronaut Speaks. Consistent with the later
four volumes, it is now known as The Law Of
One, Book 1. The copyright for this first
volume is 1984; however, the transcriptions of
the Ra receivings are dated between January
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15, 1981 and February 17, 1981. This
suggests that the following introductory
message(s) from Hatonn are around 18 years
old, and perhaps go as far back as the 1962
initiation of contact.
This series of five books were compiled
from trance sessions conducted through Carla
Rueckert (with questions asked by Don Elkins).
This excellent material is available from a nonprofit organization: L/L Research Publications,
P.O. Box 5195, Louisville, KY 40255-0195;
phone/fax: 502-245-6495. They also have
Internet access via the website address
www.llresearch.org wherein is more complete
ordering information. These ones do not
accept credit cards. While they offer a number
of publications besides the five Ra volumes, at
different suggested donations, all of the Ra
volumes have a suggested donation of $11.50
each to cover their production costs.]
[QUOTING:]
I [Carla Rueckert] could spend the length of
the book attempting to give you a sketchy
introduction to the thousands and thousands of
sightings like Captain Mantell’s that involve
irrefutably puzzling and concrete evidence of
something highly strange occurring. There are
many radar sightings of UFOs. There is one
volume, published by the Center For UFO
Studies in Evanston, Illinois, which deals solely
with the numerous physical traces that UFOs
have left behind, either by irradiating the soil,
causing other changes in soil composition, or
leaving impressions in the ground. A computer
set up by this same organization to carry a
program of information regarding UFOs
contains well over 80,000 reports; and some
things become startlingly clear by the use of
“UFOCAT” the computer. For instance, it is
now possible, if one measures a landing trace
from a UFO sighting, to find out from the
computer what the probable description of the
UFO itself will be. Thus, in a way, the witness
is merely confirming what the computer already
knows.
However, this is an introduction to a book
which consists of transcripts of messages of a
very precise nature having to do with
metaphysics, philosophy, and the plan of
evolution, both physical and spiritual, of man
on Earth. Consequently, what I propose to do
is share with you some of the research material
which our group has collected through the
years. Since all of these examples come from
the same group, we never describe who the
receiver may be, as we feel that it is the
information that is important rather than the
person who is transmitting.
According to an entity called Hatonn, who
has spoken with our group and several others
for many years, the purpose in being here of at
least some of the UFOs that are seen in our
skies at this time is much like the purpose that
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we might have in sending aid to a
disaster-stricken or extremely impoverished
country. It is a desire to be of service.
[Editor’s note: For ease in differentiating
the quoted material from Commander Hatonn
from the rest of this long quoted segment from
the introductory section of the first Ra Material
book, the Hatonn segments are placed in bold
type.]
“We have been contacting people of
planet Earth for many, many of your years.
We have been contacting at intervals of
thousands of years those who sought our
aid. It is time for many of the people of this
planet to be contacted, for many now have
the understanding and the desire to seek
something outside the physical illusion that
has for so many years involved the thinking
of those of this planet.
“The process we are stimulating is one
which is self-generating. As more and more
of those who desire our contact receive it
and pass it on to others, then those who
receive this passed-on information will then
themselves be able to reach a state of
thinking and understanding sufficiently intune, shall I say, with our vibrations in
order to receive our contact. For this, my
friends, is how contacts work.
“It is first necessary, if the entity is to be
able to receive our contact, for him to
become of a certain vibration as a result of
his thinking. This is greatly speeded by
involvement in groups such as this. And
then it is finally done through meditation.
In other words, the verbal communications
given to the entity by the channels such as
this one create a system of thought and a
desire for spiritual awareness that raises his
vibration.
“We of the Confederation of Planets in
the Service of The Infinite Creator are very
sorry that we cannot step upon your soil
and teach those of your people who desire
our service. But, my friends, as we have
said before, this would be a very great
disservice to those who do not desire our
service at this time, and we are afraid we
would have little effect in bringing
understanding even to those who desire it,
for understanding, my friends, comes from
within. We can only guide. We can only
suggest. We are attempting to do this in
such a way that the seeking of the individual
will be stimulated to turning his thinking
inward, inward to that single source of love
and understanding, The Creator, who is
part of us all, part of everything that exists,
for everything that exists, my friends, is The
Creator.
“We are very privileged to have you join
with us in this great service at this time in
the history of your planet. For this is a very
great time, a great transitional period, in
which many of the Earth’s people will be
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raised from their state of confusion to a
simple understanding: the love of their
Creator.”
Hatonn speaks of our desire to seek
something outside the physical illusion. What
he talks about so persuasively is something that
is often referred to by members of what Ra
calls the Confederation of Planets in the Service
of The Infinite Creator as “the original
thought”. This is another term for our word
“love”, but implies a great deal more. It
implies a unity that is so great that we do not
see each other simply as close friends, or
brothers and sisters, but, ideally, as The
Creator; and, as we see each other and
ourselves as The Creator, we see one being.
This concept is at the very heart of telepathy
and Hatonn talks about this concept and the
original thought in general:
“At this time I am in a craft far above
your place of dwelling. I am at this time
able to monitor your thoughts. This, my
friends, might seem to some of your peoples
to be an infringement, but I can assure you
that it is not. Our capabilities of knowing
the thinking of the peoples of this planet
Earth are not designed in any way to
infringe upon either their thinking or their
activities.
We do not consider the
knowledge of the thoughts of others to be an
infringement, for we see these thoughts as
our own. We see these thoughts as the
thoughts of The Creator.
“My friends, it may seem to you that a
thought of a nature other than one of love
and brotherhood might be a thought
generated not of our Creator. This is not
possible, my friends. All thought that is
generated is generated by The Creator. All
things that are generated are generated by
The Creator. He is all things and is in all
places, and all of the consciousness and all of
the thought that exists is the thought of our
Creator. His infinite number of parts all
have free will, and all may generate in any
way they choose.
All of his parts
communicate with all of The Creation, in his
entire and infinite sense.
“We are not attempting to change the
thinking of our Creator. We are only
attempting to bring his ideas to some of the
more isolated parts for their inspection and
appraisal. Isolated parts, I say, my friends,
and why should we consider these parts to
be isolated? We consider them isolated
because, from our point of view, they have
chosen to wander far from the concept that
we have found to permeate most of the parts
of The Creation with which we are familiar.
We find, my friends, that man upon planet
Earth, in his experiences and experiments,
has become isolated in his thinking and has
divorced it from that to which we are
accustomed in the vast reaches of Creation
which we have experienced.
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“I urge you, my friends, to remember
what we have brought to you. The next
time that you are, shall we say, backed into
a corner by the circumstances which prevail
within the illusion of your physical existence,
remember what you have learned and do
not forget what you have worked so hard to
obtain. You will choose at any time to alter
your needs and desires from within the
physical illusion to your being within The
Creation of the Father. As long as your
objectives lie within this physical illusion, it
will be necessary for you to be subject to the
laws which prevail within this illusion. If
your desires can be altered by the
application of what you are learning and are
lifted in The Creation of the Infinite One,
then, my friends, you may have a great deal
more ability to remove yourself from the
corners into which the illusion seems to back
you.”
To some who may read these words, the
concepts may seem to be a less-than-practical
and certainly overly idealistic method of
discussing what many have called the New Age
or the Age of Aquarius. It certainly seems
unlikely that an entire planet could go so wrong
philosophically and that beings supposedly
more advanced than we would care enough
about us to attempt to help us.
However as we look for the heart of the
“cosmic” system of philosophy, we find much
that is clear and simple without being simplistic
in the least, much that is ethical without being
dogmatic—in short, much that is informative.
Here Hatonn speaks of the nature of reality,
which, in the main, seems to have escaped the
notice of Earth man:
“My friends, man on Earth has become
very shortsighted in appreciation of The
Creation. He does not understand the true
meaning of the simple and beautiful life that
surrounds him. He does not appreciate its
generation and regeneration. He learns that
the very atmosphere that he breathes is
cycled through the plant life to be
regenerated to support him and his fellow
beings and creatures, and yet this seems to
the vast majority of those who dwell upon
this planet to be an exercise in technology
rather than one in theology. There is no
awareness of The Creator’s plan to provide
for his children, to provide for their every
desire, and to provide a state of perfection.
Man on Earth has lost the awareness that is
rightfully his. And why, my friends, has he
lost this awareness? He has lost this because
he has focused his attention upon devices
and inventions of his own. He has become
hypnotized by his playthings and his ideas.
He is but a child in his mind.
“All of this may be very simply remedied,
and man can once more return to an
appreciation of reality rather than an
appreciation of the illusion created by his
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mind. All that is necessary, my friends, is
that he individually avail himself to this
appreciation of reality through the process
of meditation, for this process stills his active
conscious mind, which is continually seeking
stimulus within the illusion developed over
so many centuries of time upon planet
Earth. Very rapidly, then, he can return to
an appreciation of the reality in the
functioning of the real Creation.
“This, my friends, is what man of Earth
must return to if he is to know reality: this
simple thought of absolute love, a thought of
total unity with all his brothers, regardless
of how they might express themselves or
whom they might be, for this is the original
thought of your Creator.”
The Creation of the Father, then, as Hatonn
calls it, has a very simple nature, a nature in
which love is the essence of all things and of
all their functions.
Yet this “real” Creation obviously is not
uppermost in most of our minds because we
live in a day-to-day atmosphere to which the
Confederation has referred quite often as an
illusion.
“We of the Confederation of Planets in
the Service of The Infinite Creator have
been, for many of your years, aware of
many principles of reality. We are aware of
these principles because we have availed
ourselves to them just as the people of your
planet may do.
“It is possible through meditation to
totally reduce the illusion that you now
experience that creates the separation—an
illusory separation—to what it actually is, a
total illusion. We have been continuing to
speak to you about meditation. We have
spoken to you many times about reality and
about love and about understanding, and yet
you do not seem to be able to overcome the
illusion.
“The reason for the illusion, my friends,
is one that man on Earth has generated. He
has generated it out of desire. This illusion
is useful. It is very useful for those who
would wish to evolve at a very rapid rate by
experiencing it and by using it while within
it. Many of us who are now circling your
planet would desire to have the opportunity
that you have, the opportunity to be within
the illusion and then, through the generation
of understanding, use the potentials of the
illusion. This is a way of gaining progress
spiritually and has been sought out by many
of our brothers.
“I cannot over-emphasize the necessity of
becoming able to understand the nature of
the potentials within your illusion and then,
by self-analysis and meditation, reacting to
that in a way that will express the thought
that generated us: the thought of our
Creator. This was done by the teacher
whom you know as Jesus. This man
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recognized his position. He recognized the
illusion. He understood the reason for the
potentials within the illusion, and his
reaction to these potentials and activities
within the illusion was a reaction which was
expressing the thought of The Creator, a
thought of love.
“Keep uppermost in your mind that the
illusion that you experience is an illusion,
that it is surrounding you for the purpose of
teaching you. It can only teach you if you
become aware of its teachings. It is said that
‘He worked His wonders in mysterious
ways.’ This way may seem mysterious;
however, it is the way of spiritual
evolvement.
There are many souls
experiencing the illusion in which you find
yourself; however, there are few using this
illusion to grow. They are not doing this
other than at a subliminal level because they
have not availed themselves, through their
seeking, to a knowledge of the possibility of
doing this.
“Once an individual has become aware of
the possibility of using the illusion in which
he finds himself in your physical world for
the progression of spiritual growth, it is
necessary that he take the next step and use
his knowledge to express, regardless of the
potentials which affect him, the love and
understanding of his Creator.”
As you have by now become aware,
meditation is always suggested as the best
means of attaining understanding, of
progressing spiritually, and of understanding the
nature of the illusion and the purpose for which
you are experiencing it. Each person is
involved in an illusion or game in which we
may, if we wish, use our consciousness in
meditation in such a way as to create a more
rapid growth in personal evolution. But how
do we bring ourselves to the point at which this
process, which often seems very difficult, is
grasped and begun?
“Desire, my friends, is the key to what
you receive. If you desire it, you shall
receive it. This was The Creator’s plan, a
plan in which all of his parts would receive
exactly what they desire. My friends, often
in the illusion which you now experience, it
seems that you do not acquire what you
desire. In fact, the opposite seems to be the
case in many, many instances. It is a
paradox, it seems, that such a statement
should be made and that such apparent
results of desire are manifested, and yet we
state, without exception, that man receives
exactly what he desires. Perhaps, my
friends, you do not understand desire.
Perhaps this understanding is not within the
intellectual mind. Perhaps it will be
necessary to spend time in meditation to
become aware of your real desire. For, my
friends, there is much, much more of you
and of The Creation than you presently
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appreciate with your intellectual abilities in
your present illusion.
“It is very difficult for the peoples of this
planet to give up their illusion, to give up the
preconceived knowledge of what they believe
to be cause and effect. However, this is not
reality. This is illusion, born of illusion. It is
a simple product of the complexity that man
upon this planet has generated. Join with us
in divorcing your thinking from such
complexities and become aware of what has
created you, everything that you experience,
and everything that is thought. Become
aware of your Creator. Become aware of
his desire, and when you know this desire,
you will know your own, for you and your
Creator are one, and you are one with all of
his parts and, therefore, all of your fellow
beings throughout all of The Creation.
When you know his desire, you will feel it.
There will be no more confusion. There will
be no more questions. You will have found
what you have sought. You will have found
Love, for this is the desire of your Creator:
that all of his parts express and experience
the Love that created you.
This may be
found simply, in meditation. No amount of
seeking within the intellectual concepts of
your people, no amount of careful planning
or careful interpretation of the written or
spoken word, will lead you to the simple
truth.”
The Confederation messages concentrate a
great deal upon the concept of seeking and of
desire, feeling that the will of each entity is
absolutely central to each entity’s quest for
evolution. In fact, they say, free will is at the
foundation of the universe. Each entity is
conceived not only as being part of One Unity,
but also as being a totally unique part of that
Unity. Each person’s free will is quite
paramount and the Confederation’s concern is
always to avoid infringement upon the free will
of any person. Their method of contacting man
on Earth takes its form from a deep concern for
this free will:
“We do not wish to impose our
understanding of truth upon your peoples,
and this would be something that we would
do if we contacted them directly. We could
not help it, for our very utterance of truth
would be accepted by many of your peoples
as being valid. We do not wish to be
thought of as the ultimate representatives of
The Creator’s truth. We wish to give this to
your peoples in such a way so that they may
accept or reject this at their own will. This,
as we understand it, is a necessary provision
in the spiritual evolvement of all mankind:
that he be, at some state of his evolution, in
a position to accept or reject what is
necessary for his evolution. In this way, and
only in this way, can he know the truth, the
truth of The Creator, that single truth that
is The Creation, the truth of the Love of The
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Creation.
“It must be realized from within. It
cannot be impressed from without. We are
attempting to stimulate those of your peoples
who would be stimulated to seeking this
truth that is within them. We have been
required, by our understanding of our
Creator’s principle, to remain in hiding, for
we cannot serve one individual and at the
same time do a disservice to his neighbor by
proving within his own mind that we exist,
for many of those of planet Earth at this
time do not desire to believe in or have proof
of our existence. For this reason we find it
necessary to speak to those who seek
through channels such as this one. We find
it necessary to give to those who seek that
which they seek in such a way that they, for
themselves, may appraise its value and
accept or reject, on their own terms, those
thoughts that we bring, and understand the
reality of The Creation in which all of us
exist.”
Once the desire to receive this message has
been developed, the messages are indeed
available, not just from our group but from
many so-called contactee or channeling groups
around the world. Indeed, you will find little
new in the “cosmic” system of philosophy.
Those concepts are basic, profound, and
simple. The Confederation has a name for one
of the great goals of this system of meditation
and study—Understanding:
“Many of your peoples are, at this time,
seeking outside their illusion. To those who
seek, we offer our understanding. We do
not attempt to say that we have ultimate
wisdom. We only suggest that that which
we have to offer may be of value, for we
have found, in our experience, as we have
passed through the same experiences as
those of Earth, that there is a most beneficial
direction in seeking to serve. We are acting
through instruments, such as those here
tonight, to give to those who seek, an
understanding. Our presence is meant to
stimulate seeking. Through this process, we
hope to contact as many of the peoples of
your planet as would desire our contact.
We hope in the very near future to be able
to contact many more of the peoples of your
planet, the peoples who would desire
understanding. It is difficult to contact those
people of your planet because of this, shall I
say, mixture of types, but it is well worth
our effort if we are able to contact but one.
“We will continue to act as we do now,
speaking through instruments such as this
one, until a sufficient number of the peoples
of your planet have become aware of truth.
We are constantly striving to bring, through
many channels of communication, the simple
message to the peoples of Earth: the simple
message that will leave them with a simple
understanding of all that there is, and that is
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Love.”
But understanding, that understanding
which shows us the Love of an Infinite
Creator, is again and again described as being
possible far more easily through the processes
of meditation than by any other method:
“There are pieces of information that are
of importance, and there are pieces of
information that are not. Wisdom is a
rather lonely matter, my friends. You must
accept this truth as you acquire the burden
of wisdom. That which you know, you are
to be careful of, for what you know in the
real Creation has power, and that which you
desire is all of the direction which that
power will be aimed at; but have faith, my
friends, in what you know and what you are
learning.
Feed your faith and your
understanding through meditation. The
further that you go along this path, my
friends, the more meaningful you will find
this simple statement: meditate. It begins as
a simple process and, little by little, it
becomes a way in which you live. Observe it
as you progress along your own spiritual
path.”
It is frequently suggested in contactee
messages that the state of mind of the seeker
has the opportunity of being continuously in a
far more pleasant configuration than is the mind
of one who is not actively engaged in pursuing
a path of self-knowledge and seeking.
However, there are other fruits of the path of
meditation and seeking which are predictable
and which engage the attention of those who
channel these messages.
“It is to be remembered, my friends, that
service to others is service to one’s self.
Notice that we do not say that service is like
unto service to one’s self. There is no
similarity between others and ourselves.
There is identity. There is completion and
unity. Therefore, that which is felt of a
negative nature towards a sheep of the flock
is felt towards one’s self and is felt toward
The Creator. This enters the service which
you attempt to give to yourself and to The
Creator, through service to another, and
causes a blot or a stain upon the perfect
service you would have performed. It must
be remembered that each person is a
completely free entity whose independence
must in no way be shaken, and yet whose
identity remains one with you.”
***** *
[Editor’s note: The asterisks here indicate a
separation between a quotation from one
transcript and a quotation on the same subject
from a different transcript.]
“There is only one thing of great
importance for you to consider at this time.
That is your personal preparation for
service. You are to serve your fellow man,
and, therefore, it is necessary that you
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prepare yourselves for this service. This, of
course, my friends, is done in meditation.
We cannot overemphasize the importance of
meditation. Through this technique you will
receive answers to all of your questions. It is
difficult to realize this, but this is true. All
of your questions can be reduced to an
extremely simple concept. This you can
become aware of in meditation. Once this
has been done, you will be ready to serve,
just as others have served and are now
serving upon your planet. Follow their
example; spend time in meditation. Qualify
yourself to reach out to your fellow man and
lead him from the darkness of confusion,
that he is experiencing, back into the Light
that he desires.”
One service which the Confederation
sources greatly appreciate is that provided by
vocal channels which are trained in groups such
as the one which we have had in Louisville
since 1962. They never suggest in any way that
their message is unique or that “salvation” can
only be gained by listening to that message.
However, they are aware that there are many who
seek that message through sources other than
orthodox religion and classical philosophy.
Consequently, they are here to provide a service
of making information available and can only
perform their service through vocal channels:
“There are more people upon this planet
seeking than there have been in the past.
However, many are quite confused in their
attempts to seek and there is a need at this
time for many more channels, such as this one,
who can receive directly the thoughts that so
many of the people of this planet are seeking.
We are attempting at this time to generate
greater numbers of proficient vocal channels
who can receive our thoughts quite readily.
This requires daily meditation. This is all that
is required: daily meditation. It is assumed, of
course, that as this daily meditation is
performed, there is a desire for our contact.”
As one who has participated in meditation
groups for many years, may I suggest that
individual meditations not include the attempt to
contact Confederation sources. It is best to pursue
this attempt only in a group situation, preferably a
group which contains at least one experienced
receiver. And always, whether meditating alone
or in a group, I strongly recommend some means
of “tuning” so that the meditation which follows
will be at the highest spiritual level possible. This
“tuning” can be accomplished in any way
preferable to the meditator. The Lord’s Prayer,
“Aum-ing” or other singing or chanting, the
reading of some inspirational writing, or a careful
visualization of the “White Light” of The Creator,
are all useful “tuning” methods.
Reincarnation is very basic to the
Confederation message. One of the most highly
regarded fruits of the meditation and seeking
process is the ability of the seeker to penetrate
what Ra calls the “forgetting process” which
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occurs at the time of our birth into this incarnation
so that we might become aware of the lessons
which we have to learn during this incarnation.
These lessons are always along the lines of how
to love better, more fully, more deeply, or with
more kindness and understanding. However,
each entity has unique lessons:
“At the time at which each of you
incarnated, my friends, each of you was aware
that certain lessons, hitherto unlearned, were
to be the goals for achievement in this
incarnation. If it seems to you that your entire
incarnation within this illusion has been a
series of difficulties of one particular type, then
you are almost certainly aware, in some
manner, of one of your lessons. As you can
see, these lessons are not to be avoided. They
are to be learned.
“Further, we must point out to you that,
when a confrontation in such a lesson has
been achieved, that which separates you from
understanding is most often your own
thinking. Your conscious thinking processes
are quite capable of being self-destructive in
the sense that they may aid you to avoid the
lesson that you wish in reality to learn.
Therefore, as you approach a lesson, we
suggest that if it is possible to achieve a
temporary abeyance of the conscious,
analytical processes, then you may return to
the problem with a much clearer mentality,
ready to learn what you came to this
experience to learn, rather than only to avoid
what you came to learn.
“We know how difficult it is to achieve the
meditative state at all times, for we have been
where you are and we are aware of that
particular type of illusion that you call
physical. We urge you, therefore, to depend
on meditation of a formal kind, then to
attempt a semi-meditative state at all times,
and, by this, we mean simply to achieve a state
of attention so that your destructive impulses
are not free to clog your mind completely and
keep you from learning the lessons you came
to learn.”
Undergirding all of the lessons that we have
to learn about love is the basic concept that all
things are one:
“Meditate upon the complete unity of
yourself and all that you see. Do this not once,
and not simply in present circumstances, but
at all times, and especially in difficult
circumstances. For insofar as you love and
feel at one with those things which are difficult
for you, to that extent will those circumstances
be alleviated. This is not due to any laws
within our physical illusion, but is due to the
Law of Love—for that body which is of
spirit, which is interpenetrated with the
physical body, is higher than your physical
body, and those changes which you make by
Love upon your spiritual body will, of
necessity, reflect themselves within the physical
illusion.
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“All is one, my friends. My voice is now
the voice of this instrument; my thoughts are
her thoughts. Please believe that the vibration
we offer to you is not a vibration of
personality, but is a vibration of The Creator.
We are also channels. There is only one voice.
Within this vibration, we are self-consciously
aware that this voice is the voice of The
Creator. It is simply a matter of lifting
vibrations which are not so self-aware of The
Creator. All things will eventually come into
harmony in relation to your understanding.
“Even if the universe for those around you
remains disharmonious and difficult, if your
mind is stayed upon the unity of The Creator,
your own universe will become harmonious,
and this is not by your doing, but by the
simple love of The Creator.”
From many sources we have heard that we
are in the last days of a particular era of
evolution. Popular writers of the Christian faith
have taken the writings of the Book Of Revelation
and analyzed them in such a way that it is
suggested that the days of Armageddon are near
at hand. Scientists have written many books
exploring the possibility that unusual planetary
configurations such as the Jupiter Effect will
occur now and in the year 2000, thus enlarging
the possibility for Earth changes. Other scientists
have examined much evidence indicating that a
polar shift by the year 2000 is probable. Prophets
such as Edgar Cayce have channeled information
having to do with such drastic changes occurring
and, in addition, of course, there are our many
concerns having strictly to do with the man-made
potential for planetary devastation. We also have
gathered information in our meetings on the
subject of Earth changes:
“There is a season upon your planet which
shall be highly traumatic within your physical
illusion. The physical reasons for this are
varied. Your scientists will spend a great deal
of time, while they can, in attempting to
catalog and describe each of the conditions
which will produce disaster on this physical
plane of your planet. That which your
scientists speak of is quite so, and will be part
of the program which has been predicted by
all of those holy works which you have upon
the face of the Earth.
“It is not either permissible or possible for
us to tell you precisely what events will occur,
or when they will occur, due to the fact that
the vibration within the mind and heart of the
peoples upon your planet is determining and
will determine the precise events. There is
within the planet Earth a great deal of karma
which must be adjusted as the cycle changes,
and these things will manifest. Precisely when,
and how, we cannot say, nor would we wish
to, my friends. For the rain, and the wind,
and fire, will destroy only those things which
are in what you call the third density of
vibration. You may value those things because
you cannot imagine what a fourth-density
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existence will be like. We suggest to you that
you spend no time concerning yourselves with
the effort of maintaining your third-density
existence after the vibration change to fourth
density has been completed.
“If, within your spirit, your graduation day
has come, those things necessary for your
emergence into fourth density will be done for
you. All will be accomplished by Helpers
which you must be aware that you have.
“It is extremely possible that damage will
occur to those things which you identify with
yourself in the third density. If we may speak
plainly, you will observe the valley of the
shadow of death. These very words, my
friends, have been spoken to you before, and
yet you cling to that physical body and those
physical surroundings as though your spirit
were attached quite permanently to them.
“May we suggest to you that you can find
your spirit neither in your head, nor in your
hands, nor in your chest, nor in your legs, nor
in your feet, that nowhere can you find your
spirit; nowhere can you operate to remove it,
nor to aid it. Your spirit resides within a shell.
The shell may be removed, but that is no
matter. The spirit does not perish.”
What is the metaphysical meaning of this
suggested physical trauma of our planet? The
Confederation suggests that the planet itself is
moving into a new vibration, a new portion of
space and time, which many have called the New
Age, but into which we shall not be able to enter
unless we have indeed learned the lessons of
Love which it has been our choice to learn or not
to learn for many incarnations. Therefore the
Confederation suggests that it is very important to
choose to follow the positive path or not to follow
it:
“There is a choice to be made very shortly,
and it would be preferable if all of the people
of this planet understand the choice that is to
be made. It will be difficult for many of the
people of this planet to understand what this
choice is, because it is a choice that they have
not considered. They have been much too
involved in their daily activities and their
confusion and their desires of a very trivial
nature to be concerned with an understanding
of the choice that they are very shortly to
make. Whether they wish to or not, whether
they understand it or not, regardless of any
influence, each and every one of the people
who dwell upon planet Earth will shortly
make a choice. There will be no middle area.
There will be those who choose to follow the
path of Love and Light, and those who choose
otherwise.
“This choice will not be made by saying ‘I
choose the path of Love and Light’ or ‘I do
not choose it’. The verbal choice will mean
nothing. This choice will be measured by the
individual’s demonstration of his choice. This
demonstration will be very easy for us of the
Confederation of Planets in His Service to
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interpret. This choice is measured by what we
term the vibratory rate of the individual. It is
necessary, if an individual is to join those who
make the choice of Love and Understanding,
for his rate of vibration to be above a certain
minimal level. There are many now who are
close to this minimum level, but due to
continuing conditions of erroneous thought
that prevail upon your surface, they are either
fluctuating around this point or are even in
some cases drifting away from the path of
Love and Understanding. There are many
whose vibratory rate at this time is sufficiently
high for them to travel with no difficulty into
the density of vibration that this planet is
shortly to experience.”
At some time in the future, then, something
that the Confederation has called “the harvest”
will take place. This concept of the Judgment
Day differs from the eschatological one in that the
one who judges us is not a God apart from us but
the God within us. As a result of this harvest,
some will go on to a new age of Love and Light,
and will learn new lessons in a very positive and
beautiful density, as the Confederation calls it.
Others will have to repeat this particular grade of
lessons and relearn the lessons of Love. Here the
Confederation entity, Hatonn, speaks once again
of “the harvest” and of the Confederation’s
purpose in speaking through contactee groups:
“There is going to be a harvest, as you
might call it, a harvest of souls that will shortly
occur upon your planet. We are attempting to
extract the greatest possible harvest from this
planet. This is our mission, for we are the
Harvesters.
“In order to be most efficient, we are
attempting to create first a state of seeking
among the people of this planet who desire to
seek. This would be those who are close to the
acceptable level of vibration. Those above this
level are, of course, not of as great an interest
to us since they have, you might say, already
made the grade. Those far below this level,
unfortunately, cannot be helped by us at this
time. We are attempting at this time to
increase by a relatively small percentage the
number who will be harvested into the path
of Love and Understanding.
“Even a small percentage of those who
dwell upon your planet is a vast number,
and this is our mission—to act through
groups such as this one in order to
disseminate information in such a fashion
that it may be accepted or rejected, that it
may be in a state lacking what the people of
your planet choose to call proof.
“We offer them no concrete proof, as
they have a way of expressing it. We offer
them Truth. This is an important function
of our mission—to offer Truth without proof.
In this way, the motivation will, in each and
every case, come from within the individual.
In this way, the individual vibratory rate will
be increased. An offering of proof or an
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impressing of this Truth upon an individual in
such a way that he would be forced to accept
it would have no usable effect upon his
vibratory rate.
“This, then, my friends, is the mystery of
our way of approaching your peoples.”
Another concept that has come out of the
many communications from alleged UFO entities
is that of “Wanderers”. They are usually
service-oriented people, and, as would be
predictable, they often have a great deal of
difficulty fitting into the planetary vibrations of
Earth. Often they have the feeling that they do
not fit in or do not belong, but at the same time,
very often, these people are possessed of many
gifts, in the arts, in teaching, or in the simple
sharing of a cheerful and happy vibration, which
certainly does not suggest the normal attitude of a
simple malcontent.
This concept is particularly interesting to
many people who will be drawn to The Ra
Material because, according to that material,
much of it will be most easily recognized as being
useful by Wanderers. There are not just a few
Wanderers on Earth today; Ra suggests a figure
of approximately sixty-five million. They have
left other densities, in harmonious environments,
to take on a kind of job that is most difficult and
dangerous, for if a Wanderer cannot at least begin
to pierce the forgetting process that occurs at birth
into this density during his or her lifetime on
planet Earth, and remember the Love and the
Light that the person was intended to share, the
Wanderer can conceivably become caught in the
third-density illusion, collecting what may loosely
be termed as karma, and be delayed in arriving
again at the home planet until all that is
unbalanced in third density in this lifetime has
been balanced.
When Don Elkins and I wrote Secrets Of The
UFO in 1976, we devoted a chapter to the
concept of Wanderers and used material gathered
in hypnotic regressions of three women who are
friends in this lifetime and who, when separately
regressed, gave independent and dovetailing
stories of their lives on another planet.
[END QUOTING]
Hatonn here in Light to continue: All things
happen for a reason! Why do you suppose that I,
Hatonn, was chosen to be featured in the
introduction to this work?
These are indeed
clues for you ones to consider. I do hope you are
at least curious about the information offered in
this series of books. The Ra Material (The Law
Of One) is among the least distorted information
brought through to your density in the last 2000
years. You ones would do well for yourselves
and others to read the contents of this five-book
series. The terminology may be difficult for some
of you at first, but with careful consideration you
will find that each session has a great deal of
subtle information, much of which will only be
recognized after the second or third reading.
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All sessions, you will find, will begin with a
very clear identification of the group
consciousness “Ra” and their alignment with
Lighted intent. You will also find that the group
consciousness also identifies after each and every
question. This, in and of itself, is to trigger a
recognition (and remind/teach you) that you
cannot be certain from one question to the next
that you still have the same entity or group
communicating that started the session.
There is no room for assumptions, for the
mission of Ra was/is to rectify an out-of-balance
condition it created around the time of Akhenaton
and the Great Pyramid. Also, this method of
identification set a precedent for what was
expected, and thus having ample identification
made it nearly impossible for dark intrusion. In
the event of intrusion there would be quite a
noticeable lack of what was established as proper
identification protocol. Dear friends, you can
NEVER be too cautious!
The first book alone deals with the
manufacture of the Great Pyramid, robotic
animations (or “robotoids”), mind control being
used by your “elite”, and the general nature of the
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duality (polarity) of The Creation. Most
importantly this work deals with the Law of One,
which states we are all ONE; there is no
separation or distinction. When this simple reality
is TRULY appreciated and understood, then you
will have advanced a major step along your
evolutionary journey.
We give honor to those who have worked
diligently for the majority of their lives to bring
forth this work, and thus make it available to any
and all who would be seeking to find the same.
These Ground Crew members still run a research
organization and the majority of all their resources
come from the sale of the various books they
have produced, as well as from donations
received in thanks from generous souls who
recognize the value and importance of their work.
Please support these ones in any way you can;
your kindness will be reflected back to you a
thousand times over.
I am Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn. I leave you all
in the Light and Love of the Infinite One Source
that is ALL. Blessings and peace be with you as
this Adventure continues to unfold in perfection.
Salu!

Ed Note On Magnets & Solar Panels
There’s a lot to do these days on top of
getting out this newspaper. I wanted to share
with you readers a few discoveries I have made
related to some outside-the-newspaper projects I
am invoved with. This information mostly has
to do with products and/or services which you
may be interested in. If you DO contact any of
these, please let them know you read about
them here.
• My first discovery is a company that
provides magnets for water conditioning or
“softening” and automobile fuel-line
conditioning for better mileage and
performance. Most of the companies supplying
such magnets are charging two or three times a
reasonable price. This company charges a fair
price for great products; call or write for their
literature if you’re interested:
Magnetizer—The Free Energy Company
5525 Swamp Road
Fountainville, PA 18923-9612
Phone: 215-249-1200
Website: www.magnetizer.com
• The second discovery is for all of you out
there who are either “off the grid” completely
or working toward having some kind of back-up
electrical power from generators, photovoltaics
(solar panels), and/or wind generation. The
usual costs for this kind of equipment is quite
high and many companies are taking advantage
of “y2k” fears to charge even more outrageous

prices. One company I have found out about
(due to a friend who I should have listened to
months ago) is financially responsible as well
as helpful with alternative energy projects. Call
or write to the owner, Carsten (who impresses
me as being Ground Crew), of:
Creative Energy Technologies
P.O. Box 304
Summit, NY 12175
Phone: 888-305-0278
Website: www.cetsolar.com
• And related to the above, for those of you
who may already have generators powered by
gasoline, but might like to be able to easily
convert them to run on propane or natural gas
through easy-to-install kits (or at least have that
option available to you in an emergency),
contact Nancy at:
U.S. Carburetion, Inc.
HC 79, Box 130
Building B-1
Canvas, WV 26662
Phone: 770-966-1646
Website: www.uscarb.qpg.com
Maybe these sources will be of interest to
those of you who are working on projects in
these areas of alternative energy systems. It is
useful to just have the excellent literature
available for your reference which these
sources offer.
— E.Y.
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Parts I & II
David Icke has produced two amazing videos with the Zulu “sanusi” or shaman,
Credo Mutwa, who reveals astonishing information which, until now, was only
available to the highest initiates of the African shaman tradition.
He has had attempts on his life and endless threats in an effort to silence him right
up to the recording, but, as Credo says, “The world must know this—and know it
now.”
He reveals how a shapeshifting reptilian race (the “Chitauli” to Africans) has
controlled humanity for thousands of years and how their bloodlines are in the
positions of royal, political and economic power today.
Credo Mutwa supports all the themes outlined in The Biggest Secret and adds his
own unique knowledge and experience of travelling Africa for nearly 80 years.
These videos will re-write the UFO/extraterrestrial story in a way that will blow your
mind. UFO researchers have ignored Africa and therefore ignored one of the greatest
sources of knowledge on the planet.
While people still argue over
Amazing Confirmation that a reptilian
Roswell
and the extraterrestrial beings
extraterrestrial race controlled
apparently
found there, African tribesthe world for thousands of years
people have been interacting with these
ET “gods” for thousands of years,
sometimes eating them, as Credo
Mutwa did on one occasion with
unforgettable consequences.
Credo has not only seen dead
“greys” many times, he has seen them
examined behind their “grey” exterior
and he knows exactly what they really
look like—and it is nothing like we
think!
“This is the most amazing man it
“the most
has
ever been my honor to meet—a
astonishing
genius—and the importance of these
man it has been “
videos is simply beyond words”. —
my honour
to meet.”
David Icke
After making these videos, Credo was
visited by two people from Cape Town
David Icke
who offered him 50,000 rand and a
talks with the
house anywhere in South Africa he would
Zulu Shaman
like to name if he would agree to never
Credo Mutwa
speak to David Icke again and never have
anything to do with him. Credo’s reply
can be imagined!
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